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Paid for by Stanford Health Care

“At Stanford, the whole team
was great at making sure the
right things happened for me
to have the amazingly good
recovery I’ve had so far.”
— Brett

Bicyclist Finds New “Roads” to Conquer
After Traumatic Brain Injury
Brett’s cross-country bicycling trip from Santa Barbara to South
Carolina ended abruptly, 1,000 miles short of its final destination.
While crossing through Oklahoma, Brett fell, ending his dreams of
completing a coast-to-coast charity ride, and nearly ending his life.
He was transported by helicopter to the nearest
trauma center in Joplin, Missouri, where he
spent nine days in a coma. Brett had suffered
a subdural hematoma from landing on his
head. Blood was pooling on the outside of his
brain, causing his brain to swell. To create space
and to remove the blood, the trauma team in
Joplin removed a part of Brett’s skull. Once
he was stabilized, his family requested he be
transported to Stanford Hospital, where he could
continue to be treated closer to home.
“Any patient who suffers a traumatic brain injury
who comes into the Stanford system will have
some interaction with myself or my colleague
in trauma,” said Odette Harris, MD, MPH,
neurosurgeon at Stanford Health Care. Brett
spent eight days in the ICU, where a team of
trauma and brain injury specialists managed
his inter-cranial pressure, blood pressure,
temperature and seizures to minimize the
cascade of secondary injuries that can occur
after a traumatic brain injury.
“Once we get patients through that period of
survival, then we start looking at the period of
recovery and rehabilitation,” said Dr. Harris. She
wanted him to regain the weight and strength
he’d lost after the accident before surgery
to repair his skull. He spent six weeks in a
rehabilitation unit at Santa Clara Valley Medical.

There, he put on weight, began walking and
talking and regained his short-term memory.
With his body strong enough for surgery,
Brett returned to Stanford. In the first of four
surgeries, Dr. Harris used a bone implant to
replace the section of his skull that was removed
after the accident. Subsequent surgeries were
done to manage his surgical wound healing, and
to create a skin flap to cover his skull.

Project Recovery
An avid cyclist before his accident, Brett made
exercise an integral part of his ongoing recovery.
He clocked his steps, the miles he rode on his
stationary bicycle, his sleep, and shared his daily
progress with Dr. Harris, who encouraged his
holistic approach to recovery.
“I wanted her to know I was committed to doing
the physical things necessary to keep my body in
shape to recover,” he said.
The accident’s impact to the right side of his brain
affected his ability to control the left side of his
body. He was also experiencing minor seizures.
Scheherazade Le, MD, a Stanford Health Care
neurologist specializing in epilepsy and seizure
disorders, supported him through the neurologic
recovery from the traumatic brain injury.
“Brett was determined to make exercise a part
of his daily routine, and I think that helped
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strengthen his recovery and brain function,”
said Dr. Le. He also stays active socially, meeting
friends and colleagues for coffee or lunch nearly
every day, and sharing his recovery experience
with other TBI patients and Stanford neurology
and neurosurgery residents. “His story is so
inspiring and gives so much hope to me as a
doctor and to other patients who need intense
neurologic recovery.”
“The Stanford environment allows someone like
Brett to truly recover in a way that’s tailored
to what he needs,” said Dr. Harris. “We’re
integrating not only brain injury specialists, but
we’re integrating trauma specialists, specialists
in orthopedics, specialists in ENT, and plastic
surgery. Because of the integrated care we have,
Brett has just excelled.”
Six years later, Brett remains active. “I really
feel like I’ve pulled through it the best I possibly
could,” said Brett, who walks between 40 and
70 miles every week. “At Stanford, the whole
team was great at making sure the right things
happened for me to have the amazingly good
recovery I’ve had so far.”

U.S. News & World
Report recognizes,
again, Stanford Health
Care in the top 10 best
hospitals in the nation.
Discover our patient stories on
StanfordHealthNow.org

Upfront

Daylight Saving Time is ending
Set your clocks back one
hour at 2 a.m. this Sunday.

Local news, information and analysis

Applicants seek to change planning commission’s tone
Several allude to recent rancor on influential Palo
Alto panel in explaining their reason for applying
by Gennady Sheyner

W

hen the Palo Alto City
Council meets in late
November to interview
13 candidates for the city’s influential but polarized Planning and
Transportation Commission, questions about ethics may loom as
large as those pertaining to hous-

ing and traffic.
The topic of commissioner ethics
emerged repeatedly during recent
City Council candidate forums,
with several candidates alluding to
recent citizens’ complaints against
Planning Commissioner Michael
Alcheck. In November 2017,

Alcheck took part in revising zoning rules for carports and garages
without disclosing the facts that he
had built carports at his two properties in the Duveneck/St. Francis
neighborhood and was involved in
a dispute with the city’s planning
department over converting them
into garages — a conversion that
planners initially said violated the
zoning code. Alcheck moved ahead
with the conversion despite the
city’s findings, and in December

2017, the city relented under pressure from Alcheck’s attorney and
gave him the permits.
The episode, which prompted
calls from several residents and
council members for Alcheck’s
resignation, added more fuel to
what in recent years has become
an increasingly political and polarized process for selecting members
for the planning commission. And
while it will be up to the current
council to fill the two seats that will

become vacant on Dec. 15, the new
council when it convenes next year
could opt to discuss whether Alcheck should remain on the commission. It also will have a chance
to fill one commission seat and in
2020 fill two more.
At the Oct. 4 City Council
candidates’ forum sponsored by
the Palo Alto Neighborhoods
residents’ group, each of the five
(continued on page 13)

ELECTION 2018

Committee
forms against
school board
candidate
Last-minute ad criticizes
actions of Kathy Jordan
by Elena Kadvany

A

(continued on page 14)

(continued on page 16)

Veronica Weber

30 leaders of multiple faiths,
including Hindus, Muslims
and Christians, joined together
to declare a message of unity
against hate. Some prayed.
They wrote hundreds of letters of support to the Pittsburgh
congregation.
Rabbi David Booth of Congregation Kol Emeth in Palo
Alto took part in the vigil. He
said his congregation will spend
the week penning thousands of
additional letters in support of
the Tree of Life Congregation.
He is afraid of the hate mail the
Pittsburgh congregation might

group of Palo Alto parents concerned about
school board candidate
Kathy Jordan’s temperament, in
particular her interactions with
student-journalists at Palo Alto
High School, have formed a lastminute campaign committee in
opposition to her candidacy.
The Committee Opposing Jordan for School Board 2018 paid
for a full-page advertisement
in this edition of the Palo Alto
Weekly stating that Jordan, who is
a Paly parent, “systematically harassed and intimidated” students
at The Campanile regarding the
newspaper’s coverage of a student
sexual-assault case.
The campaign committee’s
treasurer is Lynn Brown, whose
three children have attended
Palo Alto Unified schools. In an
email Thursday, Brown said she
knows “Paly students to be bright
and fair, and they deserve to be
heard in the election of the folks
who will direct their education.”
She declined to answer further
questions.
Current school board member
Todd Collins said he lent $2,668
to the campaign committee to pay
for the advertisement.
In an email, Jordan called the
ad an “attempt to smear” her.
“These actions are an attempt
by the status quo to silence a
school board candidate who
stood up for a 14-year-old student

Building bridges
Electrician Sam Shelton, left, and laborer Ardulfo Duenas, right, install the electrical components of a LED light walkway that will
line the new pedestrian bridge over U.S. Highway 101 in East Palo Alto, which is set to open next spring. Read an article about the
bridge on PaloAltoOnline.com.

COMMUNITY

More than 1,000 turn out
for vigil against hate
Gatherers of all faiths show solidarity after the Pittsburgh synagogue massacre
by Sue Dremann

A

bout 1,000 people of different faiths gathered in
solidarity at a Los Altos
Hills synagogue on Sunday in
response to the murderous Oct.
27 rampage at a Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, synagogue.

An anti-Semitic man killed 11
people and wounded six others
at the Tree of Life Congregation in what has been called the
deadliest attack against Jews
in U.S. history. The shootings
stunned the Bay Area Jewish

community, and as the barest of
details spread, people were sure
of one thing: They needed to be
together, local faith leaders said
on Monday.
At Congregation Beth Am
synagogue, an estimated 25 to
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We’re not going to let this guy
stop us from being Jewish.
—Ellen Bob, executive director at Congregation Etz
Chayim, on the anti-Semitic attack at Tree of Life
Congregation. See story on page 5.

Around Town

TRICK OR TREAT? The Old
Palo Alto neighborhood was the
place to be on Halloween night
where families delighted in many
elaborate and spooky displays,
including ones at properties
owned by Laurene Powell Jobs,
president of social investment firm
Emerson Collective, and Google
co-founder Larry Page. In their
buckets of Starbursts, Milky Ways
and Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups,
some trick or treaters walked
away with candy attached with
a message promoting Stacey
Ashlund’s campaign for the Palo
Alto Board of Education. The
sight of Ashlund’s campaign logo
was enough for one parent to
confront a homeowner who was
handing out the sweet treats.
When asked about the candy,
Ashlund’s campaign manager
Stefania Pomponi pointed to
the candidate’s “decades of
experience as a mentor and
champion for children and
families. Stacey’s mission of
redefining success for all students
includes encouraging kids in our
community to be civics-minded,
interested, and engaged.”

GLASS HOUSES ... After a brief
respite, a new neighborhood
dispute is brewing in Palo Alto over
a proposal to build a two-story
home in an Eichler community.
The property owner, Ming Li, has
been working since 2017 to secure
the city’s permission to demolish
her existing single-family home
and construct a new two-story
home on Redwood Circle in the
Fairmeadow neighborhood. On
Aug. 31, she received approval
from the city to move ahead with
the construction, effective 14
days after the determination. Two
days before that period expired,
however, neighbors whose homes
are to the immediate rear of Li’s
property filed an appeal, arguing
that the new home would intrude
on their privacy. On Monday
night, Li told the council that the
project has already faced months
of delays as she and her architect
revised the design to comply with
neighbors’ concerns. Revisions
include the installation of obscured
glazing up at the rear-facing
windows to 5 feet from the floor
and the elimination of window
seats to prevent casual viewing.
Despite these changes, Li said, the
neighbors are continuing to bring
“a lot of unreasonable requests,”
including the removal of egress

windows from the second-floor
rear wall. “Tonight is my birthday
and instead of celebrating it with
wine at home, I’m here to fight for
my life and for my family,” Li told
the council Monday night. The
neighbors, Manoj and Jasleen
Raisinghani, countered that the
revisions they had requested
are perfectly reasonable and
necessary to protect their privacy.
They urged the council to ensure
that whatever design the council
approves focuses on privacy — a
common concern for owners of
Eichlers, which are known for
their expansive glass windows
and outdoor spaces. Jasleen
Raisinghani said the reason
they moved into the building is
because of the “indoor-outdoor
living” that Eichers promote. Manoj
Raisinghani agreed and said he
has no objections to his neighbors
building a second story (his own
home, he noted, has two stories),
as long as the back windows don’t
look directly into his yard. “We are
very open to having harmonious
living with our neighbors,” he
said. “We do not want to have a
situation where we cannot face
each other, or face each other
with tension.” The council didn’t
rule on the proposal but agreed to
hold off on its approval and hold a
formal hearing on the proposal in
January.
BUILDING THE BRIDGE ...
Palo Alto’s effort to construct a
bike bridge over U.S. Highway
101 is finally moving ahead,
with construction tentatively
scheduled to launch in early 2019
and conclude in summer 2020.
The City Council is scheduled to
approve on Monday an agreement
between the city and the Santa
Clara Valley Water District that
will allow the city to use district
property to construct the bridge’s
approach ramp, which will span
the confluence of the Adobe
and Barron creeks, asphalt
trails and trailheads between
West Bayshore Road and East
Meadow Drive, according to
the Department Public Works.
Assistant City Manager Ed
Shikada said the city is also close
to reaching an agreement with
Google on acquiring an easement
on the company’s property at
3600 W. Bayshore Road, which
is needed as both a temporary
construction easement and as a
permanent access to the bridge
on the west side. Q

Upfront
ELECTION 2018

ELECTION 2018

Scharff and Holman wage expensive
contest for open-district seat

Voters’ guide: Complete coverage
of Palo Alto races, measures
Go to PaloAltoOnline.com for a guide
to the November ballot

Councilman loans $120,000 to his contest against colleague

P

commission Chair Ed Lauing;
$100 from former Mayor Gail
Woolley; $200 from Palo Alto
City Councilman Tom DuBois;
$150 from former Vice Mayor
Greg Schmid; and $150 from Joe
Hirsch, one of the leaders of the
citizens group Palo Altans for
Sensible Zoning.
S c h a r f f ’s
top donor is
tech nologist
Dan Maydan,
a Los Altos
Hills resident
who contributed $2,500 to
the campaign.
Scharff has
also received Greg Scharff
contributions
from Peter Detkin, a consultant
($1,000), Darren Newman, an
engineering fellow at Broadcom Corp. ($500) and Elizabeth
Wong, the developer behind the
controversial project at 429 University Ave.
He also received $100 from
economist Steven Levy, cofounder of the citizens group
Palo Alto Forward; and $100
from John Kelley, chief operating officer for OnRisk Inc., who
often advocates for more housing
development.
While Scharff has a substantial
fundraising advantage, Holman
is touting her endorsements from
(continued on page 14)

The $6 Million Blunder

PALO ALTO WEEKLY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2017

by Palo Alto Weekly staff

O

Weekly file photo

by Gennady Sheyner
Alto mayor, Yoriko Kishimoto,
currently represents Ward 2 on
the district board.
Kishimoto, who contributed
$350 to Holman’s campaign, is
one of the dozens of local residents to support Holman, a list
that includes conservationists,
neighborhood leaders, former
council members and proponents
of slow-growth policies. As of
Oct. 20, she had received a total
of $28,271 in contributions.
Her biggest contributors include Deborah Wexler ($1,000),
a retired Palo Alto resident;
Faith Bell, owner of Bell’s Books
($999); resident Rita Vrhel ($999)
and residents Paula Rantz and
Michal Rantz ($950 each).
Almost all
ot her
contributors gave
che ck s
of
$500 or lower.
Holman received $500
from planning
Commissioner
Doria Summa;
$500 from pat- Karen Holman
ent judge Norm Beamer; $250
from current open-space district
board member Larry Hassett;
$250 from local psychologist
Janet Dafoe; $150 from former
Councilwoman Enid Pearson;
$125 from former Mayor Emily Renzel; $150 from Canopy
Executive Director Catherine
Martineau; $100 from planning

Weekly file photo

alo Alto City Councilman
Greg Scharff turned heads
four years ago when he injected nearly $100,000 into his
re-election campaign, a sum that
dwarfed the resources of all of
his opponents.
Now, with his final term coming to an end, he is trying to reprise this strategy in a different
race: his showdown with City
Council colleague Karen Holman
over a seat on the Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District
board of directors. While Holman, a well-known conservationist, has the support of the
entire district board and various
environmentalists, Scharff has
opened up a sizeable fundraising
lead by loaning $121,500 to his
campaign, according to campaign
finance documents.
The two former mayors are
vying for a Ward 5 seat that is
being vacated by Palo Alto resident Nonette Hanko, who helped
found the district in 1972. Holman said she was inspired to run
for the seat by Hanko herself,
during a conversation they had at
the dedication of Cooley Landing
Center in East Palo Alto.
The ward includes East Palo
Alto and portions of Menlo Park,
Palo Alto and Stanford. The remaining portions of Palo Alto are
in Ward 2, which also includes
Cupertino, Los Altos, Los Altos
Hills and portions of Stanford
University. Another former Palo

n Nov. 6, Palo Alto voters will decide on new
members of the City
Council and Board of Education in addition to four local
measures that seek to raise the
hotel tax, cap health care costs,
limit the terms of school board
members and fund school-district construction projects.
Over the past several months,
the Palo Alto Weekly has been
reporting on each candidate,
hosted two debates, weighed
the pros and cons of each local
issue on the ballot, and issued its
endorsements in various races.
With Election Day next
Tuesday, we’ve compiled in a
single place all of our articles
and endorsements as well as
links to our video and podcast
interviews that will hopefully
answer the questions that voters are asking. To access the
2018 Voters’ Guide, go to
tinyurl.com/2018PAvoterguide.
In addition to the Palo Alto
ballot, the guide includes information on East Palo Alto
issues and the Midpeninsula

Regional Open Space District
race; links to videos of League
of Women Voters educational
events; and Registrar of Voters
links for both San Mateo and
Santa Clara counties.
To watch one-minute videos
of the state propositions and
otherwise bone-up on California election issues, go to
elections.calmatters.org/2018/
On election night, check in
on PaloAltoOnline.com, where
up-to-date results will be posted
as ballots are counted, or follow
our live election coverage on
Twitter.com/paloaltoweekly. Q

READ MORE ONLINE
PaloAltoOnline.com
For complete election
information, go to tinyurl.com/
2018PAvoterguide.

Corrections
The Oct. 26 article “Four council candidates raise more than $50,000
each” stated that candidate Cory Wolbach received $250 from Planning
and Transportation Commissioner Michael Alcheck but neglected to
mention that Wolbach returned the contribution. The Weekly regrets the
error. To request a correction, contact Editor Jocelyn Dong at 650-2236514, jdong@paweekly.com or P.O. Box 1610, Palo Alto, CA 94302.

Palo Alto schools have another self-inflicted budget problem
Student remains at Palo Alto High after sexual assaults

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, SEPTEMBER 8, 2017

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, MAY 12, 2017

Under fire from critics, school board reduces public comment time
PALO ALTO DAILY POST, SEPTEMBER 14, 2017

Embattled Palo Alto schools superintendent to resign Friday
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, SEPTEMBER 26, 2017

Paid for by Kathy Jordan for School Board 2018 FPPC# 1406198
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News Digest

Jordan, Dauber maintain campaign
fundraising leads in race

Ravenswood school board slate raises $4K
A two-person slate in the Ravenswood City School District
Board of Education race, the only two out of nine candidates raising above a $2,000 limit, received about $4,000 during the most
recent reporting period, which covers Sept. 23 through Oct. 22.
Tamara Sobomehin and Laura Nunez’s campaign committee
has raised just over $14,000 to date this calendar year, according
to campaign finance reports.
The other seven candidates — sitting board members Ana Pulido, Marcelino Lopez and Charlie Mae Knight; special-education administrator Brooke Crosby, nonprofit curriculum manager
Stephanie Fitch, paraeducator Julian Garcia and paraeducator and
parent Nicole Sbragia — have signed forms stating they anticipated receiving and spending less than $2,000 for their campaigns.
A campaign committee formed by parents in support of the
three incumbents, however, has raised $37,000 to date, primarily
from companies currently engaged with the district.
Nunez, a teacher, and Sobomehin, who oversees development
and strategy for youth technology nonprofit StreetCode Academy,
received five donations during the most recent reporting period.
The largest ($2,000) came from Jennifer Carolan, co-founder and
general partner at Reach Capital in Palo Alto, which backs entrepreneurs developing education technology. Preston Butcher, chair
of real estate firm Legacy Partners, gave $1,000.
Jenny Risk, who sits on the board of directors for charter-school
network KIPP Bay Area schools, contributed $500 to Nunez and
Sobomehin’s campaign committee. Lucy de Anda, a Palo Alto
school district teacher, gave $300. Deborah Lewis-Virges, a counselor at Gardner Health Services in San Jose and pastor at Saint
Mark AME Zion Church in East Palo Alto, contributed $100. Q
—Elena Kadvany

Spending soars on health care ballot
The two sides in the battle over Measure F, which would cap
how much Palo Alto medical practitioners can charge their patients, have collectively spent more than $10 million to spread
their messages both here and in Livermore, where a similar measure also is going to the voters, according to campaign-finance
documents.
The eye-popping numbers underscore the high-stakes nature
of the contest and the regional scope of the measure, which is
being spearheaded by the Service Employees International UnionUnited Health Workers West and which is facing stiff resistance
from Stanford Health Care and other area hospitals. As of Oct.
20, the union’s campaign committee had spent $6 million in support of Measure F and Measure U (the Livermore measure). The
hospitals, for their part, have spent $4.9 million as of Oct. 20 to
combat the two measures.
Titled the “Palo Alto Accountable and Affordable Health Care
Initiative,” Measure F would cap how much most local health care
providers can charge patients and insurers for medical care.
The biggest funder of the “No of F” campaign is the California
Association of Hospitals and Health Systems, which contributed
$3.55 million through the California Hospitals Committee on Issues, which focuses on ballot initiatives that affect area hospitals.
The amount of money being spent by each campaign is highly
unusual for local measures, which typically get a few thousand
dollars in contributions. Q
—Gennady Sheyner

School bond measure raises $130K
The campaign in support of the $460 million school bond Measure Z, which would fund the next two decades of facilities improvements across the Palo Alto school district, has raised almost
$130,000 to date, with major donations from building firms that
work with the district, campaign finance reports show.
The Committee for Strong Schools raised about $56,600, excluding non-monetary contributions, during the most recent reporting period, which covers Sept. 23 through Oct. 20.
Two major $10,000 donations came during the most recent reporting period from Rocklin-based BRCO Constructors, a general
contractor that works for the district, and Palo Alto resident Laurene Powell Jobs.
fs3|Hodges, the district’s primary construction firm, also gave
$5,000 to the Measure Z committee, following a $10,000 contribution in August.
Measure Z needs 55 percent of the vote to pass. Q
—Elena Kadvany
LET’S DISCUSS: Read the latest local news headlines and talk
about the issues at Town Square at PaloAltoOnline.com
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School board candidates collect donations from
tech employees, community members
by Elena Kadvany

W

ith less than two weeks
until Election Day, parent Kathy Jordan and
incumbent President Ken Dauber
are maintaining their fundraising leads in the Palo Alto Board
of Education race, campaign finance reports show.
Jordan raised $14,719 during
this reporting period, which covers Sept. 23 through Oct. 20. She
has raised a total of about $52,000
to date, including $250 she loaned
her own campaign, according to
her campaign finance documents.
She received large donations
from Rebecca Fox, identified as
a homemaker on the reporting
documents, who gave $1,000; and
William and Lucetta Ganley in
Florida, who Jordan said are related to her husband, who donated
$2,000.
Jordan also received $500 contributions from parents Carol
Chan and Mudita Jain. She also
received donations from nine
Google employees, totaling
$1,400.
Jordan has spent $33,472 on
advertisements, mailers, polling,
web design and video production,
with about $8,400 remaining in
her campaign coffers.
Dauber, the current school board
president and the only incumbent
running for re-election, raised
$10,252 during this reporting period. He has also made two significant personal loans of $1,500
and $5,000, bringing his total contributions to date to $30,729.
Dauber received an injection
during this period from larger donations, including from Krishna
Bharat, the founder of Google
News ($1,500); Bryan Baker, a
manager at Google, where Dauber works as a software engineer
($1,000); sitting board member
Todd Collins ($499); psychologist
Janet Dafoe ($500); and retired
engineer Alan Stivers ($500).
Other supporters of Dauber’s
campaign include parents and
community volunteers, including
Gina Dalma, the vice president of
government relations at Silicon
Valley Community Foundation
who ran for a seat on the school
board in 2014 ($100); Lars Johnsson, who started a grassroots effort to rename two middle schools
in 2015 ($100); parent Sally Bemus, Dauber’s campaign treasurer
($300); Rita Tetzlaff, whose analysis of large class sizes prompted
the board to invest further in
smaller classes; and Amado Padilla, Stanford University professor and former Palo Alto school
board member ($250).
Dauber has spent about $14,000
on campaign literature, voter data
and online fees. His campaign

Kathy Jordan

Ken Dauber

Stacey Ashlund

Chris Boyd

Shounak Dharap

Alex Scharf

finance report shows an ending
cash balance of $6,507.
Candidate Shounak Dharap,
an attorney, raised the most after
Dauber and Jordan, though special-education Stacey Ashlund
is close behind. Dharap raised
$6,431 during this period, his
campaign finance reports show.
To date for the election, he has
raised $16,705.
Dharap received new contributions from local elected officials and community volunteers,
including board Vice President
Jennifer DiBrienza ($100), board
member Todd Collins ($500),
former board member Barbara
Klausner ($250), former Palo Alto
Mayor Pat Burt ($250), former
Palo Alto Council of PTAs President Susan Usman ($100) and
former Utilities Advisory Commission chair Jon Foster ($150).
Dharap received a large $1,000
donation from parent Katie Shade,
who is on the Palo Alto High
School PTSA executive board, his
campaign finance report shows.
The Peninsula Democratic
Coalition gave $100 to Dharap’s
campaign.
Abi Karlin-Resnick, the executive director of Health Connected
— whose sex-education curriculum, which Palo Alto Unified
uses, was the subject of controversy last year — also gave $100
to Dharap.
Dharap spent about $2,500 during this reporting period on lawn
signs, printing and website fees.
He has just under $8,000 left in
his campaign coffers.
Ashlund raised $6,358 during
this reporting period, bringing
her total contributions to date

to $21,670, including $100 she
loaned her campaign. She has
spent the majority of her cash, on
advertising, mailers and flyers,
with an ending balance of $1,630
for this period.
Donors to Ashlund’s campaign
include H. Lee Caswell, the husband of board member Melissa
Baten Caswell ($150); former
board member Camille Townsend
($200); Marci McCue, the chief
marketing officer for Flipboard
in Palo Alto ($500); Catherine
Crystal Foster, who ran for a seat
on the board in 2014 ($150); and
former board member Klausner,
now the executive director of
after-school mentoring nonprofit
Dreamcatchers ($250).
Ashlund’s largest contribution
during this reporting period came
from Preeva Tramiel, an author
who gave $1,000.
Recent Paly graduate Alex
Scharf raised $300 during this
period, with a $200 contribution
from Paly parent Keith Ferrell
and $100 from Stephania Kaneda, identified as a retired manager
from Cupertino on the campaign
finance disclosures.
Scharf’s finance report shows
an ending cash balance of $21. He
spent $618 during this reporting
period on a five-day newspaper
advertisement.
A campaign finance report for
candidate Christopher Boyd, the
director of an after-school program, was not available online.
The five candidates are vying
for two open seats on the school
board. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Upfront

Public Agenda

CITY HALL

Council moves toward fewer seats, new rules
With the number of council members set to drop from nine to seven,
city changes committee sizes, eyes broader revisions
by Gennady Sheyner

F

or the first time in nearly
half a century, the Palo
Alto City Council will
emerge from the November
election with fewer members
than it had to go in, thanks to
the voters’ decision four years
ago to reduce the number of
seats from nine to seven.
Now, city officials are preparing to revise other policies
to accommodate the slimmer
council, a process that is sure
to extend to well into next year.
This includes changing the size
of the council’s two standing
committees, revising the rules
for proposing new laws through
a “colleagues memo” and adopting new provisions pertaining to
how much time people should
be allowed to speak at council
meetings.
For the nine members of the
current council, the process
began on Monday night, when
they adopted two changes, one
to the municipal code and another to their own procedures.
The former reduced the number
of seats on the council’s two
standing committees — the
Finance Committee and the
Policy and Services Committee
— from four to three. The latter
reduces the maximum number
of council members who can
sign on to a colleagues memo
from four to three, though the
City Attorney’s Office said two
would be a safer choice.
Both changes are required for
the council to comply with the
state’s Brown Act, which bars
a council majority from conferring on an item before it receives a public hearing in front
of the full council.
While the council had little
choice but to adopt these revisions, other changes under
consideration are far more debatable. Some, in fact, directly
pertains to council debates.
Among the changes that the
council plans to consider is
how many members it should
take to remove an item from the
council’s “consent” calendar,
which is a list of generally noncontroversial agenda items that
all get approved with a single
vote and no debate. Currently,
it takes three council members
to remove most items from consent and hold a full discussion
on them. Councilwoman Karen
Holman suggested Monday that
the number should be reduced to
two when the new council takes
charge.
In arguing for the change,
Holman said that requiring
three members to remove an
item makes sense under the
present setup, given that a trio
makes up a third of the council.

Once the size shrinks to seven
members, this requirement
would require nearly half of the
council to agree to remove an
item from the consent calendar.
“I think the threshold is remarkably high,” Holman said.
Holman proposed on Monday
changing the threshold then and
there, though her suggestion
failed by a 4-4 vote, with council members Tom DuBois, Lydia
Kou and Greg Tanaka joining
her and Councilman Cory Wolbach abstaining. The rest of the
council agreed that the policy
should be hashed out by the
Policy and Services Committee
as part of a broader process of

reforming the council’s procedures and protocols.
Councilman Adrian Fine, who
serves on the committee along
with DuBois, Holman and Wolbach, argued against lowering
the threshold and noted that
making it easy to pull items
from the consent pushes other,
more important, items further
toward the bottom of the agenda. At the end of the day, he
noted, the council usually ends
up adopting the “consent” items
anyway, it just takes far longer.
Fine also suggested that the
council should be looking at
(continued on page 10)

A preview of Palo Alto government meetings next week
CITY COUNCIL ... The council plans to recognize Palo Alto firefighters
who responded to the wildland fires and hold a study session with state
Sen. Jerry Hill before going into closed session to consider existing
litigation, A R Automotive LLC dba Anderson Honda vs. City of Palo
Alto, and James Judge Luckey vs. City of Palo Alto, and to confer with
labor negotiators about issues pertaining to the SEIU, Local 521; the
SEIU’s hourly workers; Palo Alto Fire Chiefs’ Association, International
Association of Fire Fighters, Local 1319; the Palo Alto Peace Officers
Association; the Palo Alto Police Management Association; and the
Utility Management Professional Association of Palo Alto. The council
will then consider approving the design of the new public safety building
at 250 Sherman Ave. The meeting will begin at 5 p.m. on Monday, Nov.
5, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave. The closed
session is scheduled to go from 6:15-8:15 p.m.
HISTORIC RESOURCES BOARD ... The commission plans to hold a
public hearing to give input on the Peninsula Corridor Electrification Project
(PCEP) Overhead Contact System Foundation & Pole Layouts Design for
Installation within the Caltrain Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers Board Right
of Way in Palo Alto. The meeting will begin at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday, Nov.
8, in the Council Chambers at City Hall, 250 Hamilton Ave.
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION ... The meeting will begin at 7 p.m.
on Thursday., Nov. 7, in the Community Meeting Room at City Hall, 250
Hamilton Ave.

We Need Your Votes
IN THE MOST RECENT PALO ALTO CITIZEN SURVEY, TWO-THIRDS OF ALL PALO
ALTANS RESPONDING EXPRESSED THEIR DISSATISFACTION WITH FOUR MAIN
AREAS OF THEIR CITY:

TRAFFIC

CONGESTION

LACK OF PARKING

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

We will never be able to solve these problems unless we curtail excessive office/R&D
development. Only this will allow our jobs/housing ratio to become balanced for a more
diverse citizenry.

Two City Council candidates, Tom DuBois and Eric Filseth, stand out. Look at
their record on two key positions:
1) Supported the citizen-led Initiative to REDUCE Office Growth - Tom and Eric both
endorsed the Initiative when it was filed and collected signatures. With their leadership,
the City adopted the Initiative into law.
2) Opposed the Council majority’s pro-development reduction of the Affordable Housing
fees for new office/R&D development. Tom and Eric believe that in reducing these fees,
the City would lose millions of dollars for below market rate (BMR) housing.
In addition, Tom and Eric support the belief that Palo Alto is a very special place of schools,
open space, community centers and neighborhoods that are worth preserving and
enhancing for future generations.

VOTE FOR THE TWO CANDIDATES WHO PUT RESIDENTS FIRST

Tom Dubois

TOM DUBOIS
and
ERIC FILSETH
PALO ALTO CITY COUNCIL 2018

Eric Filseth

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Paid for by Palo Altans for Sensible Zoning (FPPC #1359196)
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A new kind of
college prep program
Stanford couple aims to make students
emotionally ready for college
by Elena Kadvany

A

back that up and you started to
think about who you’ve been,
who you are and who you want
to become, and start to talk about
your hurts, your pains for real?”
The Gradiant program is ambitious — and has a cost to match.
Five months of group meetings,
one-on-one time, mentoring, parent education and other services
cost $19,000 per student, which
can be paid monthly. They are
offering two full scholarships
for the first cohort of students
starting in January and hope to
expand that in the future.
“Our belief is that Gradiant offers skills for a lifetime invested
in and valued now that reduce
student’s suffering and amplify
their well-being,” Krafcik said.
For the couple, Gradiant feels
like a natural extension of their
professional experiences. For
the last three years, they have
worked with Stanford freshmen
as resident fellows in a dorm.
Larimer is also the assistant
director of Stanford’s architecture program, taught high
school students in a university
summer-school program and is
the co-founder of her own design
firm Larimer + Bernheim. Krafcik has worked as a therapist,
counselor, the director of spiritual care for a hospice program
and was an assistant professor
and interim director of the Marriage and Family Therapy program at Saint Mary’s College of
California. Together at Stanford,
they teach a course on love and
relationships.
For years, they’ve been developing a curriculum that advocates for a more holistic approach to education, drawing on
their professional experience and
research.
“So often responses to mental
health become incredibly siloed,
like ‘Take this wellness class’ or
‘Go meet with this therapist,’”
Larimer said. “We wanted to
create a program that was integrative, where all of those needs
could be addressed and met in
one place, and (in) enough time

that it can be practiced and
learned and habituated and become a culture of impact rather
than a one-off.”
At Gradiant, 12 to 14 students
will participate in two-hour
weekly group meetings with
Krafcik and Larimer during
which they can talk about whatever’s on their mind, while the
co-founders weave in practical
skill-building. Apprehension
about making friends, for example, could offer an opportunity to
talk about facing fears with realism or how to form meaningful
relationships.
Once a week for an hour and a
half, the students will spend time
in smaller groups with a Gradiant mentor, who is a current
Stanford student or recent graduate. The students can choose how
to spend this time, whether it’s
going out to coffee, exploring the
Stanford campus or hanging out
at Gradiant’s airy space, filled
with plants, books and comfortable couches. The students also
get an hour a week to text, FaceTime or otherwise communicate
remotely one-on-one with their
mentor.
Every month, parents will
come in for their own two-hour
group meeting. Krafcik and
Larimer hired two family therapists to oversee parent development. The co-founders intend
to have a flow of communication between the parents and

students, so issues either group
is talking about (Parents: How
should I communicate with my
child when they go to college?
Students: How do I not want my
parent to communicate with me
when I go to college?) can be explored with the other.
“There’s so much emphasis in
high school on academic preparation and that is valued so deeply,” Larimer said. “What about
everything else?”
This resonates with Meghana
Rao, a Gradiant mentor pursuing
a master’s degree in statistics at
Stanford. She met Krafcik and
Larimer while working as a resident assistant in the same dorm
where they are resident fellows.
In high school, she felt like she
was “checking boxes and feeling
academic pressure” and was “not
as full of a person as I wanted
to be.”
Similarly, her freshman year
at Stanford was “a year of just
following what everyone’s doing. If everyone in my dorm was
staying up until 4 a.m., I’m going
to be up until 4 a.m.,” she said.
“It was only later that I realized
that I can advocate for myself, I
can think about what I want and
I can make meaningful relationships in the way I want to.”
The co-founders specifically
structured Gradiant mostly
through groups to mirror reallife college experiences and to
give the students immediate

practice in making friends and
forming healthy relationships.
Krafcik and Larimer intend to
be responsive and flexible with
each group, so no two cohorts
will feel the same.
And while they expect to
discuss issues like anxiety and
depression, they don’t intend
Gradiant to be a replacement for
mental health treatment. If any
student’s psychological needs
exceed their capabilities, they
will help refer them to an appropriate resource, Krafcik said.
When talking about their program, Krafcik and Larimer effuse
sincere optimism and passion for
their work. They’re admittedly
uncomfortable about the cost of
the program but said want to do
their part, at this starting point,
to address mental health crises
on college campuses.
“The need is explicit and it’s
not going anywhere — and it’s
not being addressed seemingly in
ways that are effective,” Larimer
said. “We’re deeply committed in
all spaces of our life on multiple
levels to attempt to work systemically to begin to address them
from an embodied place.” Q
Gradiant is accepting applications for its January cohort.
More information and the application instructions are posted at
gradiantlife.com.
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Council

comments,” Fine said.
The idea of limiting council members’ speaking time is
far from new. Various council
members have proposed the
idea over the years, only to see
it instantly fizzle. By contrast,
mayors have not shied away
over the past two years from
reducing the public’s speaking
time to one or two minutes per
speaker.
Winter Dellenbach, a Barron
Park resident and government

watchdog, urged Mayor Liz
Kniss on Monday night not to
reduce the public’s speaking
time, a habit that she characterized as an affront to democracy.
“I feel it’s demeaning and I
feel it’s disrespectful,” Dellenbach said. “For newer people,
it’s bewildering to them. When
we have to speak quickly and
feel like we’re running out of
time because we feel you can’t
understand us, we sound stupid,
and we’re not stupid.”

The council discussion was
prompted by Measure D, which
voters passed in November 2014
and which kicks in as soon as
all the council members who
were on the council at that time
term out.
The final two members from
the 2014 council still serving —
Holman and Councilman Greg
Scharff — are terming out this
year.
The Palo Alto council last saw
a size reduction in 1972, when

the number of council members
dropped from 15 to nine. Q
Staff Wr i ter Genna dy
Sheyner can be emailed at
gsheyner@paweekly.com.

(continued from page 9)

how much time people should
be allowed to speak at meetings.
This includes not just members
of the public, who usually get
three minutes each to make
their case to the council, but
council members themselves.
“I think it’s important for us
to be brief and concise in our
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Veronica Weber

fter 20 years of watching
a growing tidal wave of
stress and pressure loom
over high school and college students, two Stanford University
resident fellows have decided to
do something about it.
Drew Krafcik and Amy Larimer, a husband-and-wife team
with experience in counseling,
psychology and teaching, have
launched a new kind of college
prep program aiming to ready
high schoolers emotionally and
in their mental health rather than
academically.
The five-month program,
called Gradiant (merging the
word “gradient” with “radiant”),
aims to give second-semester
high school seniors a space to
explore questions both banal
and deep-reaching, from how to
choose a major to learning to be
vulnerable, before they embark
on one of the biggest transitions
of their lives. The co-founders
hope that helping teenagers develop a stronger sense of self earlier will set them on a healthier
and happier path through college
and beyond.
The launch of Gradiant coincides with unprecedented levels
of depression and anxiety on
college campuses, including at
Stanford. In a 2017 American
College Health Association survey, nearly 40 percent of college
students said they had felt so
depressed in the last year that it
was difficult for them to function and 61 percent of students
reported feeling “overwhelming
anxiety” in the same period.
“I think people throw around
words like this, but in our experience it’s very real — the epidemic of loneliness, of sadness,
of anxiety, of overwhelming
stress, of perfectionism,” Krafcik said in an interview in Gradiant’s Palo Alto office. “People
build an accidental fake life
based on this inertia of who they
think they should become.
“When we think about the
transition to college this whole
program is about, what if we

Drew Krafcik and Amy Larimer are co-founders of Gradiant, a program designed to help high school
students with the transition to college. The two resident fellows at Stanford University have located their
company in Palo Alto and will be working with their first cohort of high school seniors in the new year.

TALK ABOUT IT

PaloAltoOnline.com
What revisions are needed to the
council’s policies, given the new
size of the council in 2019? Share
your ideas on Town Square, the
community discussion forum at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square.
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Paid Advertisement

Important Information About
School Board Candidate Kathy Jordan
In 2017, before she was a school board candidate, Kathy Jordan
made students feel “attacked,” “threatened,” and “harassed”
in a series of repeated direct contacts and interactions.

Listen to what those students have to say:
“It has come to my attention that our Campanile staff is feeling threatened
and harassed by your multiple emails, phone calls and text messages. … The
students have shared that the repeated contacts occur sometimes more than
once a day and the students are feeling stressed and harassed.”
— Letter from Palo Alto High School to Kathy Jordan, October 2017

“She made [us] feel as if [we] were being attacked and in a hostile situation.”
— Former Paly Campanile writer, quoted 10/4/2018. Requested anonymity “due to fear of harassment.”

“When The Campanile and Jordan tried to organize a face-to-face discussion,
she … insisted the meeting only take place if both Campanile teacher advisers
were not present, leaving just Jordan and a student reporter at this meeting.
The student … said Jordan’s insistence that they meet alone ‘seemed like a red
ﬂag’ and the student was ‘deﬁnitely … uncomfortable to go by [themself].’”
— Paly Campanile 10/4/2018

“We believe Jordan’s inappropriate and unacceptable conduct with students
makes her unﬁt to be a board member. We … strongly urge the community
not to vote for Kathy Jordan.”
— Paly Campanile Editorial 10/4/2018

Regardless of the circumstances,

this is not how a school board trustee
should act with students.
Our students are telling us:

Kathy Jordan is wrong
for Palo Alto School Board
Neither The Campanile nor any Paly students funded or created this ad.
Paid for by Committee Opposing Jordan for School Board 2018, FPPC ID pending, Lynn Brown Treasurer
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Planning
(continued from page 5)

Recent commission
reappointments
Given the current makeup of the
council, any move to oust Alcheck
is unlikely to succeed in the nearterm. The five members of the
council’s more pro-growth wing
— Mayor Liz Kniss, Adrian Fine,
Greg Scharff, Greg Tanaka and
Wolbach — have thus far proven
unwilling to entertain the removal
of the commission’s chief housing
proponent. On Nov. 13, 2017, the
five members voted as a block to
reappoint Alcheck to the commission and to appoint William Riggs,
an assistant professor at University

File photo/Gennady Sheyner

candidates was asked what role the
council should play in addressing
“corruption” in government. Vice
Mayor Eric Filseth, one of three
incumbents, alluded to the “ethical
cloud” hovering over a planning
commissioner and pointed out that
the five council members who support more city growth voted to give
Alcheck a fresh term in 2017.
“I think the two most important
qualities you need in people like
council members and commissioners are ethics and integrity,
and judgment,” Filseth said at the
debate. “That individual had already served a couple of years on
the Planning and Transportation
Commission, and every single
council member knew what they
were getting when he came up for
reinstatement.”
Councilman Tom DuBois also
has been an outspoken critic of
Alcheck, who is one of the commission’s chief advocates for new
development, particularly housing.
During an Oct. 3 debate sponsored
by the Palo Alto Weekly, DuBois
referred to Alcheck’s garage project and asked his fellow candidates:
What do you think is the proper
response from the council when a
council-appointed board member
or commissioner acts unethically?
In response, council candidate
Alison Cormack advocated for
the city attorney to investigate the
episode and for more training of
appointed officials. Candidate Pat
Boone said a government official
facing an ethics complaint needs to
be “immediately put on hold and
not continue in the position until
we figure out what exactly we’re
talking about.” Filseth emphasized
the need to appoint commissioners
with better judgment.
Even Councilman Cory Wolbach, the only council candidate
who voted to reappoint Alcheck in
2017, responded that he did not realize what was happening with the
garage project at the time of that
vote. He said now he would have
a “much more difficult time” reappointing the commissioner and
suggested “resignation might be
necessary.”
“That behavior was unacceptable. I think we all agree about
that,” said Wolbach, who earlier this month received — and
promptly returned — a $250 campaign contribution from Alcheck.

Five of the seven members of the Palo Alto Planning and Transportation Commission — from left, Asher
Waldfogel, Vice Chairwoman Susan Monk, Chairman Ed Lauing, Doria Summa and Michael Alcheck —
discuss the proposed elimination of a limit on downtown commercial development in this July 25 file photo.
of San Francisco, to a new term.
Neither Alcheck nor Riggs received votes from any of the four
commissioners on the more slowgrowth wing — DuBois, Filseth,
Karen Holman and Lydia Kou.
Since then, Alcheck and Riggs
have been strident supporters of
building more housing and reducing parking requirements for new
developments. Each has also expressed frustration with the rest
of the commission, which has
generally been more skeptical
about revising zoning regulations
to encourage more development
in the city. The two now make up
the commission’s more pro-growth
wing along with Vice Chair Susan
Monk, who in 2016 helped manage Kniss’ successful re-election
campaign. (The terms of Monk
and commission veteran Przemek
Gardias are expiring in December;
neither has re-applied for a seat.)
Despite winning the appointment, Riggs’ enthusiasm for serving on the planning commission
has been underwhelming. Riggs
missed seven of the planning
commission’s 15 regular meetings between Jan. 10 and Sept. 26
and showed up late twice, according to the Weekly’s review of his
attendance record. This does not
include the three meetings that the
commission canceled, at least in
one case because of an insufficient
quorum.
At the commission’s Aug. 29
meeting, he fumed about the commission’s lack of real power and
suggested he doesn’t “bring any
value to the city” because anything he and his colleagues say will
just be rehashed again by the City
Council, which has the decisionmaking power.
“I feel like we are powerless.
That’s why I think about quitting
every day. It’s not something I enjoy because there is no value that
we bring to the city,” Riggs said.

Thirteen vie
for two seats
The 13 Palo Alto residents who
hope to join the commission see
things differently. In their applications, which were released last

week, several candidates alluded to
the bitter tone of the current commission’s discussions and suggested that they would be well-suited
to improving the group’s level of
productivity and collegiality.
Applicant Rebecca Eisenberg, an
attorney, cited a recent meeting in
which commissioners “spoke past
each other” and “interrupted each
other.”
“Some did not seem prepared. A
couple arrived late or did not attend
at all. In no case did the commissioners appear to be influenced by
each other or by those who were
presenting to them,” Eisenberg
wrote. “Not surprisingly, few decisions were made.”
Eisenberg said she believes she
could “help move the commission into a more positive, conciliatory, compromising and productive
direction.”
Kelsey Banes, a psychologist at
VA Palo Alto Healthcare System
and an advocate for more housing,
wrote that one of her specific goals
would be to improve the commission’s meeting process “to avoid
polarization, reach consensus more
efficiently and improve quality of
recommendation to council.”
“I would seek to work toward
this goal by modeling effective
communication skills, as honed
from my psychology training (e.g.,
active listening), and encouraging
others on the commission to utilize
the same tools to understand others
and express themselves more effectively,” she wrote.
Carolyn Templeton, who retired
last year from her position as technical program manager at Google,
wrote that the commission has
made numerous decisions in recent
years that have been overturned
and that led to “widespread frustration among the residents.”
“As a result, public trust in the
city government has eroded somewhat,” Templeton wrote. “I believe
we can do better and that we can
rebuild that trust.”
Others candidates applying for
a seat cited their prior experiences
on the council and the commission.
Former Mayor Bern Beecham, a
commissioner from 1990 to 1999
who twice chaired the panel before

joining the council, stated in his application that he believes the commission’s role and format “offers
the best opportunity for candid and
diverse policy and discussions.”
Dena Mossar, who served on the
council from 1998 to 2007 and as
mayor in 2003, wrote that she is
“interested in how communities
grapple with change while preserving their core values and the process used to make decisions.” To
meet its goal of providing informed
guidance, the commission “must
focus on the task at hand and limit
repetitive, disrespectful or irrelevant conversation,” Mossar wrote.
Like Eisenberg and Banes, both
Beecham and Mossar pointed to
housing as a chief topic of interest.
That also appears to be the case for
every other candidate. Elaine Uang,
an architect who co-founded the
citizens group Palo Alto Forward,
wrote that she wants the commission to help expand Palo Alto’s
“sustainable transportation and
housing policies” and “help people
find a wider range of housing options so they can live here at all life
stages.”
The candidate list also includes
several employees of area hightech companies. L. David Baron, a
software engineer at Mozilla, made
a case in his application for more
dense housing near downtown and
California Avenue. Claude Ezran,
director of marketing at Oorja Fuel
Cells and a former member of the
Human Relations Commission,
said one of his specific goals would
be to build “more affordable housing, especially near transit hubs”

and providing housing for teachers.
Ezran also said he supports limiting new office development and expanding the city’s shuttle program.
Thomas Siegel, vice president for
trust and safety at Google, wrote
that his two goals would be to lessen the impact of traffic on “quality of life” and create “a balanced
process to manage the benefits and
perils of growth.”
Brian Hamacheck, a technology
executive at Social Foundry, wrote
that his goals would be to “preserve
the unique character of Palo Alto
while implementing necessary and
desirable changes in thoughtful
ways.”
Michelle Kraus, the head of global government affairs for Hyperloop Transportation Technologies
and a fundraiser for the Democratic
party, cited the need to balance limits on commercial development and
the need for housing. She said she
looks forward to “advanced transportation solutions to alleviate traffic and parking issues.”
Several other applicants wrote
that they would like to see more
input from residents before the city
makes decisions. Craig Yanagisawa, who is retired, cited the city’s
recent Ross Road bike boulevard as
an example of a project that failed
to meet the expectations of residents. He said his top goal would
be “better customer satisfaction.”
Giselle Roohoparvar, a realestate attorney, also focused on
transportation and said her goal
would be to see the commission
make headway on this topic. She
suggested that the city do more to
encourage greater use of bicycles
and scooters by allowing companies to distribute rentable bikes and
scooters across the city and by providing residents with more information about public-transportation
options.
The council plans to interview
the 13 candidates, as well as candidates for vacancies on the Architectural Review Board and the
Parks and Recreation Commission,
on Nov. 27. Current commissioners’ terms expire on Dec. 15. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

WATCH MORE ONLINE
PaloAltoOnline.com
In an Aug. 3 episode of the Weekly’s
webcast “Behind the Headlines,”
the journalists discuss tensions on
the planning commission. Find the
webcast at PaloAltoOnline.com/
news/section/behind_the_headlines
or YouTube.com/paweekly/videos.

CityView
A round-up

of Palo Alto government action this week

City Council (Oct. 29)

Pensions: The council directed staff to revise the city’s assumptions on
CalPERS discount rates and to return to the Finance Committee in November
or December with a proposal to reduce expenditures in the General Fund by $4
million. Yes: DuBois, Filseth, Fine, Holman, Kniss, Kou, Wolbach No: Tanaka
Council size: The council approved a change in the municipal code reducing
the size of the council’s standing committees from four to three members. It
also changed its procedures to limit colleagues memos to no more than three
authors. Yes: Unanimous
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Upfront

wrote. “As Americans, we stand
in solidarity with our Jewish
cousins and all of our fellow
Americans to say, ‘We will not
tolerate these acts of hate, bigotry and violence.’”
Reached by phone on Monday, she added: “We should not
wait for these tragedies to unite
us. Every day we have to reach
out to each other. The Liberty
Lady (Statue of Liberty) promises something so beautiful in
America. But I don’t recognize
that promise now. We have gotten so far from that.”
The Pittsburgh synagogue
was the latest place of worship
to be targeted in recent years. A
white man shot and killed nine
black people on June 17, 2015, at
the Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina, and on
Nov. 5, 2017, a gunman killed
25 people including a pregnant
woman and injured 20 others
at the First Baptist Church of
Sutherland Springs, Texas.
Rev. Kaloma Smith, pastor
at Palo Alto’s University AME
Zion Church, held interfaith
gatherings centered around racial and ethnic reconciliation
after the Charleston massacre.
He attended Sunday’s Beth Am

vigil and said he will worship
this Saturday with Congregation Kol Emeth. He reflected
on the changing sense of safety
in sacred spaces because of the
murders.
“I think Charleston was very
much a shock to our system,”
he said Monday. “No tragedy
is greater or less. But we are
seeing it more often. We have a
profound issue in this country.”
These crimes cause an incongruity to arise between the
safety, security and welcome of
a house of worship and the fear
of a violent invasion, he said.
“It shatters the idea of a sacred space. You go in, and now
you’re looking at the back door,”
he said.
The dangerous climate has
caused faith leaders to consider
how to better protect their congregations. On Monday, Smith
attended a meeting in San Francisco that focused on sacred
spaces and safety. And last
month, Tasch said she attended
a meeting regarding enhanced
safety at synagogues.
The violence is changing the
way synagogues are being designed, Kol Emeth’s Booth said.
“The new Jewish Community Center building is a good

example of building in different ways, with limited points of
entry to see who is coming in,”
he said.
Synagogues are putting in
video cameras and security entrances and security systems, as
has the Gideon Hausner Jewish Day School in Palo Alto,
he added. Such added security
measures can be costly.
“The JCC has a whole security staff. The burden it creates
for the community is significant,” he said.
The first building Congregation Kol Emeth constructed in
the 1960s had an open campus
with easy access. But leaders
grappled with how to design
a new synagogue that is in the
works in Palo Alto, seeking to
create a sacred space that is not
like a fortress but is still a protected space.
Ellen Bob, executive director at
Congregation Etz Chayim in Palo
Alto, said her synagogue has enhanced its security protocols but
it is “committed to not decreasing
our activities in any way.”
Like leaders of other synagogues, Bob declined to elaborate on security details. But
perhaps the greatest security is
the strength of the communities

themselves. Bob, who ran the
store “bob and bob” in downtown Palo Alto that sold Jewish
goods for 25 years, said her son
had cautioned that the store’s
large plate-glass windows were
vulnerable to being smashed by
anti-Semites.
“Nobody ever threw rocks at
the windows. That’s Palo Alto;
that’s the community we live
in,” she said of acceptance of
other faiths.
On Saturday morning, a man
who introduced himself as “Ali”
approached her outside of the
synagogue to offer condolences,
she said.
“It was so reassuring. What
happened in Pittsburgh only reflects one person who did something (horrific). In the context
of things, in the end, it was one
man. We are not inherently less
safe than we were a week ago,”
she said.
People in her congregation
are “sad, scared and a little defiant,” she said of the massacre.
But “we’re not going to let this
guy stop us from being Jewish.”
On Tuesday, speaking at the
Athena Awards in Palo Alto,
Judy Kleinberg, president and
CEO of the Palo Alto Chamber
of Commerce, said the tragedy
hit close to home: Her husband
grew up in Squirrel Hill and
relatives still attend the Tree of
Life. She urged the event guests
to stand up on behalf of others.
“We’re blessed to have a lot of
diversity, and it’s the strength of
Silicon Valley. It’s the strength
of our community that we can
celebrate that diversity. But under the surface lurks prejudice.
It’s bias, and usually it’s learned
at home or (it’s) somebody that’s
not ... stable.
“Whatever the reason, we all
have to recommit: in our business, in the workplace, in our
schools, in our places of faith,
in our friendships, when you’re
sitting around at a dinner table
with people you don’t know and
somebody says something. We
have to be the ones to set the
standards and the values that
are the promise of this country.
We have to do that,” she said. Q
Staff Writer Sue Dremann
can be emailed at sdremann@
paweekly.com.

to the board. This includes improving accessibility to the
open space preserves for school
groups and other organizations
in Ward 5. One way to foster
that, she said, is by making better use of an existing grant program that allows these groups to
commission shuttles for transporting these groups to the open
space preserves.
“I’m really looking forward to
getting more people who don’t
generally have that access to have
some access to it,” Holman said.
Holman noted that the amount
of cash being spent on the race is
unusual. The most that had been
spent in the past, she was told,

was about $10,000, she said. One
board member who was challenged four years ago had spent
about $4,000 on the re-election
campaign.
She told the Weekly that she
would bring a long-standing
commitment and “vision for
environmental programs and
practices.” This includes her
participation in the district’s recent process to adopt a new vision plan. As part of the process,
she said, she had advocated for
better connectivity between the
bay and some of the more distant
preserves.
Scharff also touted his experience in managing budgets,

restoring open space preserves and
allocating funding for major projects. He serves on the San Francisco Bay Restoration Authority
governing board, which allocates
funds for restoring wetlands, and
the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission, where he chairs the fivemember Enforcement Committee.
“I feel like I am very conversant in these issues and understand them well,” Scharff said.
As someone who represents
the city on various regional
boards, including the Association of Bay Area Governments,
Scharff said his involvement on
the Midpeninsula Regional Open

Space District would be the logical next step. He also told the
Weekly he is undaunted by the
board’s endorsement of Holman
and noted that most of these endorsements came before he had
even announced his bid for the
board seat.
“Is that how democracy works?
Do we have board members
choosing the next board member? The fact that the board endorsed her before going through
the process and meeting me — I
think that devalues them, frankly,” Scharff said. Q
Staff Writer Gennady Sheyner
can be emailed at gsheyner@
paweekly.com.

Vigil
(continued from page 5)

Expensive
(continued from page 7)

leading environmentalists, including the entire district board,
and her years of involvement
in policymaking and conservation issues. This includes her
advocacy for ensuring adequate
tree trimming, her experience
as a planning commissioner in
reviewing environmental documents and her experience as
a councilwoman in passing
budgets.
Holman told the Weekly that
she believes she will bring a
fresh outlook and fresh ideas

Courtesy Rachel Tasch

receive and wants to offset it,
he said.
He was walking to prayers on
Saturday morning when a congregant rushed up to him with
news of the Sabbath massacre.
Booth and others had scant information at the time, nor would
they know for hours what exactly had occurred since as conservative Jews they don’t use cellphones or computers during the
Sabbath, he said. But eventually
he saw the images of the crime
and its aftermath.
“There was glass on the floor
of the synagogue,” he said.
“Now it’s our job to help not just
repair that building, but (with)
compassion and love ... help
repair what’s been shattered in
those people’s lives and in our
whole community.”
Rachel Tasch, executive director at Beth Am, said her synagogue is still reeling from the
outpouring of support.
“People just came in in
droves. The whole community
just seemed to come together,”
she said on Monday. In addition to the 1,000-plus people
who attended the vigil, countless others watched it being
livestreamed, she said.
Elaine Sigal, executive director of Congregation Kol Emeth,
said that one teenager stood out
among the vigil’s speakers.
“She said she’s sure her generation will be able to step up and
fix the things that are broken in
the world. ... It was incredibly
moving,” Sigal said.
Among non-Jewish participants, Samina Sundas, founder
of American Muslim Voice
Foundation in Palo Alto, said
she was deeply moved.
Herself a target of anti-Muslim sentiment after the Sept. 11
terrorism, on Saturday, she sent
a letter to Jewish leaders.
“These heinous attacks have
no room in America. We must
practice and demand a ‘zero
tolerance’ policy for any expressions of anti-black, antiimmigrants, anti-Semitism,
Islamophobia, and targeting
sacred places of worship,” she

More than 1,000 people, including faith leaders, gathered at Congregation Beth Am in Los Altos Hills
on Sunday to support the local Jewish community after the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, synagogue
massacre on Oct. 27.
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THE NEWSPAPERS AGREE: VOTE FOR SHOUNAK

Endorsed by the PALO ALTO WEEKLY

Endorsed by the PALO ALTO DAILY POST

Prepared to Lead Our Schools
• PAUSD graduate
with a history
of advocacy for
student welfare.
Labor, consumer,
and public rights
litigator.

• Served in
government
at the county,
state, and federal
levels. Experience
with educational
governance.

• Planning on raising
children with my
wife (fellow
Gunn graduate)
in PAUSD!

“Dharap’s training as an attorney and his thoughtful analysis of issues
will be a valuable addition to a board that has struggled with legal
compliance and process issues.”
— PALO ALTO WEEKLY endorses Shounak

“Dharap reminds us of [Supervisor Joe] Simitian — he’s intelligent,
knows the subject matter and is responsive to the community.”
— PALO ALTO DAILY POST endorses Shounak

“[Dharap’s] beliefs include introducing pre-kindergarten programs,
emphasizing depth of knowedge, ensuring challenging students is
not mutually exclusive from helping them and boosting enrollment in
electives that allow them to explore interests. We feel conﬁdent in
a candidate who supports these learning goals.”
— THE CAMPANILE endorses Shounak

Shounak with his wife, Laura

Shounak Endorsed by Leaders You Trust
Jennifer DiBrienza

Lydia Kou

Julie Jerome

Allan & Mary Seid

Vice President PAUSD
School Board

Councilmember
Palo Alto

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Founders Asian-Americans
for Community Involvement

Todd Collins

Greg Scharff

Barbara Klausner

Rich Gordon

Trustee
PAUSD School Board

Councilmember
Palo Alto

Former Trustee
PAUSD School Board

Former Member
California Assembly

Marc Berman

Cory Wolbach

Carolyn Tucher

Steven Lee

Member
California Assembly

Councilmember
Palo Alto

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Commissioner
Human Relations

Liz Kniss

Dana Tom

Diane Reklis

Claude Ezran

Mayor
Palo Alto

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Former Commissioner
Human Relations

Pat Burt

Susie Richardson

Cathy Kroymann

Sandra Pearson

Former Mayor
Palo Alto

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Former PAUSD
School Board President

Former Principal
Palo Alto High School

Adrian Fine

Gail Price

Betsy Bechtel

Nancy Shepherd

Councilmember
Palo Alto

Former Vice-President
PAUSD School Board

Former Mayor
Palo Alto

Former President
PAUSD School Board

Paid for by Dharap for School Board 2018 | FPPC ID# 1406400

VOTE SHOUNAK FOR SCHOOL BOARD ON NOV. 6

Visit www.VoteDharap.com to
learn more!
www.PaloAltoOnline.com
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Upfront

Jordan
(continued from page 5)

sexual-assault victim,” Jordan
wrote, referring to her public opposition over the past year-plus to
the district’s and Paly’s handling
of this and another sexual-assault
case. (Among her campaign focuses is increased compliance and
oversight of Title IX cases.)
Part of that advocacy included
Jordan’s public criticism of The
Campanile writers and teacher-adviser Esther Wojcicki for inaccurately reporting in September 2017
that the alleged on-campus sexual
assault of the female freshman by
a male junior “was subsequently
determined to be consensual.”
In order to get The Campanile
to correct its story, Jordan sent numerous detailed, lengthy emails
over the course of four weeks to
the staff, who later described her
messages as “hostile” and taking
an “aggressive tone.” An Oct. 7,
2017, email that Jordan sent at 3
a.m., published by The Campanile
last month, includes a dictionary
definition of libel and cites from
board policy and state law on student freedom of speech.
“Please print the retraction immediately,” Jordan wrote. “I will
also be separately emailing the
school board to request/demand
that an email be sent to the Paly
community that would receive the
printed version of the Campanile
with the language I sent you all as
potential language for an apology
and retraction.”
The students’ concerns escalated to the point that the Paly administration hired a First Amendment
lawyer to help former Assistant
Principal Janice Chen write a letter requesting Jordan cease any
direct contact with individual

students. Jordan complied, according to The Campanile.
When asked Thursday if she
stands by her past actions with
the students, Jordan said that she
“could have realized earlier that
the students didn’t have access
to accurate information; that the
adults were not providing them
with that information.”

‘If someone is really
doing that much
to get their name
out there and most
voters don’t have
this very important
information then it
makes sense to try
to get it into their
hands.’
—Todd Collins,
school board member
“Of course it’s important how
they felt; at the same time it’s
relevant and important what the
14-year-old student and her family
felt. It’s also important how other
student victims would feel about
coming forward after The Campanile reported that that incident was
‘consensual,’” Jordan said.
In an Oct. 4 editorial, The Campanile’s editorial board urged voters not to support Jordan, writing:
“We believe her inappropriate and
unacceptable conduct with students and poor conflict resolution
skills make her unfit to be a board
member.”
In an interview with the Weekly,
Collins said he agrees. He felt that
Jordan’s interactions with The
Campanile aren’t widely known
and wants the community to be

informed before casting their
votes on Tuesday, Election Day.
His own concern “boil(s) down
to temperament and ability to
work effectively with others.”
He said he was contacted this
weekend by community members, including the parents of
Campanile staffers, who “were
concerned about the interactions
of Kathy Jordan with both faculty
and the students at the school and
felt, based on their own personal
experience from last year, that
there were serious problems with
the way she had interacted with
people that really in their view
... went to her fitness as being a
school board member.”
Collins said he agrees with
Jordan’s criticisms of The Campanile’s coverage of the October
2016 sexual-assault report and
communicated his own concerns
to district administrators rather
than the students or their adviser.
He said the advertisement, running just four days before Election
Day, was prompted by the latest
campaign finance disclosures that
show Jordan has raised a total of
about $52,000 to date, including
$250 she loaned her own campaign.
“If someone is really doing that
much to get their name out there
and most voters don’t have this
very important information then
it makes sense to try to get it into
their hands,” Collins said.
Jordan is vying against five
candidates for two open seats
on the Board of Education: special-education advocate Stacey
Ashlund, after-school program
director Chris Boyd, incumbent
Ken Dauber, attorney Shounak
Dharap and recent Paly graduate
Alex Scharf. Q
Staff Writer Elena Kadvany
can be emailed at ekadvany@
paweekly.com.

Paid Political Advertisement

ELECTION 2018

How The Campanile
responded to Kathy Jordan
Student journalists issued clarification,
apology over 2017 reporting
by Elena Kadvany

I

n September 2017, the
Palo Alto High School
newspaper The Campanile ran an article about
an alleged 2016 on-campus
sexual assault of a female
freshman by a male junior,
stating that the incident
“was subsequently determined to be consensual.”
The male student’s attorney had told media outlets
at the time, including the
Weekly, that the Santa Clara
County District Attorney’s
office declined to file any
charges against the male
student “other than consensual underage sexual activity” for the incident, which
occurred at Paly in October
2016. It’s unclear if the student was convicted of this
crime, a misdemeanor, since
court records for that charge
are sealed.
Shortly after the initial
Campanile story published,
the newspaper ran a “clarification” about the sourcing for the initial statement,
including comments from
former Paly Principal Kim
Diorio and statements the
male student’s attorney

made to another news outlet.
Early last month, the editors-in-chief of The Campanile published an apology to
the female student and said
that they had inadequately
attributed the “consensual”
statement and also had improperly phrased it in their
prior reporting.
In a separate article last
month, the student newspaper also reported on their
own staff’s concerns about
numerous “hostile emails”
they had received in 2017
from Paly parent Kathy
Jordan, now a school board
candidate, and what they
described as her “aggressive tone toward student
reporters, in the name of
protecting victims of sexual assault.” They said that
Jordan requested that The
Campanile retract the previous statement and suggested
it was libelous.
“She made (us) feel as if
(we) were being attacked
and in a hostile situation,”
a former Campanile writer,
who requested anonymity
“due to fear of harassment,”
told the Campanile. Q

Jean Ann Augsburger
July 12, 1926 – October 22, 2018

“My principles are simple:
protect the environment,
expand our open space,
and increase access to our
trails and parks for everyone.”
- Greg Scharff

Elect Greg Scharff
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Board of Directors

Experienced Leadership for the Environment

GregScharff.org
Paid for by Greg Scharff for Open Space District Board 2018 FPPC #1411989
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Jean Ann Augsburger
passed away peacefully at the
Sequoias in Portola Valley
on Monday, October 22. She
was 92. Born in Minnesota
and raised in Ohio, Jean
Ann brought midwestern
sensibilities to her life in the
Stanford area. She was a gifted
quilt artist, a perfect hostess,
an intrepid world traveler,
and a steadfast companion
to her husband Bob, who
predeceased her in 2009. Her
favorite sayings were “Mind over matter” and “You always
look better when you smile” — words that guided her life
to the very end. Although she had advanced dementia over
the past many years, she was always ready with a smile
and a thank you.
Jean Ann is survived by her son David, her son John,
and her daughter Jane McLaughlin; four grandchildren;
and two great-grandchildren. The family will hold a
private service.
PAID

OBITUARY

Supporting students’ intellectual, social and emotional development.
Providing a strong voice for ﬁscal responsibility, to make sure that tax dollars are used effectively in the classroom.
Preparing all students for a 21st-century economy, especially education they need in computer literacy, critical
thinking, and problem solving.
Ensuring a school environment where students are free to learn, safe from sexual harassment and bullying.
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Carol Ann Hetiz

July 29, 1930 – September 19, 2018
Carol Rhodabarger Heitz
(Fouts), 88, a woman of conviction
and accomplishment, danced her
last dance at home in the care of
her children on September 19th,
2018.
Carol was a doer: she actively
participated throughout her
life and encouraged others to
participate. She was a teacher,
counselor, mentor, skier, hiker,
world traveler, and a women’s
libber before it was common
to advocate for women’s rights.
A longtime Humanist, she adored science. She believed in
education as a means to a better world. Her own formal education
included graduating from Santa Maria High School in 1948,
UCSB undergrad in 1954, and two masters degrees. She was also
a longtime escort at Planned Parenthood in San Jose. She was
a member of several golf groups, committees, and clubs at the
Villages at San Jose, where she retired but kept busy.
She loved GOING. She pursued active vacations and planned
epic family trips that included annual ski sojourns to Tahoe. She
traveled throughout her life, including backpacking in Yosemite
at 64 and skiing worldwide with the 70+ ski club until over 80.
She hiked, did yoga, and played and watched golf until it was not
possible. She lived well and enjoyed her life.
She was the daughter of Rollin W. and Elizabeth E. Rhodabarger
of Palos Verdes, CA. She married twice: first to Brian Fouts and
later to Chuck Heitz. With Brian, she had four kids: Kim Oblak
(Bradley), Kurt Fouts (Corina Gong), Dane Fouts, and Kit Gibbs
(Craig). She enjoyed her six grandchildren, as well as Sean Kiger
(Renee), a seventh grandchild from her second marriage. She
will be remembered in her prime and missed by all. A private
celebration of life will be held by her family.
PAID

OBITUARY

Pulse
A weekly compendium
of vital statistics

Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 2
Resisting arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Warrant/other agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

POLICE CALLS
Palo Alto

Oct. 24-oct. 30
Violence related
Dependent adult abuse . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sex crime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Grand theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Identity theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Shoplifting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle related
Abandoned bicycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Auto recovery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 8
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Parking/driving violation . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Vehicle accident/mnr. injury . . . . . . . . . 8
Vehicle accident/prop. damage . . . . . . 7
Vehicle impound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Alcohol or drug related
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 2
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Miscellaneous
Brandishing weapon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Casualty fall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
False info to police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Misc. penal code violation . . . . . . . . . . 5
Missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Outside assistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Psychiatric subject . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Public incident . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Stalking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Menlo Park

Oct. 24-Oct. 30
Violence related
Domestic violence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft related
Commercial burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Petty theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Residential burglaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle related
Auto theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bicycle theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Driving w/ suspended license. . . . . . . . 1
Hit and run . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Theft from auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/mjr. injury . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/mnr. injury . . . . . . . . . 1
Vehicle accident/no injury. . . . . . . . . . . 2
Vehicle accident/unspecified injury . . . 1
Vehicle tow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Alcohol or drug related
Drinking in public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Driving under the influence . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Possession of paraphernalia . . . . . . . . 2
Under influence of drugs . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Miscellaneous
Coroner case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Disturbing/annoying calls . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Found property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Gang validations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Info case . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Juvenile problem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Lost property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
mental evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
missing person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Poss. of stolen property . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Probation violation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Suspicious circumstances . . . . . . . . . . 1
Vandalism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Violation of court order . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Warrant arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

VIOLENT CRIMES
Palo Alto

E. Bayshore Road, 10/10, 3:30 p.m.; sex
crime/misc.
Greenwood Avenue, 10/23, 5 p.m.;
dependant adult abuse/emotion.

Menlo Park

1700 block Bay Laurel Dr., 10/27, 1:42
p.m.; spousal abuse.
1100 block Willow Rd., 10/28, 10:09
p.m.; spousal abuse.

Support
Palo Alto Weekly’s
coverage of our
community.
Memberships begin
at only 17¢ per day
Join today:
SupportLocalJournalism.org

It’s unanimous! Re-elect Eric Filseth and Tom DuBois
Our local papers agree.

Solutions for a better Palo Alto
Q 0MQMXSJ½GIKVS[XLTVSZMHIJSV
 RI[LSYWMRKTIVXLI'SQT4PER
Q %HHVIWWXVEJ½GXLVSYKL
 MRGIRXMZIWXIGLRSPSK]ERH 
 HIZIPSTQIRXQEREKIQIRX
Q 4VSXIGXRIMKLFSVLSSHWJVSQ
 GSQQIVGMEPTEVOMRKMQTEGXW
Q 'SQTPIXISYV-RJVEWXVYGXYVI
 4PER
Q 7IGYVISYVPSRKXIVQ*MRERGIW
Q 7XSTEHHMRKRI[TIRWMSRHIFX
Q

7EZIXLI%RMQEP7LIPXIV
www.ericﬁlseth.com

‘

F a more productive
For
d ti Council,
C
il we
recommend the election of Eric Filseth,
Tom DuBois, and Alison Cormack
— Palo Alto Weekly, October 12, 2018

‘

Cormack, Filseth, DuBois
best choices for City Council.

‘

— Daily Post, October 5, 2018

Eric

’

O 0MQMXSJ½GIHIZIPSTQIRXXS


 IEWILSYWMRKTVIWWYVI
O 'VIEXILSYWMRKMRGIRXMZIW[MXL
 JSGYWSRFIPS[QEVOIX
O 'SQTPIXISYV-RJVEWXVYGXYVI
 4PER
O 1EOIGSQQYRMX]WIVZMGIWE 
 TVMSVMX]MRGPYHMRK)PHIVWIVZMGIW
O 7YRWLMRISRGMX]EGXMZMXMIW
O 7SPZITVSFPIQW[MXLTVSZIR 
 WSPYXMSRWRSX[MWLJYPXLMROMRK

[Filseth and DuBois] have served the community well, and brought
healthy, intelligent, and substantive debate to council meetings.

O &YWMRIWWIWTE]XLIMVJEMVWLEVI

— Palo Alto Weekly, 10-21-2016

voteDuBois.com

for more information

re-elect

’

Experience, Maturity, Judgment

FILSETH

Palo Alto
City Council

’

Tom DuBois

4EMHJSVF])VMG*MPWIXLJSV'MX]'SYRGMP*44'ERH(Y&SMWJSV'MX]'SYRGMP*44'-(
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for more information

Re-elect

Palo Alto City Council

Transitions
Births, marriages and
deaths
Mary Lee Cottrell
Mary Lee Cottrell, a dedicated
member of the Palo Alto community, died on Oct. 13 at the age of 88.
She was born in Eugene, Oregon, but in her youth her family
never stayed in one place long. Her
father was a highway surveyor for
the United States government,
and his job kept the family moving throughout the West Coast.
She attended several schools for
a span of a few months each, and
during her time in high school she
became a professional ice skater
in San Francisco.
Soon after graduating from
high school and during her time
as an ice skater, she met her first
husband and they had three sons
together, Greg, Jim and Douglas
Mountford. Eventually, she made
a career shift from ice skating to
the theater, where she met her second husband, Steve Cottrell at the
American Conservatory in San
Francisco, where they were both
acting in a play.
She married Cottrell in 1959,
and moved to Palo Alto the same
year, living in one of the first
Eichler homes. One year later,
her youngest son, Steve Cottrell,
was born. A few years later, she
began her involvement in politics
and volunteer work through work
with the school board and its candidates. She was the campaign
manager for Judge Jim Stewart in
a bid for Congress, and served as
the chairman of the Palo Alto human relations board. Her efforts
were both local and international,
as she was deeply involved in several Vietnam protests, and she was
executive director of Interplast
nonprofit group, a charity that
provides plastic surgery to third
world countries and trains local
surgeons. Following her husband
is retirement, she continued her
community work but also traveled around the world with him. In
2009, she moved from Palo Alto,
to La Crosse, Wisconsin, where
she stayed.
She is survived by her sons
Greg Mountford; Jim Mountford; and Steve Cottrell and his
wife Brandi; her grandchildren;
and great grandchildren. She was
preceded in death by her husband
Stanley S. Cottrell and son Douglas S. Mountford.
A Memorial Service will
he held at a later date to be announced to family and friends.

Lasting
Memories
An online directory
of obituaries and
remembrances.
Search obituaries,
submit a memorial,
share a photo.

Go to:

PaloAltoOnline.com/
obituaries
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For the times that you need to feel safest
Stanford Health Care is here for you.
We’re proud to call Palo Alto home, and
proud to be Palo Alto’s hospital.
Discover more at stanfordhealthcare.org/partnersinhealth
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Editorial
Our election
recommendations

T

he Palo Alto Weekly recommends the following candidates
and ballot measure positions. For full editorials on all local offices and measures, go to PaloAltoOnline.com/news/
section/editorials.
For complete information, videos and more about local issues and candidates, go to the Palo Alto voters’ guide at tinyurl.
com/2018PAvoterguide.
Reminder: Vote-by-mail ballots must be postmarked no later
than Election Day, Nov. 6 (no postage required) or may be turned
in at any time between now and 8 p.m. on Election Day at a 24hour outside drop-box at Rinconada Library (1213 Newell Road)
or Mitchell Park Library (3700 Middlefield Road) or to any polling
place by 8 p.m. on Election Day. Please vote!
House of Representatives
Anna Eshoo (D) (Incumbent)
State Assembly
Marc Berman (D) (Incumbent)
Palo Alto City Council
Eric Filseth (Incumbent)
Tom DuBois (Incumbent)
Alison Cormack
Palo Alto Unified School District
Board of Trustees
Ken Dauber (Incumbent)
Shounak Dharap
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Board of Trustees
Karen Holman
Santa Clara County Sheriff
Laurie Smith (Incumbent)
Measure A (Santa Clara County)
Extension of 1/8 cent sales tax
YES
Measure E (City of Palo Alto )
Increase in Transient Occupancy (Hotel Tax) to fund
infrastructure projects, including a new public safety building
YES
Measure F (City of Palo Alto)
Regulates local health care providers and imposes limits on
what can be charged for health care services
NO
Measure Y (Palo Alto Unified School District)
Establishes term limits of two consecutive four-year terms for
school board members
YES
Measure Z (Palo Alto Unified School District)
Bond measure for $460 million in school facility improvements
YES
State Propositions:
Yes on Prop. 1 — Affordable Housing Bond
Yes on Prop. 2 — Housing Bond for the Mentally Ill
No on Prop. 3 — Water Bond
No on Prop. 4 — Childrenís Hospital Bond
No on Prop. 5 — Property Tax Transfers
No on Prop. 6 — Gas Tax Repeal
No on Prop. 7 — Daylight Saving Time
No on Prop. 8 — Regulation of Kidney Dialysis
Prop. 9 — (Removed from ballot)
Yes on Prop. 10 — Local Option for Rent Control
Yes on Prop. 11 — Ambulance Employee Breaks
No on Prop. 12 — Confinement of Animals
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Spectrum
Editorials, letters and opinions

Experience as a board
member
Editor,
Some voters might know that
Kathy Jordan played tennis professional; she won seven Grand
Slam doubles titles and was No.
5 in the world in singles.
What most don’t know is that
Kathy served on the board of directors of the Women’s Tennis
Association. She put a coalition
together — between sides who
had opposing views — to help
all players on the Tour, especially those who were lower ranked
and made less money.
Her leadership, along with several others who sought change,
resulted in the creation of a
pension fund for players to help
them once they retired from tennis. I believe it was the first pension program for female professional athletes, and Kathy Jordan
put the program together.
She will bring this same innovation and attention to detail on
the PAUSD school board.
Pearl Chow
Rhodes Drive, Palo Alto

Look to past behavior
Editor,
As a 36-year teacher in Palo
Alto, I believe there’s a school
board candidate who will create
chaos and fear if she’s elected.
That opinion is based on her
behavior last fall with regard to
my students who publish The
Campanile.
That candidate is Kathy Jordan, who has mounted a negative campaign based on false
information.
Kathy harassed my students
for more than two months, after which I got a law firm and
the school to ask her to cease
and desist. The kids were very
upset all year long because they
never knew when she’d start up
again. The problem had not been
resolved because she refused to
communicate with the advisers
either via email or phone.
My response, also representative of the faculty in PAUSD,
to Kathy’s four main campaign
points:
1. Be strong for students.
We already promote an environment free from discrimination, intimidation and harassment for all students. We have
a dedicated and passionate faculty at all schools. Palo Alto
is the No. 1 school district in
California.
2. Spend dollars responsibly.
We already have in place fiscal watch dogs, especially since
the addition of new district level
personnel last spring.
3. Achieve academic excellence.

We rank in the top 100 schools
in the nation. Our curriculum’s
outstanding, and many districts
follow our leadership.
4. Build trust and accountability.
Kathy advocates open communications among the district,
the board and the community,
but she represents just the opposite. Students and faculty do
not trust her judgment. Teachers,
administrators and students are
frightened by her lack of appropriate conflict-resolution skills.
There’s no way to build trust
with Kathy Jordan based on her
past behavior.
Her supporters should rethink
their decision to vote for her and
vote instead for Ken Dauber, Stacey Ashlund or Shounak Dharap,
all excellent candidates.
Esther Wojcicki
Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto

Paying attention
to details
Editor,
I read that Kathy Jordan, along
with several other parents, calculated that the new bell schedule
at Paly was inadequate.
The research these parents did
showed that the bell schedule,
which was set to go into effect
in August, was 21 days short of
meeting California standards.
I was disappointed that such a
large error was almost made
but thankful for these parents’
diligence.
I think we deserve someone
who pays attention to the details
and isn’t afraid to speak up. I
wonder if our students lost out on
anything else while the school
board wasn’t paying attention.
I’m voting for Kathy Jordan.
She gets things done.
Danny Epstein
Willmar Drive, Palo Alto

Expertise and
leadership
Editor,
We are honored to recommend
Stacey Ashland for the Palo Alto
Unified School District Board
of Education. For more than 19
years, our community has benefited from Stacey’s tireless, dedicated advocacy for our students,
families and teachers at the
school, district, city and multicounty levels. Her key strengths
include:
• Stacey excels at building coalitions to get things done. She
listens to, and is respectful of,
diverse perspectives.
• Stacey is passionate about
the well-being of every child.
She understands our schools
need to work for each student,
so every student can reach his

or her full potential.
• Stacey is a computer scientist who brings clear logic to her
problem-solving.
Residents will all benefit tremendously from adding Stacey’s
expertise and leadership to our
school board.
Susan Usman
Elsinore Drive, Palo Alto
Nancy Krop
El Camino Real, Palo Alto

A dedicated
conservationist
Editor,
Your article about the “pricey
race” for the open seat on the
Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District board is concerning. Candidate Greg Scharff’s
$121,500 loan to his own campaign is a story unto itself. For
perspective, the amount is only
$1,000 less than the median
income in Santa Clara County
(per a recent article in the Silicon Valley Business Journal by
Rentcafe) and 20 times more
than what others have contributed to his campaign.
Even if I didn’t know that Karen Holman is endorsed by all the
members of the Midpen board
and that she has been a steward
of the environment for decades
and that Scharff is aligned with
development (particularly commercial), the funding of his campaign reveals much about his
candidacy.
We will never see improvement in government as long as
candidates can win by buying
name recognition. Let’s not let
that happen here. This seat is
important to our open space and
it should go to someone who has
proven to be a dedicated conservationist. In this race, that person
is Karen Holman.
Annette Ross
Amherst Street, Palo Alto

Value patients,
not transactions
Editor,
As a Palo Alto pediatric dentist, I oppose Measure F.
Measure F assumes that it is a
cookie-cutter matter to provide
quality dental care and keep a
practice viable.
Our patients (and their teeth)
are individuals. Time, effort and
supplies a dentist expends to
perform the same service may
vary greatly between different patients. Sometimes it takes
more detective work to diagnose
a toothache’s cause. Sometimes
a deeper cavity takes more procedure steps.
(continued on page 24)

Check out Town Square!
Hundreds of local topics are being discussed by local residents
on Town Square, a reader forum sponsored by the Weekly at
PaloAltoOnline.com/square. Post your own comments, ask
questions or just stay up on what people are talking about
around town!

Guest Opinion
A reminder for our times: Love conquers hate
by Jean Lythcott

I

was in the
gathering of
com mu n it ies
organized by and
conducted at Congregation Beth
Am last Sunday
evening in response to the Saturday shootings
and deaths at the
Tree of Life synagogue in the Squirrel Hill neighborhood
of Pittsburgh.
I learned about the gathering from
some League of Women Voters Palo Alto
friends who had planned to meet for dinner on Sunday at 7 p.m. to thank one of
our own for the superb job she had done
of arranging our “Pros and Cons of the
Propositions” presentations. Early Sunday
afternoon word and email spread among
us about the gathering at Congregation
Beth Am at 7 p.m. We rescheduled dinner to 5 p.m. so we could be there.
I arrived at 6:35 p.m., having miraculously found a parking place. The sanctuary was already full, but rows and rows
and rows of chairs spread the crowd of
people all the way to the back and to both
sides. In the end, people were sitting on
the window ledges on both sides of the
sanctuary and some were on the floor.
There were hundreds there.
As the evening unfolded, we moved
from singing to listening to faith leaders

and other speakers, alternating several Czechoslovakian town in WWII and told
speakers at a time between songs that her congregation, her people, to hold the
were uplifting in words and sound. I think Torah so they could be bound to it — the
the opening song was something like “Be Tree of Life — and the way to defeat hate.
Another told us of growing up in the
a sanctuary.” But oh, all the rabbis, the
Muslim leaders, the reverend of All Saints neighborhood of Squirrel Hill, where
Episcopal Church, the young student from the people were shot and killed, a neighKehillah Jewish High School, the Hindu borhood that actually was Mr. Rogers’
leader and her son, and state Sen. Jerry neighborhood, known as the safest Jewish neighborhood in
Hill who spoke to us, and
America. She spoke
all those other faith leadof passing on her way
ers, like the reverend of As far as I could
to school four synaUniversity AME Zion
gogues, a kosher deli
Church, who thronged see, everyone was,
and a kosher bakery.
the “bimah” at the end, with arms around
And she said that evhow they moved me and
eryone’s mother noted
so many, many people to neighbors in their
wrongdoing by any
tears and “Amens” and pew, softly swaying
child and you would
applause.
and lifting the roof
hear about it over
Some told of the long
dinner.
history of the persecution with that song of us
So many spoke of the
of Jewish people. One all — ‘America the
Torah, the Tree of Life,
of the Muslim leaders, a
and the way it teaches
young woman, spoke of Beautiful’ — tears
us that love conquers
how, when she had come falling freely.
hate and binds us to it.
into the sanctuary, so
And, oh, the songs, the music! One
many people had greeted her and offered
her their seat that she knew she was with was “Heal us now.” Songs that led us in
family. She told us about Moses, who words, in tune and rhythm towards love.
having a speech defect didn’t want to face They were mostly in Hebrew, and I was
that cruel Pharaoh alone, so he asked his on the side of the sanctuary away from
the screen that carried the words, some
brother to come along. Be a brother!
A rabbi talked of how at Saturday ser- English, but the tunes were easy to learn
vices she took the 300-year-old Torah of and the cantor so strong a leader that I
her synagogue in her hands, saying that hummed along, and since some words
it was the only thing that survived in a were often repeated from first verse to last

I learned them along the way, and finally,
truly joined in.
Rabbi Janet Marder of Congregation
Beth Am eventually told us we were now
moving into the last part of the gathering.
First she invited all the faith leaders there
to come join her on the bimah (the platform from which the Torah is read) and a
stream of 50 or 60 joined her. Then, after
asking us to stand for the ending prayers,
she read the names and ages of those, who
shall not be forgotten, who were killed in
The Tree of Life synagogue, their ages in
the 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s and one 97 years
old, stalwarts of that congregation. She
invited all who knew it to say Kaddish for
them, and so many in the congregation
did with powerful unanimity, strength and
feeling.
Next, as she told us that we would sing,
the religious leaders on the bimah put
their arms around each other and began to
sing, “How beautiful for spacious skies...”
As far as I could see, everyone was,
like me, with arms around neighbors in
their pew, softly swaying and lifting the
roof with that song of us all, tears falling
freely. One last song and we were done.
I had lost all touch with friends whom
I knew were there, but I never felt like a
stranger, just one of hundreds whom the
speakers, songs and messages raised into
hope and love, strong in our faith in each
other, and eschewing fear and hate. Q
Palo Alto resident Jean Lythcott can
be emailed at jlythcott@gmail.com.

Streetwise

What is an issue that you care about in the upcoming midterm election?
Asked on California Avenue in Palo Alto. Question, interviews and photographs by Cameron Rebosio.

Christy Junkerman

Lucy Stapleton

Carol Scott

Bill Bauriedel

Jonathan Anderson

University Avenue, Palo Alto
Teacher

Fulton Street, Palo Alto
OB-GYN

Park Boulevard, Palo Alto
Professor

South Court, Palo Alto
Retired

California Avenue, Palo Alto
Accountant

“There’s so many, but I’m not sure
the specific issues I care about are
on the ballot ... (I care about) gun
control, responsible politicians and
the environment.”

“The main issue that I care about in
any election is women’s reproductive
choice because unfortunately I think
that the inequality of women is still
an issue today.”

“I care about having a city council
that listens to residents’ concerns.”

“Anything that moves us forward
toward a more civil society and a
more social justice society, which for
me means approving school bonds
and voting Democratic.”

“That would probably be the gas tax.
If you’ve ever driven, the roads are
awful in California. ... I think it’s really
worthwhile to pay a little bit to get
these problems fixed.”
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Spectrum

Letters
(continued from page 22)

Children are not always the
most willing participants in getting dental work. For example,
a child may need a filling and
won’t cooperate. Perhaps more
time may be needed to treat the
tooth. Maybe we stop and reschedule for another day using
sedation. I don’t charge parents
for the consequent expenses of
extra time and wasted supplies.
Measure F fails to account
for the many times that a doctor will be reimbursed with less
than the overhead cost of providing the service. I see the visits where I take a financial loss
as an investment in the health
care partnership I have with
the families I serve. By having
a mix of both difficult and simpler patient visits, we are able
to help lots of kids while supporting my employees and my
family.
In my practice we focus on
the relationship rather than the
transaction. It is better medicine
and better business.
It is ironic that Measure F,
which promises to control health
care costs, would force providers
and city officials to make health
care all about the transaction.
Christian K. Lee
El Camino Way, Palo Alto

Keep health care
accessible
Editor,
As a Palo Alto Resident, I oppose Measure F. I, however, am
not a “typical” Palo Alto resident. I grew up in Palo Alto in a
low-income household. Though
three out of the four children in
my family went on to graduate
from college, my youngest brother was diagnosed with schizophrenia and remains living with
my parents. Because we are not
a family of means, my brother
now depends on Medi-Cal health
coverage. I share the same frustrations as many other opponents
in regards to this measure, but
an enormous part of my opposition is influenced by the fact
that this measure would reduce
health care access for my brother
and families like mine.
Measure F would likely reduce
services at Stanford Health Care,
a hospital my family depends on
having as a resource when my
brother has psychotic episodes.
We are so thankful that Stanford
has been able to give my brother
the same care as someone with
private insurance even though I
know they receive only a portion
of cost of care reimbursed from
the state. This measure, however,
would require Stanford to pay a
rebate to for-profit, out-of-state
insurance companies rather than

those funds go towards providing health care to our community’s most vulnerable patients
who have public insurance or no
health insurance at all.
I am petrified for my brother
and others like him. With the
cost of living skyrocketing, I
hope we can at least keep health
care accessible to all in our
city. I am the biggest proponent
for reducing health care costs;
however, this doesn’t achieve
that goal whatsoever. I am joining the consensus of all of our
city council members, every
newspaper editorial, and hundreds of community members
in voting “no” on F because I
care about the vulnerable in my
community.
Leah Cowan
Stanford Avenue, Palo Alto

Avoid a nightmare
Editor,
Measure F purports to control
costs for patients using medical
facilities in Palo Alto by requiring the city of Palo Alto to audit
the billings and ascertain whether they meet certain criteria. In
my service on the city’s Infrastructure Committee, I became
familiar with the functioning
of the Administrative Services
Department of the city. The city
simply does not have the capability to regulate medical costs,

and acquiring it would be next
to impossible, even at great cost
to taxpayers.
Residents can avoid this expensive administrative nightmare by voting “no” on this illconceived initiative.
Ralph Britton
Rinconada Avenue, Palo Alto

It only benefits
insurers
Editor,
As a Palo Alto resident and an
employee at Stanford Health Care,
I oppose Measure F. As someone
who has dedicated his career to
improving quality and lowering
costs in health care, I can say definitively that this measure would
accomplish neither goal. In fact,
the measure would interfere with

efforts to improve quality and, to
date, the measure has only served
as a heedless distraction from the
real work of improving the quality
of our health care.
If implemented, this measure would harm health care
providers and patients in order
to provide rebates to insurance companies, without any
requirement that these rebates
be passed on to patients. The
truth is that forcing providers
to reduce staff and to be unable
to afford needed patient investments would only harm health
care quality.
I strongly urge my neighbors
to join together in rejecting this
measure and the untold damage
it would cause to our community.
Benjamin R. Elkins
Lowell Avenue, Palo Alto

Submit letters to the editor of up to 300 words to letters@
paweekly.com. Submit guest opinions of 1,000 words to editor@
paweekly.com. Include your name, address and daytime phone
number so we can reach you.
We reserve the right to edit contributions for length, objectionable
content, libel and factual errors known to us. Anonymous letters will
generally not be accepted. Submitting a letter to the editor or guest
opinion constitutes a granting of permission to the Palo Alto Weekly
and Embarcadero Media to also publish it online, including in our
online archives and as a post on Town Square.
For more information contact Editor Jocelyn Dong or
Editorial Assistant Christine Lee at editor@paweekly.com
or 650-326-8210.

Music, theater, dance,
and more in the heart
of Silicon Valley

Bing Concert Hall
Stanford University

Jordi Savall

David Bowie’s Blackstar

Decoda

Gregory Porter

The Routes of Slavery

Ambient Orchestra w/
Cellist Maya Beiser

Life Circus

Nat “King” Cole & Me

The distinguished Catalan
musician pays homage to the
music of Europe, Africa, and
the Americas with a global
array of dancers, singers, and
musicians
S U N, N OV 4
4:00 P M
B I N G C O N C E RT H A L L

Arranged and conducted
by MIT professor Evan
Zaporyn in tribute to
the late David Bowie
W E D, N OV 7
7:30 P M
B I N G C O N C E RT H A L L

The musicians of Decoda—
Carnegie Hall’s resident
ensemble—bring classical
music to our intimate cabaret space. It’s the perfect way
to unwind on a Friday night!
F R I , N OV 30
7:00 P M & 9:00 P M
B I N G ST U D I O C A BA R E T

Two-time Grammy winner Gregory Porter sings
the timeless songs of his
greatest influence, Nat
“King” Cole accompanied
jazz orchestra
SAT, D EC 15
7:30 P M
M E M O R I A L AU D I TO R I U M

SEASON MEDIA SPONSORS

BUY
TICKETS

live.stanford.edu
650.724.2464
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Arts & Entertainment
A weekly guide to music, theater, art, culture,
books and more, edited by Karla Kane

LONGTIME LOCAL MUSIC DIRECTOR
GREGORY WAIT TO RETIRE
Lloyd Levy

Gregory Wait will be retiring from Schola Cantorum and Congregational Oratorio Society after this season.
by Yoshi Kato
ith its concert on Saturday, Nov. 3, at First Congregational Church
in Palo Alto, the 60-voice Schola Cantorum Silicon Valley will
begin its 30th and final season with Gregory Wait as director.
Wait will then launch his 34th and final season as director of Congregational
Oratorio Society eight days later at the same locale. His leadership in the local
music scene will be missed, community members said.
“He’s definitely very accepting of anyone who wants to sing,” said Carolyn Schwartz, a Palo Altan and longtime Oratorio Society member. “It’s
definitely more challenging than any music I’ve ever done,” reflected Kathy
Terry, Schwartz’s neighbor and fellow chorus veteran. The Weekly caught up
with Wait, who’s also a Professorville resident, a senior lecturer in voice and
choral conducting and the Billie Bennett Achilles Director of Vocal Studies
at Stanford University, in advance of his final seasons with Schola Cantorum
and Oratorio Society.

W

Q: Congratulations on your
retirement. What prompted your
decision?
A: My next birthday will be 70.
I’ll be retiring from Schola Cantorum after 30 years, and this is my
40th year at Stanford. I’m going to
teach one more year, and I’ve been
joking with people that it will be interesting to see what it’s like to have
just one job.
Q: Did the fact that this is
your last season affect your
programming?
A: I’m so glad you asked that.
The Oratorio Society almost always does three concerts a season.
So I just went back over the years
and figured out what was memorable to me. The first concert that
we’re doing (“Light Eternal”) was
the first concert to be produced by
us after 9/11. My mother passed
away that June, so I was thinking
just what could I sort of privately do
and picked the Rutter “Requiem”

and the Lauridsen’s “Lux Aeterna,”
which are both clearly requiembased works. And then we had this
incredible national tragedy. And so
the first concert we ended up doing
was just so meaningful and powerful in the larger kind of scope than
my personal one. It was just something we’ve never forgotten. They
are just beautiful elegiac works that
really speak to the heart and kind
of helped everyone in our community to grieve and find a way
through music to come together
and find solace. I thought that was
the most meaningful concert of 30plus years in my memory.
I thought I’d tie things up (next
June) with the first concert I ever
did with the Oratorio Society, which
was “Mass in Time of War” by
Haydn and “Five Mystical Songs”
by Ralph Vaughan Williams. I’m
calling it “Da Capo,” so it’s a backto-the-beginning reference.
Q: Have you had different approaches directing your various
choirs?

A: I haven’t thought a lot about
that, honestly. Whether my groups
are auditioned (Schola Cantorum)
or non-auditioned (Oratorio Society), they’re still amateur groups.
It’s an unusual model with the Oratorio Society: People come because
they want to sing and they’re lured
partly by the fact that the repertoire
is interesting and, for the most part,
classical and standard. There’s not
only no audition but no dues, either. That group is sponsored by
the church (First Congregational
Church), which pays for Kathy’s
(Waits’ wife and Oratorio codirector) and my salary and provides a venue. There are members
of the church and the church choir
in there. But there are also people
from the community at large who
come and form part of our larger
community. And that’s important
to the church.
Q: What’s been your impression of how your audience has
changed over the years?
A: You look out at the hair color,
and it’s grayer and whiter. But when
I first came here, the “old folks” are
the age I am now. But I have to say
this is a special community. A lot of
the communities around the world
that are populated in university cities and towns generally appreciate
the value of the classic art form —
plays and dramas and dance and the
standards, as it were. So our audiences are educated and inquisitive
and will seek out the kind of repertoire that we tend to do.
Q: What’s been your approach
to programming contemporary

work into your choirs’ repertoire?
A: I’ve been really lucky in my
career as both solo singer and conductor to be associated with quite
a number of works of our time. I
suspect in any era there are better ones and worse ones and more
popular ones and less popular ones.
What happens is you discover what
you can really believe in and put
your heart and soul into. Part of
that’s study, and then you have this
knowledge and instinct, I suppose,
to say, “Yeah, this is something I
would do and promote.”
Sometimes you’re lucky, and
you have an association with a particular composer who you ask and
commission to write something for
you. And in those instances, you
get a chance to perhaps be specific
about what text you would like and
have it tailored more specifically
to the ensemble. Those are great
experiences overall to be able to
give a premiere performance and
share that with your singers — and
orchestras, if that’s the case — and
your audience. We’ve enjoyed a few
of those over the years.
Q: You and Kathy have reputations as being sports fanatics. Will retirement help in this
department?
A: Oh, I hope so. I grew up
in Modesto and was 8 years old
when the Giants came from New
York, so I’ve been a fan ever since.
I went to Seal Stadium when I was
a kid, and my birthday is in August. So my birthday present every
year for the longest time was a Giants game at Candlestick (Park).

We’re coming from Modesto,
where it’s 100 (degrees) virtually every day of July and August,
and you could just not get warm
enough. We just froze to death.
But it was great. Kathy and I love
to go to Giants games. We’re big
season ticket holders here at Stanford for football and baseball and
women’s basketball — as much as
we’re able to go, because a lot of
those conflict with rehearsals on
Mondays and Thursdays.
And there are so many interesting things going on here on
campus — a lecture or a play on
a Monday or Thursday night. So
I don’t think I’ll be staying home
and looking for something to do
on those evenings. Q
Freelance Writer Yoshi Kato can
be emailed at yoshiyoungblood@
earthlink.net.

Upcoming concerts
What: Schola Cantorum Silicon
Valley’s “For the Love of Bach.”
Where: First Congregational
Church of Palo Alto, 1895 Louis
Road, Palo Alto.
When: Sat., Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m.
Cost: $28.
Info: Go to scholacantorum.org/.
What: Congregational Oratorio
Society and Orchestra’s “Light
Eternal.”
Where: First Congregational
Church of Palo Alto, 1895 Louis
Road, Palo Alto.
When: Sun., Nov. 11, at 3:00 p.m.
Cost: Free.
Info: Go to: fccpa.org/concertseries-2018--2019.html.
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Courtesy Stanford Live

Arts & Entertainment

Evan Ziporyn’s Ambient Orchestra
and cellist Maya Beiser will
present David Bowie’s “Blackstar”
at Stanford on Nov. 7.

‘BLACKSTAR’ AT BING
BOWIE’S FINAL ALBUM GETS AN ORCHESTRAL TRIBUTE
by Yoshi Kato
n the worlds of both cellist
Maya Beiser and rockstar David Bowie, an instrumentalist
revisiting of the final, modern-jazzinfluenced album of a chameleonic
music icon with a contemporary
classical ensemble is special but not
too unusual.
Like Miles Davis before him,
the late music legend David Bowie
changed styles and morphed personas throughout his career. His
final album, “Blackstar,” was recorded with saxophonist Donny
McCaslin’s quartet and released

I

unexpectedly two days before
his death in January 2016. Cellist
Beiser has been revisiting “Blackstar” sequentially and in its entirety
with frequent collaborator and
longtime musical comrade Evan
Ziporyn, who arranged the album
for her and his Ambient Orchestra,
which he also conducts.
Fans of rock ‘n’ roll, modern
classical and 21st-century jazz
can hear the dynamic results
for themselves, as Beiser and
the Ambient Orchestra perform
Bowie’s “Blackstar” Wednesday,
Nov. 7, at Bing Concert Hall in a

show presented by Stanford Live.
“After Bowie died, it was just a
shock to all of us. It was kind of
surprising how hard hit a lot of us
in the community were,” Beiser
said. “And the release of ‘Blackstar’
was just such a powerful, powerful
statement from him.”
Ziporyn had assembled an
80-piece group of professional and
student musicians in the Boston
area to perform works by the likes
of Robert Fripp and Brian Eno.
The Ambient Orchestra made its
debut a mere two and a half weeks
after Bowie’s death with a concert

featuring Philip Glass’ “Low” and
“Heroes” symphonies, based on
songs from the titular Bowie albums from 1977.
He phoned Beiser up and suggested that they try to perform
“Blackstar” as a work for cello
and orchestra, she recalled. Neither knew whether it would work,
musically, though they’d teamed up
before on well-received interpretations of songs by Led Zeppelin and

Nirvana. Head of music and theater
arts at MIT as well as a composer,
clarinetist and member of Yo-Yo
Ma’s Silk Road Ensemble, Ziporyn
booked the tribute for a 1,200-seat
venue on the university’s campus in
early March 2017.
“We really didn’t think much
about doing it more than that
one time. We just wanted to do it
(continued on page 27)

Treat Yourself!
$60

This autumn, earn up to
when you sign up for East West Bank
consumer smart banking services.

Register for
Online Banking

Log in to
Mobile Banking App

Enroll in
eStatements

Visit eastwestbank.com/treats or call 877.828.8963

Offer is valid through 12/31/2018, and available only to existing East West Bank customers with qualifying consumer deposit accounts. Offer excludes certiﬁcate of deposit accounts. Additional terms and conditions apply. For our online and mobile banking services,
customer must register and log in successfully to each service at least once by 12/31/2018. For our eStatement service, customer must enroll by 12/31/2018. eStatement reward is limited to customers without any prior eStatement enrollment. Each customer is only
eligible for one enrollment reward per qualifying service, up to $60. Reward eligibility is subject to East West Bank’s review and approval. Once approved, the reward(s) will be credited within 60 days to any of the customer’s qualifying consumer deposit accounts, as
selected by the Bank. If customer no longer maintains a qualifying consumer deposit account with East West Bank, the reward will be forfeited. Offer may be altered or discontinued at any time without notice.
Equal Housing Lender Member FDIC
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WorthaLook
Kathryn Beals

Proceeds from the sale of Mountain View artist Kathryn Beals’ latest landscape paintings will go
to the local nonprofit Save the Waves.

Art benefit
Kathryn Beals and Save the Waves
Mountain View artist Kathryn Beals is donating the proceeds from the sale of acrylic paintings in
her latest series to Save the Waves, a local conservation nonprofit. Beals’ work, which can be seen
in various venues around Mountain View and Los Altos, takes inspiration from the natural world.
Beals, who was recently commissioned by the City of Mountain View to paint a utility box mural, has
a background in environmental science and is now a full-time artist and strives to use funds raised
through her artwork to help protect the natural world and for humanitarian causes. Earlier this year,
she raised money for the Sequoia Parks Conservancy, RAICES and the American Cancer Society,
for a fundraising total of over $10,000 in 2018. She also has supported the Nature Conservancy
and Doctors Without Borders in previous years. Her current series can be viewed and purchased at
kathrynbeals.com/oceansbenefit. The benefit runs through Nov. 10.

Blackstar
(continued from page 26)

because it meant a lot to us,” she reflected. “And then it took on a life
of its own. It sold out and, and we
started to get all these phone calls
from people around the world, like
from the Barcelona Symphony
Orchestra.”
These are occasional events with
dates only in Stanford and Austin,
Texas on the calendar for November
before Beiser has her own engagements at Carnegie Hall as well as in
Tokyo. “We’re both busy with many
other things,” she said, of her and
Ziporyn’s schedules. “But it’s just
such an emotional journey every
time for everyone playing ‘Blackstar’ from beginning to end.”
Because “Blackstar” was Bowie’s
last full release, it’s the album that
fans have had the least time with
which to spend “Also, the fact that
it’s not really a very well known album as opposed to a lot of the big
Bowie hits gives us a certain freedom with it,” she said.
“A lot of people who come to
the show — even the Bowie fans
— don’t necessarily know ‘Blackstar’ that well. We found that a lot
of people after they hear the show,
they say, ‘Well, we really should
go check out the album.’” (Spoiler
alert: An audibly enthusiastic Bing

audience will likely hear more familiar Bowie hits as an encores.)
As the featured musician, Beiser
is playing both lines sung by Bowie
and solos played by members of
McCaslin’s quartet. “We didn’t
really try to depart very far from
the album,” she pointed out. “Of
course, the instrumentation is different. But in many ways, what this
is about is an exploration of the
emotional power of the album with
me, with the cello, exploring the
different sounds that I can come up
with both completely acoustic and
with some electronic processing,”
she continued. “The key is not to
make my cello sound like Bowie
but to resonate in that world and
have the stunning emotional power
that Bowie had in his voice.”
Like jazz instrumentalists tackling standards from the Great
American Songbook, Beiser has the
lyrics from “Blackstar” to guide her
as she performs. “I’m totally processing those as I play,” she replied,
when asked about the relationship
between Bowie’s words and her
playing. “In fact, I’ve memorized
all the lyrics.”
Might she be “singing” some
of them silently as she bows and
plucks? “In certain places I am, actually,” she said. “Like ‘Blackstar,’
the tune that opens the album. On
‘Lazarus,’ too.”
As a co-founding member (with

Ziporyn and others) of Bang on a
Can All Stars, Beiser has been performing 20th- and now 21st-century
works by living and recent composers since the early ‘90s. Classically
trained and a graduate of the Yale
School of Music, she’s steeped in
the “Big B’s” — Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms and Bartók. And now she’s
equally at home exploring the legacy of a more recent “B” in delving
into Bowie’s songbook.
“Just the way Mozart was the
cultural hero of his time, I think
Bowie is one of those people who
is an incredibly important artist
and influential on many levels as a
musician, a thinker, an artist and an
icon — in every aspect of his life
and work, really.
“So to me, it’s just a great opportunity to play his music and go deep
into his legacy with this show,” she
said. Q
Freelance Writer Yoshi Kato can
be emailed at yoshiyoungblood@
earthlink.net.
What: Ambient Orchestra with
Maya Beiser perform David
Bowie’s “Blackstar.”
Where: Bing Concert Hall, 327
Lasuen St., Stanford.
When: Wednesday, Nov. 7, at
7:30 p.m.
Cost: $32-$68.
Info: Go to live.stanford.edu.
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The Institute for Research in the Social Sciences (IRiSS), the Stanford Graduate School
of Education, Stanford FLOW (Futures of Learning, Opportunity, and Work),
and Stanford Continuing Studies present

The Future of Learning, Opportunity, and Work:
How Do We Become “Robot Proof” in Our Professional Lives?
The digital revolution is transforming the character of work as we
know it. The character of learning must change as well, requiring
educators and learners alike to become more flexible in response to
ongoing technological and economic change. The Future of
Learning series assembles three internationally recognized thought
leaders at the cutting edge of the revolution in learning to share their
visions of the future and advise today’s educators on how to build it.

INSPIRING CURIOSITY,
CREATIVITY, CHARACTER

Technology is changing faster than culture, and many of the jobs
available today may soon be transformed by automation and
artificial intelligence (AI). How can educators adapt to this change?
Theoretical neuroscientist and technologist Dr. Vivienne Ming has
devoted her life to researching human potential. Her research
suggests that the skills we traditionally value are not those that will
best serve people and their societies going forward. In this talk, Dr.
Ming will explore what skills play an important role in maximizing a
person's potential and how we can begin developing these skills in
the next generation.

Vivienne Ming

Monday, November 5 • 7:30 pm
CERAS, Room 101 (Learning Hall)
Free; Advance registration is required.
For ticket reservations:
continuingstudies.stanford.edu/ming

Stanford Continuing Studies presents

Stanford Writers in Conversation:
An Evening with Novelist and Physician Daniel Mason

OPEN HOUSE EVENTS
November 3, 2018
Lower Campus
477 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
9:00am - 11:00am
November 3, 2018
Middle Campus
327 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024
11:30am - 1:30pm
November 10, 2018
Upper Campus
26800 Fremont Road
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
10:00am - 12:30pm

Register online at www.pinewood.edu

Daniel Mason

Join us for an evening with bestselling author Daniel Mason as he discusses his most recent novel,
The Winter Soldier. Mason tells a mesmerizing tale of a young medical student who assumes control
of a remote field hospital although he’s far from completing his training—indeed, he’s never even lifted
a scalpel. It is a story of war and medicine, of family, of finding love in the sweeping tides of history,
and finally, of the mistakes we make, and the precious opportunities to atone.
Over the course of the evening, Mason will discuss essential aspects of the writer’s craft—plot,
structure, character development, and revision—as well as share his personal insights into writing
historical fiction and living the dual life of the writer and the practicing doctor. The program will be
hosted by Sara Houghteling, former Nancy Packer Lecturer in Continuing Studies.

Thursday, November 8 • 7:30 pm
Bishop Auditorium, Lathrop Library
Stanford University • Free and open to the public
For more info:
continuingstudies.stanford.edu/events
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Sara Houghteling

Eating Out
Indian innovation
Broadway Masala tilts trendy but is grounded in traditional Indian cuisine
Story by Monica Schreiber | Photos by Magali Gauthier

large white Buddha oversees the dark red dining
room at Broadway Masala, where lychee cocktails are
served with lamb tacos and plates
of biryani. This is India-meetsCalifornia with an upscale bent
and it works.
Broadway Masala opened in
Redwood City in 2013 only to suffer a devastating electrical fire less
than two years later. The owners
rebuilt and reopened in May 2017,
continuing their focus on Indian
standards interspersed with some
surprising offerings like fig and
walnut kofta, tandoori-roasted
artichoke hearts and naan stuffed
with bacon. I enjoyed two dinners
at Broadway Masala and left satisfied, albeit a little let down by a
few of the offerings.
Anupam Bhatia owns Broadway Masala with business partner
Puneet Chandak. He previously
ran an Indian restaurant in Alaska
before being lured back to warmer climes to serve as the general
manager of Palo Alto’s tony Amber India for five years. Bhatia also
owns Spice Affair, an upmarket
Indian eatery in Beverly Hills. He
told me the culinary ethos underpinning Broadway Masala is the
desire to showcase the diversity of
cuisine from across the subcontinent, including Indian street food,
while making use of seasonal,
California-grown produce. Vegan
dishes are starred and the menu
invites diners to name their food
sensitivities and the restaurant will
endeavor to accommodate them.

A

There is no lunch buffet at
Broadway Masala and the prices,
while fair overall, reflect the restaurant’s focus on food and ambiance that are a tier or two above
the standard Indian dining experience. I’m normally irked by televisions in any establishment other
than a sports bar, so I was initially
annoyed to see a large one dominating Broadway Masala’s bar.
But the peaceful presence of the
Buddha and the warm glow of lotus flower candles succeeded in
making me feel fairly Zen about
the flickering TV. Less than 1
percent of India’s population is
Buddhist, by the way. The trappings here are all about creating a
relaxing, Asia-cool ambiance.
Gobi Manchurian ($10.95) is
always one of my go-tos when I
see this Indo-Chinese cauliflower treat on a menu. The florets
were heavily breaded and deep
fried, smothered in a mediumspicy, tangy, tomato-based sauce
that showcased plenty of garlic
and ginger. Gunpowder shrimp
($15.95) was another spicy and
complex appetizer: five plump
shrimp covered with a thick,
chili-infused sauce redolent of
tamarind and curry.
I had high hopes for the tandoori-roasted artichoke hearts
($12.95). Plated beautifully on
a black slate slab with an artistic drizzle of mustard and a
crunchy side salad, the yogurtmarinated hearts turned out not
to be the fresh ones I expected,
but the pedestrian ones you buy

in a jar. The mustard was an odd
accompaniment.
By contrast, the pulled lamb tacos ($11.95) made for a delightful
fusion experience. Thin pieces of
phulka, an Indian flatbread, stood
in perfectly for tortillas. Each
of my two tacos were stuffed
to bursting with cumin-scented
lamb, pickled onions, lettuce and
a cooling raita.
The lamb biryani ($19.95) was
mouth-searing, but otherwise
typical of biryani you would
encounter in any decent Indian
restaurant: chunks of fork-tender
lamb and basmati rice served simply in a stainless steel bowl. The
scallop and prawn moilee ($19.95)
is a seafood curry from the Kerala
region of India, on the country’s
southwestern coast. Aromatic
and bright yellow, the dish was
reminiscent of a Thai curry. We
received three scallops and three
to four prawns, which seemed paltry at the price point. This was the
only dish we tried over two dinners that could have benefitted
from more creativity in terms of
presentation.
Rawat’s chicken kalimirch
($17.95) was delicious. Chunks of
tender chicken were stewed in a
thick, decadent gravy made with
cashews and black peppercorns.
We lopped up every drop of the
nutty sauce with our naan ($3.25).
The ajwain salmon tikka ($18.95)
provided three good-sized pieces
of salmon rubbed with carom seed
(similar to caraway) and baked to
tender perfection in the tandoor.

Scallops and shrimp are cooked in a Kerala-style mustard and coconut sauce in this
moilee dish.

Gobi Manchurian: crisp cauliflower cooked in a soy-garlic sauce.
Service was attentive and
friendly, with waiters bustling
around the dining room topping
off water glasses and checking
in frequently but not obtrusively.
Special props to the waiter on
our first visit, who did us right on
the cocktail pricing even though
we were seated 15 minutes after the end of happy hour (daily
from 5-6:30 p.m.). My Indian
Indulgence (vodka, lychee juice
and Chambord) was tasty but diminutive. My dining companion’s
mango mojito was a little weak
and syrupy, but at the happy hour
prices, we were happy enough.
Cocktails are $8 during happy
hour and $12 regularly. Broadway
Masala offers about 20 wines by
the glass, mostly obscure California labels, and a similar number
by the bottle.
Indian cuisine makes such
beautiful use of the full palette of
spices and tongue-tingling flavors

that honestly, I find it hard to go
wrong at virtually any Indian restaurant. Broadway Masala keeps
things interesting by having some
fun with fusion, but not taking
things too far. Q
Freelance writer Monica
Schreiber can be emailed at
monicahayde@yahoo.com.
Broadway Masala
2397 Broadway St.,
Redwood City
broadwaymasala.net
Hours: Lunch daily 11:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m.; dinner SundayThursday 5-9:30 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday 5-10 p.m.





Credit cards
Reservations
Catering
Outdoor
seating

Parking
Alcohol:
Full bar
Bathroom:
Excellent

Broadway Masala owner Anupam Bhatia speaks with manager Victor Fernandes
after the lunch rush.
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Suburban safari

See a family in its natural habitat in ‘Wildlife’
000
(Guild)
Since we live comfortably at the
top of the food chain, we humans
like to cling to the delusion that
we aren’t animals at all. Our intelligence and sophisticated desires
form a layer over the animal drives
we’d rather not own, a situation that
lends itself to psychological confusion and nervous breakdowns.
Richard Ford’s 1990 novel “Wildlife” — now a film directed and

co-written by Paul Dano — observes a family acting out of instinct
as it weathers an existential crisis.
Neither action nor introspection
seems to help much, but the pull of
nature persists.
Set in small-town Montana circa
1960, “Wildlife” sticks closely to
the point of view of 14-year-old
Joe (Ed Oxenbould). Joe’s parents, Jerry (Jake Gyllenhaal) and
Jeanette (Carey Mulligan), have
recently moved the family to this
sleepy town, but neither Jerry nor
Joe finds themselves the proverbial

between them crumbling,
all in slow motion. Just as
the audience watches helplessly, Joe proves helpless
to stop his parents from
making alarming, appalling choices. Both parents
unfairly heap their psychological baggage onto
their son, who — like so
many American children
— finds himself stuck in
the middle of his parents’
conflict and asked to take Carey Mulligan and Jake Gyllenhaal
star in the drama “Wildlife.”
sides.
in resilience, projecting optimism
First-time director Dano,
who co-scripted with partner Zoe despite her fears, to her painful
Kazan, has a knack for capturing search for a best-case scenario and
quotidian daily struggles as well as acceptance that the lemonade she’s
moments of discovery that hearten made from her lemons will taste
or, more often, horrify. Since Dano sour indeed. Gyllenhaal skillfully
and Kazan are both actors, the writ- inhabits the gender-role pressure
ing and direction lend themselves of the post-war American male;
to psychological realism and emo- and Oxenbould breaks out as the
tional spontaneity. With patience sensitive soul, learning more than
and restraint, Dano uses actorly in- he ever wanted to know about his
sight and calmly controlled photog- emotionally fraught parents.
Rated PG-13 for thematic materaphy and editing to stay attuned to
the nuances of three strong central rial including a sexual situation,
brief strong language, and smokperformances.
Mulligan gets the most broadly ing. One hour, 44 minutes.
— Peter Canavese
ranging role, from its early study

Courtesy of IFC Films

Movies

big fish in a small pond. Having lost
his job, Jerry flounders in despair
rather than taking work he considers beneath him (“I didn’t come
to Montana to bag groceries,” he
grouses). Jerry presses Joe in athletics and academics, although he’s a
benchwarmer with average grades.
Meanwhile, housewife Jeanette
frets, smiling tightly and trying to
be supportive.
Everything changes when Jerry,
on a whim of masculine insecurity,
announces he’s signed up to fight
an out-of-control forest fire. When
Jeanette asks what he’ll be doing,
Jerry replies, “Whatever they need
men for ... I’ve got this hum in my
head, and I’ve got to do something
about it.” With that, he is gone,
pushing Jeanette momentarily beyond the limits of her outward optimism. “What kind of a man leaves
his wife and child in such a lonely
place?” Soon, Jeanette will move
beyond the limits of her marriage,
seeking work and the attentions
of another man (Bill Camp as car
salesman Warren).
“Wildlife” plays out as a psychological horror movie about a boy
watching his parents individually
fall apart as well as the marriage

MOVIES NOW SHOWING

PLAY FOR THE PALO ALTO VOLLEYBALL
CLUB FOR THE 2018/2019 SEASON!

A Star is Born (R) ++1/2 Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Badhaai Ho (Hindi with English subtitles) (Not Rated)
Beautiful Boy (R) +++

Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.

Bohemian Rhapsody (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Can you Ever Forgive me? (R)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Crazy Rich Asians (PG-13) ++1/2

ÕÃiÕÊ+Õ>ÌÞÊ,i«>ÀÃ
UÊ*ÀVi>ÊUÊ*ÌÌiÀÞÊUÊ>ÀLiÊ
UÊ>`iÊUÊÛÀÞÊUÊ>ÃÃÊ
UÊ7`ÊUÊ-Ìi
• Offering Power/Hybrid and Developmental Teams
• All Players Make a Team
• Offering Teams from 10u -18u.
• Boutique Club Specializing In Overall Player Development

TRYOUTS SAT/SUN 11/3 - 11/4

WWW.PAVBC.COM

Èxä{n{Ó{x

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

First Man (PG-13) +++1/2 Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Free Solo (PG-13)
Aquarius Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween (PG)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Halloween (2018) (R) +++ Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

The Hate U Give (PG-13)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.

www.restorationstudio.com

Hunter Killer (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Johnny English Strikes Again (PG)
Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Mid90s (R)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun. Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Nobody’s Fool (R)

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

The Nutcracker and the Four Realms (PG)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Century 20: Fri. - Sun. Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
The Old Man & the Gun (PG-13)
Palo Alto Square: Fri. - Sun.
On the Town (Not Rated)

Century 20: Fri. - Sun.

Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975) (R)

Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Smallfoot (PG) ++ Century 20: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Suspiria (R)

Century 16: Fri. - Sun.

Take Me Out to the Ball Game (1949) (Not Rated)
Stanford Theatre: Fri. - Sun.
Venom (PG-13)
Century 16: Fri. - Sun.
Showplace Icon at San Antonio Center: Fri. - Sun.
Wildlife (PG-13)

Guild Theatre: Fri. - Sun.

Aquarius: 430 Emerson St., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 327-3241) tinyurl.com/Aquariuspa
Century Cinema 16: 1500 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View
tinyurl.com/Century16
Century 20 Downtown: 825 Middlefield Road, Redwood City
tinyurl.com/Century20
CineArts at Palo Alto Square: 3000 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
(For information: 493-0128) tinyurl.com/Pasquare
Guild: 949 El Camino Real, Menlo Park
(For recorded listings: 566-8367) tinyurl.com/Guildmp
Stanford Theatre: 221 University Ave., Palo Alto
(For recorded listings: 324-3700) Stanfordtheatre.org
Find trailers, star ratings and reviews on the web
at PaloAltoOnline.com/movies
+ Skip it ++ Some redeeming qualities +++ A good bet ++++ Outstanding
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LivingWell
A monthly special section of news

& information for seniors

Helping caregivers

helpthemselves

Annual conference aims to empower those
caring for aging family members
Story by Chris Kenrick | Photos by Veronica Weber

‘W

ho will take care of
my loved one?”
Geriatrician Philip Choe said that’s the No. 1 question that people providing care for
an aging family member ask him
when he suggests they join a support group to help them with the
stresses of caregiving.
They simply can’t get out of the
house to attend the meetings, he
said.
Many caregivers, so focused
on taking care of their family
members, fail to care for themselves despite the elevated risks
for emotional and physical health
problems that come along with
the role of caregiver, said Choe,
who works with geriatric patients
at the Veterans Administration
Palo Alto Health Care System.
The physical and emotional toll
is so great that the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention have designated older family

caregivers as an at-risk subgroup
for cardiovascular problems, reduced immunity and depression.
“We have seen it in our group,”
said Avenidas social work manager Paula Wolfson, who for the past
five years has run weekly support
sessions for caregivers.
“Members have cancer, respiratory and heart problems, depression, anxiety and stress,” Wolfson
said.
About 44 million Americans
each year provide unpaid, informal care for older adult family
members or friends, according to
the Family Caregiver Alliance.
In the United States, about threequarters of caregiving support is
provided by family.
Wolfson said the need for caregiver support is becoming more
urgent in Palo Alto, which has one
of the most rapidly aging populations and among the most costly
housing markets in Santa Clara

November Specials from La Comida* Join Us!

Licensed social worker Paula Wolfson, center, leads a recent Avenidas Caregiver Support Group with
caregivers, from left, Ralph Cahn, Martha Chan, Karen Berman, Diane Claypool and Olga Thomson.
County. There are more adults
turning 65 years old and living
way past 85 than ever before, she
said.
Former Santa Clara County
planner Don Weden has estimated
that, less than 20 years from now,
one in four people in the county
will be older than 65 years. (The
county’s current population is
about 2 million people.)
“Many older adults can’t — or
will not be able to — afford the
high cost of private home care. ...
This means more of us will need
care and more of us will become
family caregivers,” Wolfson said.
To help family caregivers bond

and cope, Avenidas’ 15th annual
caregiver conference on Saturday,
Nov. 10, will focus on “Creating
Your Master Plan.” The daylong
event will include sessions aimed
at empowering caregivers and
suggesting ways to make their
own well-being a priority.
Themes for the event come
directly from participants in the
free, drop-in caregiver support
groups that she operates year
round, Wolfson said.
In a session last week, one
member reported her husband
had died a few days earlier; a
new person dropped in to share
her fears and frustrations over a

MONTHLY DINNER, NOV 10

Meal is served at 5:30 pm-6 pm (Doors open at 5:15pm).
Menu: Carrot raisin salad, Chicken Monterey with wheat pasta and
green beans, fresh fruit.

THANKSGIVING LUNCH CELEBRATION, NOV 20

Meal is served at 11:15 am-1:45 pm (Doors open at 1 pm)
Menu: Roast turkey with all the trimmings, pumpkin pie
Stevenson House, 455 East Charleston, Palo Alto

Parking is available at Unitarian Universalist Church next door to
Stevenson House
Reservations required. Call (650) 322-3742
$3 suggested contribution for 60+ years old diners
$8 for diners under 60 years old.
(*) La Comida is Palo Alto’s senior nutrition program.
It is where food and friends meet.

La Comida

www.lacomida.org
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Nancy Hogan serves dinner to her husband, Dean Judd, who has
experienced chronic pain for more than two years. The Palo Alto
couple receives help with basic daily activities from a caregiver.
Hogan primarily takes on the responsibility of housework, fixing
meals, taking care of medical and legal matters, and helping Judd
when the caregiver is not available.

spouse newly diagnosed with dementia and another member said
she fears for her safety when her
husband becomes agitated around
midnight.
Ralph, an 84-year-old Palo
Alto resident who’s cared for his
ill wife for more than five years,
said he’s attended the support
group nearly every week for at
least two years.
“Sometimes I have no idea
why,” Ralph told the Weekly in an
email. “Sometimes I’m desperate
to tell my current story. Regardless, there’s passionate, caring
help at every meeting.”
Dawn, also a Palo Alto resident
and longtime caregiver for her
husband, said the support group
“helps me put my problems in
perspective. Many are facing
worse challenges than mine. All
have shared ideas, information,
insights that have helped me.”
With serious responsibilities to
their family members, caregivers
are all trying to figure out how to
do a better job, Ralph said.
“In the group we are somehow
really good at helping one another
see how — mostly by listening to
one another complain, cry, laugh,
rationalize, grumble, whatever. It
works,” he said.
Choe, the keynote speaker at
the caregiver conference, said he’s
familiar with some of the challenges firsthand.
He relied on a church-based,
informal support group over
several years while caring for a
family member who died last December after nearly a decade with
dementia.
(continued on page 38)

Living Well

Senior Focus

NEW HOSPICE ... The nonprofit Mission Hospice
& Home Care opened the doors of its newest
hospice house to patients Oct. 15. The sixbedroom house in Redwood City’s Woodside
Plaza neighborhood offers a safety net for
terminally ill patients whose caregivers need extra
support, the agency said. A grant from Stanford
Health Care will provide 24-hour registered
nurse support at the house. Since opening its
first hospice house in San Mateo in the fall of
2015, Mission said it has cared for hundreds of
patients, ranging in age from 26 to 106, in the
last weeks of life. For more information, go to
missionhospice.org.
HOT TOPICS ... The Avenidas Current Events
Discussion Group is seeking people who enjoy
debating, discussing and analyzing the hottest
news topics of the week in a friendly, nonpartisan setting. Wednesdays from 1-2:30 p.m.
at Avenidas at Cubberley Community Center,
4000 Middlefield Road. For more information, call
650-289-5400.
GRANDMOTHERS AND BABIES ... The
United Nations Association Film Festival will
present the 2009 documentary “Grandmother
to Grandmother: New York to Tanzania.”
Filmmakers Anne Macksoud and John Ankele
examine the situation of ordinary grandmothers,
in both New York City and Tanzania, who step
in to raise children orphaned by AIDS, drugs
and violence. Monday, Nov. 12, 3 - 4:30 p.m. at
Channing House, 850 Webster St. Free, drop-in.
HOLIDAY CRAFT FAIRS... Avenidas presents
its Annual Craft Sale on Friday, Nov. 16, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Avenidas at Cubberley

The Right Care at
The Right Time

Community Center, 4000 Middlefield Road,
Building I. The Mountain View Senior Center
presents its own Holiday Bazaar Saturday,
Nov. 17, from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 266
Escuela Ave., Mountain View.
THE MUSIC TREE ... Musician Brenda
Schuman-Post will play the oboe, show
images and present hands-on displays about
the wood of the African Blackwood, a tree
used for sculpture, medicine and the making
of flutes, oboes, clarinets and bagpipes.
Tuesday, Nov. 27, 1-2:30 p.m. in the Schultz
Cultural Arts Hall of the Oshman Family Jewish
Community Center. $15. For more information
contact Michelle Rosengaus at 650-223-8616
or mrosengaus@paloaltojcc.org.
ORCHESTRA OF SENIORS ... The South
Bay Orchestra of the Mountain View-Los
Altos Adult School, comprised of local
musicians age 50 and up, presents its holiday
concert Wednesday, Dec. 5, from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. at the Mountain View Senior Center
Auditorium, 266 Escuela Ave., Mountain View.
The program includes “Christmas Festival”
by Leroy Anderson, music from “Cinema
Paradiso” by Ennio Morricone and two
movements of Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto
#1, with guest pianist Sean Sutherland.
Free. Conducted by Vince Gomez. For more
information, call 650 940-1333 or email
vincegomez@mac.com.

Items for Senior Focus may be emailed
to Palo Alto Weekly Contributing Writer
Chris Kenrick at ckenrick@paweekly.com.

We’ll match you with a skilled nurse for one-on-one care that
ȴWV\RXUQHHGVȃZKHWKHULWȇVDVKRUWYLVLWRUVXSSRUW

SKILLED SERVICES
Post-Hospital Care
Wound Care
IV Therapies
Palliative Care
Hospice Care

Wellness Checks
Medication Management
Airway/Ventilation Care
Patient Education
Respite Care

Call (650) 462-1001 to speak with a Care Coordinator,
or visit NurseRegistry.com/Living-Well

 _NurseRegistry.com
8QLYHUVLW\$YHQXH3DOR$OWR&$

+DYLQJWURXEOHƓQGLQJ
WKHULJKWFDUHSURYLGHUIRU\RX"
/HWXVWDNHWKHJXHVVZRUNRXWRIƓQGLQJJUHDWFDUH
Choosing the right care provider can be a long and complicated
process. Home Care Assistance prides itself on helping families
by providing expert care management, in addition to the most
experienced and dependable caregivers. We take the guesswork
out of what care clients might need and manage everything for
you! Plus, our expert caregiver matching ensures your loved
one is paired with a caregiver with the skills and experience to
meet their needs but also with a personality that will make them
optimally comfortable and happy.

6SHDNWRD&DUH$GYLVRUWRVFKHGXOH\RXUIUHHLQKRPH
FRQVXOWDWLRQWRGD\
Come visit us! Stop by
RXURIƓFHFRQYHQLHQWO\
ORFDWHGLQGRZQWRZQ
3DOR$OWRRII$OPD

From our family to yours!


+DZWKRUQH$YHQXH
3DOR$OWR&$
+RPH&DUH$VVLVWDQFHFRP3DOR$OWR

Serving happy clients across Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton, Woodside, Portola Valley and more!
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Living Well
and the

PRESENT

15th Annual
Caregiver Conference
“CREATING YOUR MASTER PLAN”

Saturday, Nov. 10
8:00am-3:30pm
Mitchell Park Community Center
• Hear an inspiring keynote speech
• Attend info-packed workshops
• Eat a tasty lunch
• Chat with others in similar situations
• Meet expert service providers
• Enter to win high quality door prizes
• Enjoy coffee, chocolate, and
conversation

PLAN
AHEAD

REGISTRATION:
Advance tickets $55
per person or $60 at door

(Includes morning beverages,
a box lunch and afternoon treats).

Purchase tickets at
www.avenidas.org/
conferences
or call (650) 289-5445.
For complete schedule or info about Avenidas events, call 650-289-5400

NOVEMBER 2018

Calendar of Events

Please note: @ Avenidas is now “Avenidas @ CCC”Cubberley Community Center, Building I-2, 4000 Middleﬁeld Road, Palo Alto.
Nov 1
Curiosity Club in Avenidas Generation
LabTest
Evaluate and discuss tech products. 2-3pm,
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5409 for more
info. Free, drop-in.

Nov 9
Club Aveneedles (Needlework Club)

Nov 19
Shakespeare Club

Every Friday, 2:30-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Bring your own project. Light instruction only.
Drop-in, free

10-11:30am – every Monday, Avenidas @ CCC.
Call 650-289-5400 for title or more info. Dropin, free.

Nov 2
The Wise Owl Players present Deleted

Nov 10
Caregiver Conference
8am-3:30pm, Mitchell Park Community Center.
Call 650-289-5445. $55 includes keynote, 3
sessions, Caregiver Café, lunch and rafﬂe.

Nov 20
Massage appts available

by Enid Davis, 7:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Tickets
$12. Call 650-289-5400.

Nov 3
The Wise Owl Players present Deleted
by Enid Davis, 2:00pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Tickets
$12. Call 650-289-5400.

Nov 5
Caregiver Support Group
11:30am-1pm – every Monday @ Sunrise Palo
Alto, 2701 El Camino Real, Palo Alto. Call Paula
650-289-5438 for more info. Drop-in, free.

Nov 6
Avenidas Village Coffee Chat

Nov 12
UNA Film Festival: Grandmother to
grandmother: New York to Tanzania
3-4:30pm @ Channing House. Drop-in, free.

Nov 14
Mindfulness Meditation
Every Wednesday, 2:30-3:30pm, Avenidas @
CCC. Drop-in, free.

With the Palo Alto Fire Department, 3:30-5pm,
Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5400 to preregister. Free.

Nov 8
Avenidas Hikers
10am – every Thursday. Email Mark.Alguard@
gmail.com for trailhead information. 0/$5

Nov 23
Avenidas Closed
Nov 26
Senior Adult Legal Assistance
Appts available for Santa Clara County residents
age 60+. Call 650-289-5400 for appt. Free.

Cluttering and Hoarding Support
Group

1-2:30pm – every Wednesday, Avenidas @ CCC.
Try your ﬁrst meeting free! Call 650-289-5400
for more info.

Avenidas @ CCC. Call to schedule 650-2895400. $30/$35

Happy Thanksgiving

10am – every Tuesday. Call 650-387-5256 for
trailhead info or to schedule. Free.

Nov 15
Presentation: “Call 911 – Then What?”

Nov 7
Current Events

Nov 21
Reiki appts available
Nov 22
Avenidas Closed

Nov 13
Avenidas Walkers

10am, Avenidas @ CCC. Space is limited. RSVP
required. Call 650-289-5405. Free.

1st Tuesdays, 2-3:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC. For
more info call Emily Farber 650-289-5417.
Drop-in, free.

Avenidas @ CCC. Call to schedule 650-2895400. $35/$45

Nov 16
Workshop: “The Sound of Silence”
by PA Moore, 10-11:30am, Avenidas @ CCC.
Call 650-289-5400 to register. $5.

Nov 27
Lotus Dance Fitness
Every Tuesday, 3:30-4:30pm, Avenidas @ CCC.
Drop-in, free.

Nov 28
Volunteer opportunities at Avenidas
everyday!
Call 650-289-5412 to help.

Nov 29
Movie: Chappaquiddick

Annual Craft Sale!
10am-2pm, Avenidas @ CCC.

Nov 17
Workshop: “Monoprinting with Gelli
Plates: Earth Element”
With Judy Shintani, MA, 9am-12pm, Avenidas @
CCC. To register call 650-289-5400. $30/$40 +
$10 materials fee.

1:30-4pm, Avenidas @ CCC. $0/$2 includes
popcorn. Get ticket at front desk.

Nov 30
Social Bridge
1-4pm, Avenidas @ CCC. Call 650-289-5436
for more info. Drop-in, free.

Better Care
Starts With
The Trusted Help
Of Nony.
Lean on Nony. No matter what
level of home care you need, Nony is
part of our highly trained caregiving
Nony,
Seniors At Home
Caregiver

team and stands ready to help your
loved one have a safer, healthier,
and more independent life.
See why we’re the Bay Area’s
leading expert in senior care.
Free consultation
650.931.1860
SeniorsAtHome.org

A Division of Jewish Family and Children’s Services
San Francisco • Peninsula • Marin • Sonoma County
HHA License 220000378
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Comprehensive coverage with
prescription drug plan included

Stanford Medicine and Sutter Health-affiliated
doctors, specialists and hospitals

Starting at $69 per month

Medicare Advantage Plans
from Stanford Health Care
The coverage. The doctors. The healthy extras. With Stanford Health Care Advantage (HMO),
you get medical, hospital and prescription drug coverage in one plan and trusted care from a robust
network of leading doctors—plus even more benefits that focus on healthy aging.
Learn more at a Stanford Health Care Advantage seminar near you.
Addison-Penzak Jewish
Community Center
14855 Oka Rd, Room C
Los Gatos, CA 95032
Sat, Nov 3 • 10:00am

Marie Callender’s
751 E El Camino Real
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Mon, Nov 5 • 10:00am
Fri, Nov 9 • 10:00am

Marie Callender’s
620 Blossom Hill Rd
San Jose, CA 95123
Mon, Nov 5 • 10:00am
Tue, Nov 6 • 10:00am

Fish Market
1007 Blossom Hill Rd
San Jose, CA 95123
Tue, Nov 6 • 2:00pm

A Bellagio Italian Restaurant
33 S Central Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
Wed, Nov 7 • 10:00am
University Medical Group
Campbell
50 E Hamilton Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
Wed, Nov 7 • 2:00pm

Has your current plan been discontinued?
Rest easy. You have to switch plans, but you might not have to
switch doctors. Your doctor may already be part of our network.
Give us a call or visit our website to search physicians. When joining
our plan, we can make the transition smooth and simple.

Celia’s Mexican Restaurant
1850 El Camino Real
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Tue, Nov 6 • 2:00pm
Thu, Nov 8 • 2:00pm

Walk in or RSVP.
StanfordHealthCareAdvantage.org/seminar

Or call us toll-free to learn more.

1-844-778-2636 (TTY 711)
8am–8pm*

*Seven days a week (October 1–March 31, except Thanksgiving and Christmas);
Monday to Friday (April 1–September 30, except holidays)
Stanford Health Care Advantage is an HMO with a Medicare contract. Enrollment in Stanford Health Care Advantage depends on contract
renewal. Other providers are available in our network. This information is not a complete description of benefits. Call 1-855-996-8422 (TTY: 711)
for more information. For accommodations of persons with special needs at meetings call 1-844-778-2636 (TTY 711).
ATTENTION: If you speak English, language assistance services, free of charge, are available to you. Call 1-855-996-8422 (TTY: 711). ATENCIÓN: si
habla español, tiene a su disposición servicios gratuitos de asistencia lingüística. Llame al 1-855-996-8422 (TTY: 711). 注意：如果您使用繁
體中文，您可以免費獲得語言援助服務。請致電 1-855-996-8422 (TTY: 711)。
H2986_MA19022v2_M
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Living Well

“There’s no place like home.”

Matched
CareGivers
Providing the best
in home care
for over 25 years.
Matched CareGivers
is nurse owned and
operated. Our trained
caregivers provide personal
care, bathing, dressing,
companionship, exercise
and mobility assistance,
medication reminders, meal
planning and preparation
(including specialized diets),
transportation and errands,
coordination of social
activities, light housekeeping
and laundry.

Api Soakai assists Dean Judd as he takes his daily steps with his
walker around his house on Oct. 25.

Caregivers
(continued from page 34)

When someone you care about
needs assistance...

you can count on us to be there.
Call (650) 839-2273
Menlo Park • San Mateo
San Jose
Lic# 414700002

MatchedCareGivers.com

When another group member’s
elderly relative of was found wandering naked in the street at 2
a.m., others in the support group
immediately could relate, he said.
“The behavioral changes that
occur — these are not the people
we remember them to be, and how
do we deal with that? There’s the
shame and guilt of being associated with it, but it’s not their fault,
it’s the disease.
“Being able to go to a group that
understands exactly what you’re

going through is a great release,”
Choe said. “You not only can vent
with these people, but you can
also get tips and advice and try
to implement them in your own
case.”
In his keynote, “Don’t Go It
Alone: Healthy caregiving, community and connection,” Choe
said he’ll emphasize the ways
caregivers can reach out to others
for assistance.
Lending a creative bent to the
conference will be industrial designer Dennis Boyle, co-founder
of the Palo Alto-based global
design firm IDEO. Boyle also
co-teaches a Stanford University

“health design” class that pairs
students with people living with
chronic diseases.
Boyle said his workshop will
comprise “a bit of inspiration, a
bit of brainstorming” and will end
with idea swapping.
“People really have to help
themselves and each other,”
Boyle said. “You have to keep
reinventing the future every day
and, for (caregivers), that’s a big
challenge. They’re just trying to
maintain level flight, exhausted
and overwhelmed.
“The fact that Avenidas is pulling these people together for mutual support — you want to build
on that, give people a few design
tools and an attitude of confidence that they can help work on
their own problems by being creative,” he said.
With his name on more than
50 patents and a hand in some of
Silicon Valley’s iconic products,
Boyle for the past 15 years has
turned his creative focus to health
care, also mentoring his Stanford
students as they launch innovative
startups in the field.
He’ll walk caregivers through
an exercise in “design thinking”
— the “human-centered, solutions-based approach to innovation” that is the trademark of his
business — aimed at improving
their daily lives.
Sometimes, said Boyle, the design process can be used to “flip
the equation and change the dynamics of a problem” — not just
fixing a problem but looking for
opportunities to have a healthier
life, a better life somehow.

TALK ABOUT IT

PaloAltoOnline.com
Share your story of caregiving and
your questions with others on Town
Square, the community discussion
forum at PaloAltoOnline.com/square.

breathe.

Memory Care For Memory Loss.
You do not have to be a resident to beneﬁt from our distinguished
Culture of Care at our Life Care Communities featuring safe, stimulating,
and creative environment supported by a highly trained and licensed
staff. Call Janey, 415.351.7956 or email jdobson@ncphs.org.

Health Services
NCPHS
MARIN SAN FRANCISCO PORTOLA VALLEY

1525 Post Street San Francisco, CA 94109-6567 - ncphshealthservices.org
This not-for-proﬁt community is part of Northern California Presbyterian Homes and Services.
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“We all have this,” he said,
pulling a smartphone from his
pocket. “Having this connects
us to support, whether it’s setting
up goals or things to accomplish
or challenges or communication
with a care team or with family or
friends. Whatever you’re trying to
accomplish, whatever life you’re
trying to live or hoping to live, you
can get positive reinforcement.”
Also at the conference, Rita
Ghatak, founder and former director of Aging Adult Services at
Stanford University Medical Center, will help caregivers take a step
back, consider the big picture and
formulate a plan.
“My message will be to have the
goals of care pre-defined, if possible,” Ghatak said. “Are we going to be prepared when we come
out of the hospital the first, second
and third time? How do we advocate for individuals with vulnerabilities — especially dementia
— in a hospital setting? How do
we empower caregivers?” Q
Contributing Writer Chris
Kenrick can be emailed at
ckenrick@paweekly.com.
About the cover: Nancy Hogan
takes a meatloaf out of the oven after
preparing dinner for her and husband,
Dean Judd, in their Palo Alto home.
Caregiver Api Soakai helps with
dinner. Photo by Veronica Weber.

IF YOU’RE GOING

What: The 15th Annual Avenidas
Caregiver Conference.
Where: Mitchell Park Community
Center, 3700 Middlefield Road,
Palo Alto.
When: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
Saturday, Nov. 10.
Cost: $55 in advance; $60 at the
door; includes lunch, morning
beverages and afternoon treats.
Info: Avenidas.org, or call
650-289-5445.

Home&Real Estate

OPEN HOME GUIDE 57
Also online at PaloAltoOnline.com

A weekly guide to home, garden and real estate news, edited by Elizabeth Lorenz

FRUIT TREE PRUNING ... An
expert on edible gardens, Tom
Cronin, will teach participants
of Hidden Villa’s fruit-tree
pruning class how to take
care of these special trees
on Saturday, Nov. 3, from 10
a.m. to noon. Participants
will get to learn by working on
the fruit trees in Hidden Villa’s
Educational Garden. The cost
of the class is $30 per person.
Hidden Villa is located at 26870
Moody Rd., Los Altos Hills. To
register, go to hiddenvilla.org.
FREE ROSE-CARE CLASS ...
With the onset of the dormant
winter season, SummerWinds
Nursery will hold a 30-minute
workshop on “Rose Pruning
and Dormant Sprays” on
Sunday, Nov. 4, at 10:30 a.m. at
its Palo Alto location, 725 San
Antonio Road. In this “Learn
‘n Grow” class, participants
will see how to prune to
encourage rose blooms
and learn treatments for
common rose issues. Seating
is limited. To sign up, go to
summerwindsnursery.com.
LOS ALTOS STANDS OUT
IN SURVEY ... The online
economics website WalletHub
compared livabilty of more than
1,200 U.S. cities with populations
between 25,000 and 100,000.
The survey looked at housing
costs to school-system quality
to restaurants per capita. The
city of Los Altos was the only
California city to rank in the top
20. It ranked 7th overall among
various factors like affordability,
economic health, education
and health (this city had a very
high percentage of people
with high school diplomas),
quality of life and safety. Los
Altos scored 69.09, with Palo
Alto getting 65.6 and Mountain
View 63.1. Los Altos’ “economic
health” rank was 8th, Mountain
View’s was 10th and Palo Alto’s
was 24th. “Economic health”
looked at factors like population
growth, income and job growth,
unemployment rate, share of
population living below the
poverty line and foreclosure rate.

Send notices of news and events related
to real estate, interior design, home
improvement and gardening to Home
Front, Palo Alto Weekly, P.O. Box 1610,
Palo Alto, CA 94302, or email elorenz@
paweekly.com. Deadline is one week
before publication.

READ MORE ONLINE

PaloAltoOnline.com

There are more real estate features
online. Go to PaloAltoOnline.com/
real_estate.

Finding

THE RIGHT

tree

Online library is
endless resource
by Elizabeth Lorenz

H

ome buyers have to consider many things before
ending up at the title company signing their escrow
papers.
The first time they go back to
look at their new home may be
the first time they notice the trees
on their property, and the fact that
they’ve bought more than a home,
but a yard full of plants and trees.
That’s where Canopy’s Tree
Library and program director Michael Hawkins come in. Canopy,
a Palo Alto nonprofit, seeks to expand the urban tree canopy in Midpeninsula communities and part of
that mission is helping homeowners know the best trees to plant for
the greater good and for the health
of their trees and gardens.
Hawkins and a crew of arborists
created the online Tree Library in
2010, but are constantly tweaking
it to make it easier to find the right
tree for the right purpose.
“Tree information is so local you
have to have a resource that’s hyper
local,” Hawkins said.
The soil in East Palo Alto, which
tends to be more alluvial (fine or
sandy), influenced by the bay, is
very different than Palo Alto’s
mostly clay soil, he said.
To create the tree library, various arborists created lists and categories of trees and then reviewed
each other’s work before finalizing
the entries.
The main reason they created it
was “There are lots of trees we try
to grow here that we shouldn’t,”
Hawkins said. Also, lots of trees
have varieties more suited to grow
certain places, like under power
lines or pruned into hedges versus
in an open field.
The Canopy Tree Library can
be found at canopy.org under the
Tree Info tab under Explore Tree
Species. The online library has
a range of filters to select from,
with details about each tree’s size.

Veronica Weber

Home Front

Canopy Program Director Michael Hawkins said when picking trees to plant around your home, time
is an important consideration as trees don’t generally grow that fast and the plants under them may
live their whole lifespan before the tree is fully mature.
Categories include “low water,”
“shade providing,” “thirsty,” and
even “not recommended.”
The idea is to help people understand that a tree species they
may love from another region of
California or the United States
might not thrive here for various
reasons. Some trees might look
beautiful and even grow well and
then suddenly attract pests because
they are not native and don’t have
the defenses that local trees do. For
example, certain maple trees do
well where there are four distinct
seasons, but might attract aphids
where the temperature range is
more Mediterranean like the Bay
Area.
Canopy has contracts with the
cities of Palo Alto and East Palo
Alto to help residents plant trees
and even assist them financially.
Palo Alto also has a program to
help residents remove inappropriate trees from under power lines.
Canopy offers a community forestry school (a new session starts
Saturday) to educate people about
planting trees themselves, and to
make sure they make wise choices.
Before homeowners embark
on choosing trees themselves, “I
recommend getting some training
but it isn’t necessarily difficult,”
Hawkins said.
“Most arborists spend days caring for big mature trees,” he said,
so if you need on-site advice about
which trees to put where in your
yard, it’s best to find an arborist
who specializes in that, rather than
just in maintaining mature large
trees, Hawkins said.
Look at factors like how much
sun it would get, existing irrigation, distance from hardscape like
patios, sidewalks, and the home
itself.
Canopy and Hawkins always
encourage people not to be afraid
to plant baby oak trees, which are
native to this area.

“The population of oak trees
we see are old trees,” he said, with
heavy gnarled limbs. They need to
be cared for as you would any old
mature tree. But, he pointed out,
there is no need to fear planting
new oaks, as they are very beneficial and take a lifetime to grow
into large trees.
If you’re interested in planting
an oak and you live in south Palo
Alto, you can contact Canopy and
get a free tree through their South
Palo Alto Tree Initiative. Residents
of East Palo Alto can do the same
through their Branching Out East
Palo Alto Initiative.

‘Tree information
is so local you have
to have a resource
that’s hyper local.’
— Michael Hawkins,
Canopy’s Tree Library and
program director
Oaks are some of the best,
Hawkins said, but toyons, ceanothus, California sycamore, buckeye
and manzanita all support local
wildlife like squirrels and birds.
Also, if you search the tree library,
you will find species that do a nice
job mimicking natives, with the
same results.
Hawkins said time is another
important thing to consider, since
trees don’t generally grow that fast.
Note the plants you have as your
“understory,” that would potentially be under the tree, and may
actually live their entire lifespan
before the newly planted tree provides enough shade to help or hurt.
To save energy, he suggests
planting trees on the west and
south sides of homes to create
pools of shade.
One of Hawkins’ and Canopy’s

goals is to help educate Realtors,
since they’re on the front lines
when homes (and their trees) transition from owner to owner.
When she’s preparing a home
for sale or helping a buyer to find
one, Xin Jiang, an Alain Pinel Realtor, said she does “very limited”
research to find out whether the
trees on the property are protected
by the city’s ordinances or not.
She noted that in the case of helping clients to plan for rebuilding,
an extensive tree report from an
arborist is a “must.”
“You should always assume if
the tree is heritage in size or species, that the tree is not going to
be removed or moved, said Tim
Kerns, a real estate agent with
Coldwell Banker who sells homes
in Atherton. “Sometimes the city
arborist will work with developers
or end users if the tree is leaning or
looks unhealthy, but cutting trees
down to build new construction
is very difficult and (cities) take it
very seriously if you are going to
apply for heritage tree removals.”
Hawkins acknowledges that the
upfront cost of trees can be high,
but the benefits “leak out to all the
surrounding area ... Proactive care,
especially structural pruning when
the tree is young, is much cheaper
than dealing with issues when the
tree is older.”
Most mature trees, he said, don’t
even need to be pruned annually,
despite what tree-trimming companies may tell you.
Canopy will offer a “Tree Planting Basics” session of their Community Forestry School coming up
on Nov. 3 at East Palo Alto Charter
School at 1286 Runnymede St. in
East Palo Alto. To register go to
canopy.org. Q
Elizabeth Lorenz is the
Home and Real Estate Editor
at the Palo Alto Weekly. She
can be emailed at elorenz@
embarcaderopublishing.com.
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OPEN HOUSE
7%8792
1:00 - 4:00 PM

762 DE SOTO DRIVE, PALO ALTO

Offered at $2,895,000

Fabulous midcentury-modern Eichler with four bedrooms on a quiet cul-de-sac. Clean lines, an abundance of natural light, & open living spaces
HI½RIXLILSQI[LMGLMRGPYHIWEPMZMRKVSSQHMRMRKVSSQGSQFS[MXL[SSHFYVRMRK½VITPEGIFIEQIHGIMPMRKWERH¾SSVXSGIMPMRK[MRHS[W
as well as a wonderful family room with bay window, sky light, built-in desk and book cases. The handsome kitchen has an oversized skylight,
convenient access to the garage, and is open to a lovely breakfast area with built-ins. Master bedroom has wall of windows, two large closets and
built-in dresser, and own bathroom with shower & tub. Fresh paint inside and out, new carpet in the bedrooms, and new lush lawns in front and
rear yards. Home has 1923 sq.ft. of living space, an oversized attached garage of 415 sq.ft., and is nestled on a large lot of 10,500 sq.ft. Excellent
Palo Alto schools: Duveneck Elementary, Greene Middle, Palo Alto High.

This information was supplied by third party sources. Sales Associate believes this information is correct but has
QRWYHULÜHGWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQDQGDVVXPHVQROHJDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRULWVDFFXUDF\%X\HUVKRXOGYHULI\DFFXUDF\DQG
LQYHVWLJDWHWR%X\HUoVRZQVDWLVIDFWLRQ

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
(650) 303-5511
brianc@serenogroup.com
brianchancellor.com
DRE# 01174998
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TRUSTED. REAL ESTATE. PROFESSIONAL.
Kathleen was such a pleasure to work with and a true professional with a wealth of valuable experience
to oﬀer. She is very responsible, responsive and trustworthy. She goes above and beyond and we have
come to trust her and rely on her expertise and judgment in our three real estate transactions. I would
highly recommend her to all potential buyers and sellers.
- Kassie HuiMin Chen
Kathleen was simply amazing as our realtor.
Her instinct and creative approach in putting
together an oﬀer for the property
allowed us to beat out 8 other
oﬀers in a highly competitive
market. We wouldn't hesitate
to have Kathleen represent
us in any future real estate
transactions, she's the
best.
- Mark Duarte
I have been working
with Kathleen Wilson in the
real estate market for over 30
years and have done several sales
and purchases with her. Kathleen’s market
knowledge and preparation for each project was
very impressive.
- Erik Garﬁnkel

Kathleen just prepared and sold my house in Palo
Alto. She did an incredible job, the house looked
so great! Buying and selling a house can
be so stressful, but I was calmed by
Kathleen's stable, experienced
demeanor.
- Elaine Haight

Kathleen is amazing!
My wife and I worked with
her when we were in Palo
Alto/Menlo Park. She is one of
the best agents we have ever had
the experience of interacting with. We
were fortunate to have her as our agent. She is
extremely talented...
- Amit Jain

If you are interested in buying or selling call Kathleen

KATHLEEN WILSON
License # 00902501
mobile: 650.207.2017
kwilson@apr.com
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E XCLUSIVES

OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 1:30–4:30PM

3790 REDWOOD CIRCLE, PALO ALTO
Offered at $2,530,000 · 4 Beds · 2 Baths · Home ±1,465 sf · Lot ±6,702 sf
3790RedwoodCircle.com · Miranda Junowicz & Michael Dreyfus

SOLD
216 WALTER HAYS DRIVE, PALO ALTO
Offered at $5,498,000
5 Beds · 3.5 Baths · Home ±3,219 sf · Lot ±7,722 sf
216WalterHays.com · Noelle Queen & Michael Dreyfus

SALE PENDING
215 JOSSELYN LANE, WOODSIDE
Offered at $9,995,000
5 Beds · 6 Baths · Home ±8,085 sf
2 Guest Units · Lot ±4.96 acres
JosselynEstate.com · Noelle Queen & Michael Dreyfus

650.485.3476 · License #01121795 · Visit dreyfus.group for more listings
728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto, CA 94301 · Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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OPEN HOUSE SAT & SUN 1:30–4:30PM

Classic Lloyden Park
P k Ranch,
R
h T
The
h P
Perfect
f t Entrée
E t é into
i
Atherton
32 Rittenhouse Avenue, Atherton
Offered at $2,188,000 | 3 Beds | 2 Baths | Home ±1,840 sf | Lot ±15,088 sf
Great symmetry and clean architectural lines
define this original 1950s California ranch. Walls
of glass together with oversized windows infuse
the entire home with natural light and thoroughly
orient it toward the outdoors. The gracious living
and dining main room, anchored by a wood framed
fireplace—impressive in its simplicity—is the heart
of the home. With its timeless appeal and over
one-third acre lot, this classic three bedroom,
two bath ranch is ready to be remodeled and or
expanded. Tucked away on a tree-lined street with
old world lamp posts in the charming Lloyden Park
neighborhood, this home provides the perfect
entrée into Atherton, one of the Mid-Peninsula’s
most sought after communities. The Caltrain
station, Atherton library, and Holbrook-Palmer
Park are all nearby, as is downtown Menlo Park
and Stanford University. Welcome home!
32RittenhouseAvenue.com
Colleen Foraker
640 Oak Grove Avenue, Menlo Park
650.847.1141 · GoldenGateSIR.com
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

650.380.0085
colleen@colleenforaker.com
colleenforaker.com
License #01349099
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COLDWELL BANKER

Menlo Park | $4,398,000
This updated and stylish 4br/3.5ba home is located in a private neighborhood near Hwy 280, Sand Hill Rd., Stanford, Palo Alto and top-rated Menlo Park schools.
Lyn Jason Cobb
650.464.2622
LynJason.Cobb@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01332535

Los Altos | $4,886,000
Meticulously designed 4br/3.5ba home, built in 2002 on approx. 0.35-acre lot.

Menlo Park | $1,998,000
3br/2ba remodeled and expanded home with lovely gardens.

Margaret Williams
650.888.6721
MargaretWilliams2010@gmail.com
CalRE #00554210

Kimm Terpening
650.867.4880
Kimm.Terpening@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01522106

San Carlos | $1,798,000
4br/2ba approx. 2,100 sqft. home in the San Carlos Hills.

Redwood City | $1,099,000
Charming 2br/1ba home on a quaint court with a freshly landscaped yard.

Daunielle Doughty
408.887.8450
Homes@Daunielle.com
CalRE #01356801

Wendi Selig-Aimonetti
650.465.5602
Wendi@WendiSelig.com
CalRE #01001476

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
Thepropertyinformationhereinisderivedfromvarioussourcesthatmayinclude,butnotbelimitedto,countyrecordsandtheMultipleListingService,anditmayincludeapproximations.Althoughtheinformationisbelievedtobeaccurate,itisnotwarrantedandyoushouldnotrelyuponitwithoutpersonalverification.Realestateagentsaffiliated
withColdwellBankerResidentialBrokerageareindependentcontractoragentsandarenotemployeesoftheCompany.©2018ColdwellBankerResidentialBrokerage.AllRightsReserved.ColdwellBankerResidentialBrokeragefullysupportstheprinciplesoftheFairHousingActandtheEqualOpportunityAct.OwnedbyasubsidiaryofNRTLLC.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
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OPEN HOUSE
SAT/SUN
1:30-4:30

542 CENTER DRIVE, PALO ALTO

3JJIVIHEX

7XSV]FSSO8YHSVMRLMKLP]HIWMVIH'VIWGIRX4EVO[MXLFIHVSSQWERHFEXLVSSQWMRETEVOPMOIWIXXMRK;MHITPEROSEO¾SSVWZEYPXIH
FIEQIHGIMPMRKWERHSVMKMREPEVGLIHHSSV[E]WLMKLPMKLXXLI½VWX¾SSVPMZMRKWTEGIWMRGPYHMRKEWXYRRMRKPMZMRKVSSQWM^EFPIJSVQEPHMRMRK
VSSQERHEKSVKISYWPMKLX½PPIHOMXGLIRJEQMP]VSSQ[MXL½VITPEGIERHEHNSMRMRKWYRVSSQ9TWXEMVWXLII\TERWMZI1EWXIV7YMXI[MXLX[S
[EPOMRGPSWIXWERHEKIRIVSYWFEXL[MXLLIEXIH¾SSVWMWEPY\YVMSYWVIXVIEX8LIKEVHIRWEVIEWIRGLERXMRKEWXLILSQISJJIVMRK.ETERIWI
QETPIWJVYMXXVIIWEZIKIXEFPIKEVHIRERH[MWXIVMEGSZIVIHEVFSVWTVSZMHMRKWLEHIMRXLIGLEVQMRKGSYVX]EVH%RI\TERWMZIPE[RWITEVEXIW
XLILSYWIJVSQXLIWTEVOPMRKTSSPLSXXYF GLERKMRKGEFERE[LMGLE[EMXW[MQQIVWEXXLIVIEVSJXLITVSTIVX]8LIWUJXSJPMZMRK
WTEGIMWRIWXPIHSRERSZIVWM^IHPSXSJWUJX'SZIXIH4EPS%PXSWGLSSPW (YZIRIGO)PIQIRXEV]+VIIRI1MHHPI4EPS%PXS,MKL ERH
TVS\MQMX]XSEPPSJXLIFIWXXLEX7MPMGSR:EPPI]LEWXSSJJIVGSQTPIXIXLIETTIEP

BRIAN CHANCELLOR
(650) 303-5511
brianc@serenogroup.com
brianchancellor.com
DRE# 01174998
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THE ADDRESS IS THE PENINSU
THE EXPERIENCE IS AIN PINEL

ATHERTON $12,985,000

MENLO PARK $6,998,000

PALO ALTO $6,888,000

SAN CARLOS $6,198,000

61 Selby Lane | 5bd/7ba
Keri Nicholas | 650.533.7373
License # 01198898
BY APPOINTMENT

765 Cotton Street | 6bd/5ba
Keri Nicholas | 650.533.7373
License # 01198898
BY APPOINTMENT

812 Lincoln Avenue | 6bd/6.5ba
Judy Citron | 650.543.1206
License # 01825569
BY APPOINTMENT

108 Queens Court | 5bd/4.5ba
Judy Citron | 650.543.1206
License # 01825569
BY APPOINTMENT

LOS ALTOS HILLS $6,188,888

PALO ALTO $5,500,000

WOODSIDE $4,850,000

LOS ALTOS HILLS $4,498,000

12121 Foothill Lane | 5bd/7ba
Connie Miller | 650.279.7074
License # 01275848
OPEN SUNDAY 2:00-4:00

565 Washington Avenue | 3bd/3ba
S. Bucolo/C. Giuliacci | 650.207.9909
License # 00613242 | 01506761
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

153 Marva Oaks Drive | Land
Quetzal Grimm/Diane Chesler | 650.400.7879
License # 01405453 | 00675583
BY APPOINTMENT

27800 Edgerton Road | 5+bd/3.5ba
Connie Miller | 650.279.7074
License # 01275848
OPEN SATURDAY 2:00-4:00

PALO ALTO $3,498,000

LOS ALTOS $2,898,000

STANFORD $2,795,000

SUNNYVALE $2,098,000

706 Matadero Avenue | 4bd/3ba
Sophie Tsang | 650.687.7388
License # 01399145
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

1025 Robinhood Court | 4bd/2ba
Jeff Stricker | 650.209.1552
License # 00948847
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

1098 Cathcart Way | 5bd/3ba
M. Corman/M. Montoya | 650.465.5971
License # 01111473 | 01911643
BY APPOINTMENT

1296 Pumpkin Terrace | 4bd/2.5ba
Bogard-Tanigami Team | 650.924.8365
License # 00298975 | 01918407
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

LOS ALTOS $1,995,000

REDWOOD CITY $1,595,000

FOSTER CITY $1,198,000

PORTO VALLEY $799,000

1433 Miramonte Avenue | 3bd/2ba
S. Bucolo/C. Giuliacci | 650.207.9909
License # 00613242 | 01506761
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

1179 Grand Street | 4bd/2ba
Dana Van Hulsen | 650.248.3950
License # 01749772
OPEN SAT & SUN 1:30-4:30

922 Lido Lane | 2bd/2ba
Gary Bulanti | 650.483.5532
License # 01232945
BY APPOINTMENT

251 Vista Verde | Land
Wayne Rivas | 650.740.5746
License # 01055861
BY APPOINTMENT

APR.COM

Over 30 Real Estate Offices Serving The Bay Area Including
Palo Alto
650.323.1111

Los Altos
650.941.1111

Menlo Park
650.462.1111

Menlo Park-Downtown
650.304.3100

Woodside
650.529.1111

Square footage, acreage, and other information herein, has been received from one or more of a variety of different sources.
Such information has not been veriﬁed by Alain Pinel Realtors®. If important to buyers, buyers should conduct their own investigation.
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OPEN HOMES
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED,
ALL TIMES ARE 1:30-4:30 PM

ATHERTON
3 Bedrooms
32 Rittenhouse Av
$2,188,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

4 Bedrooms
169 Fair Oaks Ln
Sat/Sun 2-4
Sereno Group

$6,750,000
323-1900

5 Bedrooms
90 Macbain Av
Sun
Coldwell Banker
10 De Bell Dr
Sun 1-3:30
Coldwell Banker

$6,995,000
323-7751
$5,500,000
851-2666

LOS ALTOS

386 Encinal Av
$2,695,000
Sun 1-4 Pacific Union International 314-7200
1962 Menalto Av #A
$1,888,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
851-2666
754 15th Av
$1,699,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
2199 Cedar Av
$2,650,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456

4 Bedrooms
500 San Mateo Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker
35 Oak Hollow Way
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$3,495,000
324-4456
$4,188,000
324-4456

MOUNTAIN VIEW

222 Pasa Robles Av
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$2,399,000
324-4456

1 Bedroom - Condominium
500 W Middlefield Rd #71
$645,000
Sat 1-5/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700
505 Cypress Point Dr #122
$674,000
Sat 1-4
Sereno Group
947-2900
400 Ortega Av #A109
Sat
Sereno Group

$838,000
947-2900

2 Bedrooms - Townhouse

5 Bedrooms
1105 Briarwood Ct
$4,500,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

119 Flynn Av #D
$950,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

4 Bedrooms

LOS ALTOS HILLS
4 Bedrooms
25055 La Loma Dr
$9,880,000
Sat
Mansell & Company, Inc. 948-0811

MENLO PARK
675 Sharon Park Dr #222
Sun
Coldwell Banker

768 Hans Av
$1,999,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
947-2900
1552 Gilmore St
$3,285,000
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
941-4300

4 Bedrooms - Townhouse

1 Bedroom - Condominium
$875,000
324-4456

2 Bedrooms
1041 Menlo Oaks Dr
$1,950,000
Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141
740 Hamilton Av
$820,000
Sun
Coldwell Banker
324-4456

2214 Raspberry Ln
$1,680,888
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

3 Bedrooms
$1,595,000
529-1111

PALO ALTO
3 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms
225 Marmona Dr
Call for price
Sat/Sun 2-4
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
847-1141

251 Carolina Ln
Sun
Coldwell Banker
4147 Park Blvd
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group

$2,895,000
324-4456
$1,998,000
323-1900

$$ FOR SALE $$

Today’s
news, sports
& hot picks

Non MLS Homes & Land
Call Jan

JAN STROHECKER

, SRES

“Experience Counts 32 Years Top Sales Performance”
Realtor, DRE #00620365

Fresh news
delivered
daily
Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

Residential • Land • 1031 Exchanges

Direct: (650) 906-6516
Email: janstrohecker@yahoo.com
www.janstrohecker.com

CALL Jan Today
for Best Results!

®

The DeLeon Difference®
650.543.8500
www.deleonrealty.com
650.543.8500 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty CalBRE #01903224

4 Bedrooms

762 De Soto Dr
$2,895,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
323-1900
1690 Edgewood Dr
$3,888,000
Sat/Sun 1-5 Intero Real Estate Services 622-1000
1949 Edgewood Dr
$2,698,000
Sat/Sun 1-4
Sereno Group
323-1900
3790 Redwood Cir
$2,530,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
644-3474
4365 Miranda Av
$2,588,888
Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700
123 Tennyson Av
$8,788,000
Sat/Sun
Deleon Realty
543-8500
1820 Bret Harte St
$6,198,000
Sat/Sun Keller Williams Palo Alto 454-8500
702 Rosewood Dr
$5,998,000
Sat/Sun Keller Williams Palo Alto 454-8500

PORTOLA VALLEY
3 Bedrooms

271 S Balsamina Way
$2,595,000
Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

4 Bedrooms

130 Deer Meadow Ln
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker
139 Crescent Av
Sun 1-4
Coldwell Banker

5 Bedrooms

123 Santa Maria Av
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$6,150,000
851-1961
$2,795,000
851-1961
$2,795,000
324-4456

$2,250,000
851-1961

4 Bedrooms
534 Hillcrest Way
Sat/Sun 2-4 Coldwell Banker

$1,998,000
324-4456

REDWOOD SHORES
4 Bedrooms
4 Mandalay Ct
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

$2,200,000
324-4456

SANTA CLARA
3 Bedrooms
2052 Jamison Pl
Sat/Sun
Deleon Realty

$1,388,000
543-8500

3 Bedrooms - Townhouse
2462 Golf Links Cir
Sun 2-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,430,000
324-4456

3255 Mauricia Av
$1,849,000
Sat/Sun
Golden Gate Sotheby’s International Realty
941-4300

SUNNYVALE
3 Bedrooms
1122 W Iowa Av
Sun
Deleon Realty
602 Madrone Av
Sat/Sun 1-6 Coldwell Banker

$1,998,000
543-8500
$1,498,000
325-6161

4 Bedrooms
1577 Coronach Av
$2,198,000
Sat/Sun Intero Real Estate Services 947-4700

WOODSIDE

REDWOOD CITY

4 Bedrooms

139 Markham Av
Sat 1-4
Coldwell Banker

3 Bedrooms

139 Jeter St
Sat/Sun 1-4 Coldwell Banker

4 Bedrooms

7 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms

PACIFICA
32 Humboldt Ct
Sun 1-4
Alain Pinel Realtors

447 College Av
$1,925,000
Sat/Sun 1-4 Intero Real Estate Services
947-4700

5 Bedrooms

2 Bedrooms - Condominium

3 Bedrooms

3 Bedrooms - Condominium

140 Westgate St
Sat/Sun
Coldwell Banker
132 Rutherford Av
Sat 1-4
Coldwell Banker

$1,025,000
324-4456
$1,798,000
324-4456
$1,699,000
851-2666

45 Stadler Dr
$4,195,000
Sun 1-4
Alain Pinel Realtors
529-1111
6 Quail Ct
$3,980,000
Sun 2-4 Intero Real Estate Services 543-7740

5 Bedrooms
125 Lakeview Dr
Sun
Coldwell Banker

$7,395,000
324-4456

Your Realtor & You
Chinese American Real Estate Association 2018-2019 Leadership Installed
The Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS®
congratulated the 2018-2019 president, officers
and board directors of the Chinese American
Real Estate Association (CAREA) at their Oct.
26 installation dinner. SILVAR President Bill
Moody administered the oath of office to the
2018-2019 CAREA leadership group.
The 2018-2019 officers are Yuan-Sing Chang
(Intero Commercial), president; Wilson Chai
(Bank of America), vice president; Shen Li
(Intero Commercial), secretary; and Jimmy
Chien (Keller Williams Silicon City), treasurer.
The 2018-2019 board directors are Nick Park
(Intero Commercial), Mattie Wei (Re/Max
Accord), Angela Wu (Intero Commercial),
Kenny Tang (East West Bank), Doris Chen
(JC Investment), Joyce Sun (GD Commercial,
Inc.), Leslie Chao (GD Commercial), Haiyan
Fu (Keller Williams Realty), WaiMan Chan
(Eagle Strategies, LLC), Michelle Song (Intero
Commercial), Barbara Kuang (AllstateBnW Associates, LLC), Jennifer Chen (JC
Investment) and Dexter Lat (Realty World
One Alliance). Advisors are John Luk (GD
Commercial), David Bonaccorsi, Esq. (Law
Offices of Bernard, Bagley & Bonaccorsi, LLP),
and Sheena Chong (PC Retail Properties, LLC).
Keynote speaker Ernie Yamane, senior vice
president with Steinberg Architects, traced the
development of Silicon Valley, particularly in
the city of San Jose, from when it was mostly
vacant land to a place of urban living. Yamane
said there are 2,173 high- and mid-rise units
currently under construction in San Jose,
4,100 residential units are entitled, and over
2.1 million square feet of office is planned or
entitled. The city’s 2040 General Plan includes

8,000 additional residential units, 12 million
square feet of additional office, 1 million
square feet of additional retail, and 3,200
additional hotel rooms.
Chang said it is an exciting time to be in
Silicon Valley and as president he wants to
make CAREA’s mission statement his primary
focus and encouraged member participation.
“Our goals are accomplished as a team,” said
Chang.
The Chinese American Real Estate Association
was formed in 1988 in the San Francisco Bay
Area, to promote the social and economic wellbeing of Chinese Americans actively engaged
in the field of real estate sales and brokerage,
property management, mortgage banking, and
real estate development. Regular activities of
the association include both dinner meetings
and lunch seminars, which serve as forums for
featured speakers to discuss contemporary and
critical real estate issues and for networking
with other Chinese American real estate
professionals.
Moody congratulated Chang and the Chinese
American real estate group. “The Silicon
Valley Association of REALTORS® is a strong
supporter of CAREA. We seek to promote
homeownership for everyone, regardless
of race and we are happy to continue our
partnership to achieve this goal,” said Moody.
***
Information provided in this column is
presented by the Silicon Valley Association of
REALTORS®. Send questions to Rose Meily at
rmeily@silvar.org.
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Marketplace
Bulletin
Board
115 Announcements
DID YOU KNOW
that newspapers serve an engaged
audience and that 79% still read a
print newspaper? Newspapers need to
be in your mix! Discover the Power of
Newspaper Advertising. For more info
email cecelia@cnpa.com or call (916)
288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)
DID YOU KNOW
7 IN 10 Americans or 158 million U.S.
Adults read content from newspaper
media each week? Discover the Power
of Newspaper Advertising. For a free
brochure call 916-288-6011 or email
cecelia@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN)
EVERY BUSINESS
has a story to tell! Get your message out
with California’s PRMedia Release — the
only Press Release Service operated by
the press to get press! For more info
contact Cecelia @ 916-288-6011 or
http://prmediarelease.com/california
(Cal-SCAN)
FREE BOOK/MEDIA GIVEWAWAY

145 Non-Profits
Needs

210 Garage/Estate
Sales

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT
TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. FREE
3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care of.
Call 1-844-491-2884 (Cal-SCAN)

Palo Alto, 1280 Pine Street, 8a-noonish

DONATE BOOKS/SUPPORT PA LIBRARY
Volunteer help wanted
WISHLIST FRIENDS PA LIBRARY

150 Volunteers
FRIENDS OF THE PALO ALTO LIBRARY
JOIN OUR ONLINE STOREFRONT TEAM
Study testing app for depression

245 Miscellaneous
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00
MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your own
bandmill- Cut lumber any dimension.
In stock ready to ship! FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com
1-800-567-0404 Ext.300N (Cal-SCAN)

Mind
& Body
425 Health Services

For Sale
202 Vehicles Wanted
WANTED! Old Porsche
356/911/912 for restoration by hobbyist
1948-1973 Only. Any condition, top $
paid! PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE 1-707965-9546. Email: porscherestoration@
yahoo.com.

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids
100% Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial.
Comfort Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you
decide to keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per
aid. FREE Shipping. Call Hearing Help
Express 1- 844-234-5606 (Cal-SCAN)

440 Massage Therapy

Jobs
500 Help Wanted
ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY
Machine Zone Inc provider of
gaming apps has openings in Palo
Alto, CA for Senior Site Reliability
Engineer (SSRE1) Create, monitor,
and scale operations efforts through
innovative automation approaches
and configuration management; Lead
Media Buying Analyst (LMBA1) Lead
performance-based paid acquisition
marketing efforts to reach marketing
goals; Software Engineer II (SEII2) Build
real-time data platform to support
all of Machine Zone’s games; Senior
Software Engineer (SSE9) Stream
and batch technologies to build an
analytic pipeline at scale. Mail resume
& reference job code to: Machine Zone
Inc. Attn Kristel Fritz 1100 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

Home massage by French masseuse

Computer/IT
Computer/IT: Senior Software Engineer,
Sunnyvale, CA, General Motors. Engr,
design, &lead best-in-class in-vehicle
platform for infotainment systems.
Perform software integration &release
of software platform, using GIT,
Gerrit, Jenkins &JIRA tools. Ensure
the qlty of each release of software
platform. Manage &coordinate
release readiness reviews, milestones,
&activities incldg execution of
deployment plans &checklists. Create
&modify dvlpmt standards &processes
&analyze feedback from dvlpmt
team &verification team &to improve
reliability, speed &frequency of releases.
Define PAL interfaces for various
domains, Bluetooth, Radio, Audio,
GPS, Diagnostics, Calibrations, Power
Mode, Time of Day, Security, Vehicle
Data over CAN &Input over various
devices &networks (LVDS faceplate,
LIN faceplate, MFC, Steering Wheel
Control, LVM device input over CAN).
Coordinate across &communicate
with various teams from various
locations during &after deployment.
Participate in change control board
meetings to review software changes
before integrated into software
platform, &ensure that designed
&reviewed solutions conform to
architectural reqmts such as scalability,

maintainability, reliability, extensibility,
usability &security across multiple
domain areas. Master, Computer Engrg,
Software Engrg, or Computer Science.
12 mos exp as Software or Infotainment
Engineer, or related, defining PAL
interfaces for domains, Bluetooth, Radio,
Audio, GPS, Diagnostics, Calibrations,
Power Mode, Time of Day, Security,
and Vehicle Data over CAN, or related.
Mail resume to Ref#1767, GM Global
Mobility, 300 Renaissance Center,
MC:482-C32-C66, Detroit, MI 48265.
ENGINEERING
Pure Storage, Inc. has following job
opps. in Mountain View, CA: Member
of Technical Staff (Software Engineer)
[Req. #EWJ27]. Dsgn & dvlp system SW.
Member of Technical Staff (Software
Engineer) [Req. #YYT66]. Dsgn, implmnt
& test SW for high prfrmnce distributed
storage systms. Member of Technical
Staff (Software Engineer) [Req. #QPL91].
Prfrm full lifecycle SW dvlpmnt for
storage systms. Member of Technical
Staff (Software Engineer) [Req. #SDF25].
Dsn & dvlp storage & systm SW for co.
prdcts. Solutions Marketing Manager
[Req. #SLN38]. Dvlp & drive go-to
market strategies for Cloud & DevOps
prdcts. Mail resumes refernc’g Req. # to:
S. Reid, 401 Castro St, 3rd Flr, Mountain
View, CA 94041.

HUGE BOOK SALE NOV 10 & 11
The Vintage Mountain View Shop

133 Music Lessons
Christina Conti Piano
Private piano lessons. In your home
or mine. Bachelor of Music, 20+ years
exp. 650/493-6950

“Mark the Ballot”— just do it. Matt Jones

This week’s SUDOKU

Answers on page 59.

Answers on page 59.

Sign up today at
PaloAltoOnline.com

Fogster online
advertising has
transitioned to new
Marketplace sections
in our print
newspapers
Marketplace will offer
categories for:
• Home Services
• Business Services
• Employment
All legal advertising, such
as Fictitious Business Name
Statements, Probate or Name
Change will continue to be
published, as always, in our
newspapers.
If you wish to place your ad in our
print newspapers, please contact
Nico NavarRete at nnavarrete@
embarcaderopublishing.com or
by calling 650-223-6582.

Across
1 Take in or on
6 Speed trap device
11 May follower, sometimes
14 Car wash machine
15 Napoleon’s punishment
16 Bed-In for Peace participant
17 Start of a quote from Larry J.
Sabato
20 ___ of iniquity
21 Rust, for instance
22 ___ Stix (powdered candy)
23 “Ain’t No Mountain High
Enough,” e.g.
24 Indigenous Peoples’ Day mo.
26 They’re supposedly thwarted
by captchas
29 List that may be laminated
31 ___ in “elephant”
34 “And while ___ the subject ...”
35 Shady political operative
36 “The Ballad of Peter
Pumpkinhead” band
37 Middle of the quote
41 Pompousness
42 Greek column style
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43 Elvis’s middle name, on his
birth certificate
44 “Baker Street” instrument
45 Gets a look at
46 Corn husk contents
48 “Uh-huh”
49 Is down with the sickness,
maybe
50 “Be kind to animals” org.
53 Braking method in skating
that forms a letter shape
55 “Just ___ suspected!”
58 End of the quote
62 Mode or carte preceder
63 Fundamental principle
64 Wheel shafts
65 Animator Avery
66 Where ballots get stuffed
67 “Law & Order” actor Jeremy
Down
1 Blown away
2 “Take Five” pianist Brubeck
3 Farm team
4 Part of ppm
5 Audition
6 Started anew, as a candle

7 Canceled
8 Dungeons & Dragons
equipment
9 Key below X, on some
keyboards
10 Camping gear retailer
11 “Both Sides Now” singer
Mitchell
12 Alternative to Windows
13 Apt to pry
18 Former partners
19 Vote (for)
23 Not half-baked?
24 Lacking height and depth,
for short
25 Sidewalk edge
26 Lyft transactions, e.g.
27 Symbol of resistance?
28 Injection also used for
migraines
29 Small versions, sometimes
30 CEO, e.g.
31 Movie crowd member
32 “The Road to Mecca”
playwright Fugard
33 Play fragment
35 “OK, whatever”

www.sudoku.name

38 “___ to vote, sir!” (palindrome
mentioned in Weird Al’s
“Bob”)
39 Bar Bart barrages with crank
calls
40 Thanksgiving side dish
46 Uruguayan uncles
47 27-Down counterparts
48 Talk endlessly
49 Supercollider particles
50 Slight fight
51 Former Minister of Sport of
Brazil
52 Cajole
53 Candy bar now sold with
“left” and “right” varieties
54 Espadrille, for one
55 Belt-hole makers
56 Bird feeder block
57 ___ facto
59 Study space?
60 Endo’s opposite
61 ___Clean (product once
pitched by Billy Mays)
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords (editor@
jonesincrosswords.com)

Marketplace

Business
Services
604 Adult Care
Offered
A PLACE FOR MOM
The nation’s largest senior living referral
service. Contact our trusted,local
experts today! Our service is FREE/
no obligation. CALL 1-855-467-6487.
(Cal-SCAN)

624 Financial
ARE YOU BEHIND $10k OR MORE
ON YOUR TAXES? Stop wage & bank
levies, liens & audits, unfiled tax returns,
payroll issues, & resolve tax debt FAST.
Call 855-970-2032. (Cal-SCAN)
Unable to work due to injury
or illness? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc.,
Social Security Disability Attorneys! FREE
Evaluation. Local Attorneys Nationwide
1-844-879-3267. Mail: 2420 N St NW,
Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. FL
(TX/NM Bar.) (Cal-SCAN)

636 Insurance
DENTAL INSURANCE
Call Physicians Mutual Insurance
Company for details. NOT just a
discount plan, REAL coverage for 350
procedures. 1-855-472-0035 or http://
www.dental50plus.com/canews Ad#
6118 (Cal-SCAN)
Lowest Prices
on Health & Dental Insurance. We have
the best rates from top companies! Call
Now! 888-989-4807. (Cal-SCAN)
SAVE
on Medicare Supplement Insurance!
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation!
Compare Quotes from Major Insurance
Cos. Operators Standing By. CALL 1-855690-0310. (Cal-SCAN)

640 Legal Services
DID YOU KNOW
that the average business spends the
equivalent of nearly 1 ½ days per week
on digital marketing activities? CNPA
can help save you time and money. For
more info email cecelia@cnpa.com or
call (916) 288-6011. (Cal-SCAN)

Home
Services
715 Cleaning
Services
PA Molly Maid, Inc.
Give yourself the gift of time and let
Molly Maid clean your home, contact
us at 650-965-1105 or at pamollymaid@
aol.com

751 General
Contracting
A NOTICE TO READERS:
It is illegal for an unlicensed person
to perform contracting work on any
project valued at $500.00 or more in
labor and materials. State law also
requires that contractors include their
license numbers on all advertising.
Check your contractor’s status at
www.cslb.ca.gov or 800-321-CSLB
(2752). Unlicensed persons taking
jobs that total less than $500.00
must state in their advertisements
that they are not licensed by the
Contractors State License Board.

757 Handyman/
Repairs
Water Damage to Your Home?
Call for a quote for professional cleanup
& maintain the value of your home! Set
an appt. today! Call 1-855-401-7069
(Cal-SCAN)

Musante Builders Handyman
Licensed Contractor and Handyman
I fix homes. From small jobs to Kitchen
and Bath Remodeling. musantebuilders.
com-free estimates.
650-722-4773 CSLB #977272

Real
Estate
801 Apartments/
Condos/Studios
San Carlos, 2 BR/2 BA - $2,900

805 Homes for Rent
Menlo Park, 3 BR/2 BA - $7000

811 Office Space
Office Available Downtown Menlo
Office space available, Downtown
Menlo Park.
3 offices currently Available.
1 - 315 s.f., interior office with
Skylight Natural Light.
1 - 352 s.f., interior office with Sun
Tunnel Natural Light.
1 - 703 s.f., Exterior window office
suite of 3 offices.
Very private in a clean well lighted
office space.
650-218-3669

815 Rentals Wanted
Couple Seeks Long Term Rental

855 Real Estate
Services
RETIRED COUPLE $$$$
for business purpose Real Estate loans.
Credit unimportant. V.I.P. Trust Deed
Company www.viploan.com Call
818 248-0000 Broker-principal BRE
01041073. (Cal-SCAN)

Legal
Notices
995 Fictitious Name
Statement
BRAIN HEALTH PARTNERS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN646981
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
Brain Health Partners, located at 2875
Middlefield Road, Suite 8, Palo Alto, CA
94306, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: A
Corporation.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
BRAIN HEALTH PARTNERS, A
PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
CORPORATION
2875 Middlefield Road, Suite 8
Palo alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 8/27/2018.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
September 28, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 12, 19, 26; Nov. 2, 2018)
ONE STOP JANITORIAL SERVICES
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN647337
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
One Stop Janitorial Services, located
at 260 Farrell Ave. Apt. 136, Gilroy, CA
95020, Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An
Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
JORGE BUSTOS VILLA
260 Farrell Ave. Apt. 136
Gilroy, CA 95020
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)

We handle all your
Legal publishing needs

listed above on 10/1/2018.
This statement was filed with the
County Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara
County on October 9, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 19, 26; Nov. 2, 9, 2018)
CALIFORNIA BARBER SHOP
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No.: FBN647720
The following person (persons) is (are)
doing business as:
California Barber Shop, located at 441
Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306,
Santa Clara County.
This business is owned by: An Individual.
The name and residence address of the
registrant(s) is(are):
HENRY YIM
441 Cambridge Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Registrant began transacting business
under the fictitious business name(s)
listed above on 5/01/2009.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk-Recorder of Santa Clara County on
October 22, 2018.
(PAW Oct. 26; Nov. 2, 9, 16, 2018)

997 All Other Legals
NOTICE OF PETITION TO ADMINISTER
ESTATE OF
ELVIRA A. FREESE
CASE NO. 18PR184376
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons who
may otherwise be interested in the will
or estate, or both, of: Elvira A. Freese,
Dolly Freese
A Petition for Probate has been filed by
Marcia Annette McCallum in the Superior
Court of California, County of Santa Clara.
The Petition for Probate requests that
Marcia Annette McCallum be appointed
as personal representative to administer
the estate of the decedent.
The Petition requests the decedent’s
will and codicils, if any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any codicils are
available for examination in the file kept
by the court.
The Petition requests authority to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of Estates
Act. (This authority will allow the personal
representative to take many actions

without obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important actions,
however, the personal representative will
be required to give notice to interested
persons unless they have waived notice
or consented to the proposed action.) The
independent administration authority will
be granted unless an interested person
files an objection to the petition and
shows good cause why the court should
not grant the authority.
A hearing on the petition will be held in
this court on December 6, 2018 at 9 a.m.
in Dept. 12 located at 191 North First
Street, San Jose, CA 95113.
If you object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your objections or file
written objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may be in
person or by your attorney.
If you are a creditor or a contingent
creditor of the decedent, you must file
your claim with the court and mail a copy
to the personal representative appointed
by the court within the later of either
(1) four months from the date of first
issuance of letters to a general personal
representative, as defined in section 58(b)
of the California Probate Code, or (2) 60
days from the date of mailing or personal
delivery to you of a notice under section
9052 of the California Probate Code.
Other California statutes and legal
authority may affect your rights as a
creditor. You may want to consult with an
attorney knowledgeable in California law.
You may examine the file kept by the
court. If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the court a
Request for Special Notice (form DE-154)
of the filing of an inventory and appraisal
of estate assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate Code
section 1250. A Request for Special Notice
form is available from the court clerk.
Attorney for Petitioner: E.J. Hong, Law
Offices of E.J. Hong, 2225 E. Bayshore
Road, Suite 200, Palo Alto, CA 94303,
Telephone: (650) 320-7680
10/26, 11/2, 11/9/18
CNS-3185307#
PALO ALTO WEEKLY

Answers to this week’s puzzles, which can be found on page 58.

• The Palo Alto Weekly is
adjudicated
to publish in the County of
Santa Clara.
• Our adjudication includes
the Mid-Peninsula
communities of Palo Alto,
Stanford,
Los Altos, and Mountain
View
• The Palo Alto Weekly
publishes every Friday.

24/7 Online

Call Alicia Santillan
650-223-6578
asantillan@
paweekly.com
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Sports
Shorts

ON THE COURT ... Lindsay Lynch
and Isa Robinson made it an allGators final at the West Bay Athletic
League singles tournament. Lynch,
who played No. 1 singles most of
the year for SHP, downed Robinson,
a mainstay at No. 2 singles, 6-2, 6-1,
to earn an automatic bid into the
Central Coast Section tournament.
Menlo’s freshman duo of Tricia
Zhang and Brynn Brady won the
doubles title with a 7-5, 6-3 victory
over Harker’s Sachi Bajai and Fonda
Hu . . . The Palo Alto doubles team
of sophomore Maddi Page and
freshman Kamila Wong placed third
at the Santa Clara Valley Athletic
League tournament.

David Hickey/Stanford Athletics

ON THE GREEN ...The Stanford
women’s golf team came up just
short for the second straight year
in the championship finals of the
East Lake Cup at East Lake Golf
Club. As was the case in 2017,
the top-seeded Cardinal fell to
second-seeded USC, 3-2. The
Cardinal received early wins from
junior Albane Valenzuela and
sophomore Mika Liu but lost the
last three matches against the No.
1-ranked Trojans. It marked the
fourth consecutive year Stanford
has qualified for the elite event
limited to women’s and men’s
semifinalists from the previous
year’s NCAA Championships. The
Cardinal earned the first seed on
Monday during the stroke play
portion of the tournament, beating
USC by 10 strokes. Valenzuela
captured the individual title by one
shot by eagling the par-5 18th
hole. Stanford advanced to the
championship finals by defeating
Alabama on Tuesday, 4-1. Leading
off for the Cardinal on Wednesday,
Valenzuela capped a memorable
week by beating Jennifer Chang,
6 and 4. Junior Ziyi Wang
succumbed to Malia Nam, 3 and 1,
while freshman Aline Krauter and
junior Andrea Lee dropped 2 and 1
decisions to Alyaa Abdulghany and
Gabriela Ruffels, respectively.

JJ Arcega-Whiteside is second in the nation with 11 receptions for touchdowns. He has also induced 13 penalties, 11 on pass-interference
calls and two on holding.

STANFORD FOOTBALL

Stanford, Huskies both need a reboot
Expectations have not been realized by either Cardinal, Washington

by Glenn Reeves
he Stanford-Washington
game on Saturday will pit
two teams who have gone
through similar seasons. Neither
team is where it hoped to be or
where they were projected to be
at this point of the season.
“Somewhat like with us, at times
you watch them play for a quarter,
a quarter and a half and you say,
that’s a top 10 football team,’’
Stanford coach David Shaw said.
“There have been times when
other teams have made more plays
than they have. That’s another reason why they’re like us. We’re two

T

teams who haven’t had the season
we wanted.’’
Both teams are coming off
tough losses that dimmed their
Pac-12 North and post-season aspirations. Stanford (5-3, 3-2) lost
an offensive battle to Washington
State, 41-38, while Washington (63, 4-2) lost a defensive slugfest to
Cal, 12-10.
Despite the loss, Shaw was
pleased with his team’s effort
against WSU.
“I love the way my team
played,’’ Shaw said. “I’m excited
about getting the same effort up
at Washington.’’

been slowed by injuries and inconsistent run blocking from Stanford’s offensive line. Browning was
benched briefly in the Cal game,
but when his backup threw an interception on his first pass Browning was rushed back into the game.
“Quarterback is the most dependent position on the team,’’
Shaw said. “A quarterback needs
a run game and blocking and everyone doing their job. (Browning) has always been one of my favorite players to watch. I like guys
with moxie. He’s a tough son of a
(continued on next page)

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL

It’s rivalry week in the PAL

ON THE AIR

Several teams still playing for a CCS berth

Friday
College women’s soccer: Stanford
at California, 3 p.m., Pac-12 Networks
College women’s volleyball: Colorado Stanford, 7 p.m., Pac-12 Networks

by Glenn Reeves
here is something special
about the traditional final
week of the high school
and college football season. Traditional rivalry games tend to get
everybody involved worked up.
A special game for the players,
coaches, student bodies, administrations and especially alums.
Even non-football fans sometimes get excited.
But of course, not all schools
have traditional rivals or are no
longer playing them in the final
week of the season. For them that
final week is nothing special.
The Peninsula Athletic League
has gone to great lengths to preserve traditional rivals playing in
week 10 of the season, juggling

T

Saturday
College football: Stanford at Washington, 6 p.m., Pac-12 Networks

Sunday
College women’s volleyball: Utah
at Stanford, 2 p.m., Pac-12 Networks
College men’s soccer: Stanford at
UCLA, 4 p.m., Pac-12 Networks

Tuesday
Karen Ambrose Hickey

College men’s basketball: Seattle
at Stanford, 7 p.m., Pac-12 Bay Area

READ MORE ONLINE

www.PASportsOnline.com
For expanded daily coverage of
college and prep sports, visit
www.PASportsOnline.com

K.J. Costello has continued to
progress at quarterback and Stanford’s passing game has thrived.
JJ Arcega-Whiteside is second in
the nation with 11 receptions for
touchdowns. He has also induced
13 penalties, 11 on pass-interference calls and two on holding.
“He’s All-Conference and AllAmerica,’’ Shaw said. “He’s big
and fast and what he understands
better than anything else is body
positioning.’’
It’s also been a disappointing
year for Jake Browning and Bryce
Love, the teams’ marquee players
heading into the season. Love has

Aiden Chang went over the 1,000-yard mark on his final carry last week
against Los Gatos in his sixth 100-yard rushing game of the season.
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league schedules so that rivals in
different divisions can play a nonleague game in that final week.
That works great for the Little
Big Game, the series between San
Mateo and Burlingame that dates
to 1927.
Other final week rivalries include South San Francisco-El
Camino, Terra Nova-Half Moon
Bay, Hillsdale-Aragon, Mills-Capuchino, Sequoia-Carlmont and
Menlo-Sacred Heart Prep.
But then there are schools without a clear-cut rival. Menlo-Atherton plays Woodside, even though
M-A considers Menlo and SHP to
be its primary rivals and Woodside’s big game took place back
(continued on page 62)

USA SOCCER

Playing for the U.S.
national program an honor
Menlo senior heading to Uruguay
for U-17 Women’s World Cup

S

during World Cup qualifying at
the CONCACEF tournament in
Florida in June.
The U.S. is unbeaten in 17 of its
past 18 matches, suffering a 2-1
loss to England on the final day
of the U-17 Women’s Invitational
on Oct. 14.
The Americans open the World
Cup on Nov. 14 against Cameroon. They will also meet Korea
DPR, the 2016 World Cup champion, and Germany during group
play.
It’s been a crazy ride for Jones,
who will be playing at Duke in
the fall. She started competitive
soccer with her twin brother,
Austin, on a boys team and at age
seven didn’t think she was any
good at the sport.
“It was tough playing with the
guys,” she said. “Then I started
playing with the girls and actually thought I could be good. I
never thought about where soccer
might take me but how much fun
I had playing.”
Jones also played basketball
and tennis and was on the Menlo
freshmen basketball team before
turning her attention to soccer
full-time. By age 15, she was
aware her athletic talent was in
soccer and made the commitment
to train year-round.
She did miss playing with her

Rick Eymer

by Rick Eymer
ophia Jones wasn’t sure
what her soccer coach
meant when, in September
of 2015, she was told a United
States scout was in attendance
to watch her play during a U-15
tournament.
Several weeks later, Jones received an e-mail inviting her to a
U-15 training camp.
“I didn’t know what it was and
I had no idea what to expect,”
said Jones, now a senior at Menlo
School and a member of the U.S.
U-17 national team that will be
competing at the FIFA U-17
Women’s World Cup in Uruguay
beginning Nov. 13. “I didn’t know
any of the girls and the level of
play was so much higher than I
had ever seen, I was shocked.”
That did not deter Jones, who
began kicking soccer balls around
at the age of three, from accepting the challenge of playing to
that level. She’s been a part of the
U.S. national program ever since,
becoming an important member
of a team with high expectations.
“Any time you wear the crest,
you expect to be the best in the
world,” Jones said. “The women’s
national team set the standard.”
Jones has since made 19 appearances with the national
U-17 team, including a start

Menlo School senior Sophia Jones is a member of the U.S. U-17
women’s soccer team that will compete in the U-17 Women’s World
Cup in Uraguay beginning Nov. 14.
Menlo classmates and once the
World Cup is over on Dec. 1, will
play for the Knights in her final
year.
Of the 21 players in the U-17
national roster, 19 are committed to play at 13 different colleges, including Jones. Three are
headed to UCLA, three to Penn
State, two to Harvard and two to
Stanford: Maya Doms and Astrid
Wheeler.
Jones thinks highly of all her
teammates and willing gave her
scouting report on the pair headed to Stanford.

Stanford football

PREP REPORT

CCS golf titles for Layton, Palo Alto may be just the beginning

C

Keith Peters

Kyle Ballack is one of eight
seniors who plays for Sacred
Heart Prep.

at three different locations.
The top-seeded Sacred Heart
Prep boys travel the furthest,
meeting No. 8 Soquel (20-4) at
Aptos High at 5:30 p.m. Saturday.
The Gators (24-2), with possibly their best team ever, are heavy
favorites to repeat as Open Division champions. They’ve already
won the West Catholic Athletic
League title and there’s four other
WCAL schools in the Open.
Peninsula Athletic League
champion Menlo School (207) is the third seed and is probably most familar with SHP. The
Knights, with top scorer Sam
Untrecht, who is headed to California in the fall, and goalies Josh
Poulos and Zayd Mahmoud leading the way, must get through No.
6 St. Francis (13-13) and a tough
semifinal match to reach the
championship game.
The Knights and Lancers have
met twice since Oct. 13, with
each team winning by four goals.
Menlo was the last team to beat
St. Francis and vice versa.
The Gators are senior-heavy
and could have as many as eight
playing in the college ranks next
year. Larsen Weigle and Andrew
Churukian are both committed to
Stanford and Walker Seymour is

heading to Harvard.
Other seniors include John Petrakian, James Plaschke, Kyle Ballack, Will Riley and Xavier Marco.
Untrecht is one of just three seniors for Menlo. Maxwell Patterson, headed to Brown, and Nick
Hernandez are the other seniors.
Palo Alto (16-11) earned the
No. 3 seed in Division I and hosts
No. 6 Menlo-Atherton (11-13) at 7
p.m. on Saturday.
The Vikings are 7-7 against the
CCS Division I field and has beaten the other five teams they’ve
played, including No. 1 Los Altos,
No. 2 Los Gatos and No. 5 Homestead, at least once.
Goalie Ben Rapperport, Ryan
Stanley and Dexter Gormley are
among those who have led the Vikings this season.
M-A finished second to Menlo
in the PAL Bay Division and also
lost, by a goal, to Palo Alto during
the regular season. Senior Cooper
Gran is a spirited leader for the
Bears and is joined by Willem
Holzricher, Gabriel Montiya and
Zachary de Haaff.
Woodside (19-7) finished third in
the PAL and earned a No. 7 seed.
Part of that success comes from
(continued on page 63)

(continued from previous page)

gun who’s won a lot of games.’’
Washington’s defense is led by
senior linebacker Ben Burr-Kirven, who leads the Pac-12 and is
second nationally in tackles per
game (13.6). Burr-Kirven went to
high school just a few miles down
El Camino from Stanford at Sacred Heart Prep.
“We didn’t go all the way down
the recruiting process with him,’’
Shaw said. “He was injured the
end of his junior year and couldn’t
come to our camp. It seemed like
he was halfway between a safety
or linebacker, but all he does is
tackle everybody. A great football player, he finds a way to get
to the ball, doesn’t stay blocked.
He plays the game the way it is
supposed to be played.’’
Injuries are a significant issue
for any team that plays football,
but they have hurt Stanford plenty
this season. The most publicized
example is Love, who has had
his Heisman Trophy candidacy
dashed by injuries. He is day to
day this week, as is backup running back Trevor Speights, standout offensive lineman Nate Herbig.
wide receiver Connor Wedington
and linebacker Curtis Robinson.
Starting outside linebackers
Joey Alfieri and Casey Toohill
are both out, but Shaw praised the
play of their replacements, Jordan
Fox and Gabe Reid.

Karen Ambrose Hickey/Stanford Athletics

Postseason success on the horizon
by Rick Eymer
astilleja’s Niav Layton,
Sacred Heart Prep’s Lindsey Lynch, the Palo Alto
girls golf and both cross country
teams and the Menlo-Atherton
girls tennis team helped make
this week a success for local athletes and there’s more to come.
While Central Coast Section volleyball titles in all six divisions will
be decided this weekend, boith the
girls and boys water polo tournaments get underway Saturday with
10 local teams looking to advance

“Maya is so good on the ball
and she leads by example. She’s
always in the game,” Jones said.
“Astrid leads with her voice as
well as her playing. She knows
how to play long balls and makes
connections with simple, smart
passes. She’s super positive.”
Kennedy Wesley, who has
made 32 appearances with the
U-17 team, is also going to Stanford but will miss the World Cup
with a torn ACL.
“She’s maybe the best player
I’ve ever played with,” Jones said.
“She’s so strong in the back and

definitely our leader. She’s willing to make the tough tackles and
put her body on the line.”
Jones plays a holding middle,
usually alongside Doms and/or
Wheeler. It’s a position always
on the move, usually without the
ball.
“I move forward with the attack
and support the team,” she said.
“You work hard, but everybody
does, and it’s super rewarding.”
Wesley is one of four injured
players unable to make the trip,
along with Kate Wiesner, Lia
Godfrey and Croix Bethune.
That doesn’t stop them from being a part of the team. Snapchat
goes a long way in keeping them
connected.
“We do miss them,” Jones said.
“We feel something missing. But
at the same time it motivates us
to play for them. We’re all best
friends with each other and super
close. We work for each other.”
The injured players are also on
the field as their teammates write
their names on taped wrists.
“It’s an honor to wear the crest
and remember all the players
who came before you and how
you want to make them proud,”
Jones said. “It’s an honor to be
playing for something bigger than
yourself.”
The team leaves for Argentina
on Saturday to train for a week
before heading over to Uruguay.
It’s been such a great journey
she’s had little time to digest her
future at Duke and in the sport.
“It’s still so hypothetical I don’t
think it’s going to be real until I
step on campus,” Jones said. “For
me, I focus on what’s ahead. It’s
so far off that I focus on what I
can control.” Q

K.J. Costello has continued to
progress at quarterback, and
Stanford’s passing game has
thrived.
“We’re beating people on the
edge but not beating people inside,’’ Shaw said.
Cornerback Alijah Holder is
still not all the way back from a
knee injury.
“Alijah is probably 80 to 90
percent,’’ Shaw said. “He’s not
in pain. You go through a whole
progression in rehab and the last
thing to come back is that explosiveness, that last burst. He doesn’t
quite have that, but hopefully by
the end of the year he’ll be closer
to 100 percent. Every week he’s
gotten a little bit better.’’
As far as the atmosphere at
Washington:
“It’s going to be loud and wet,’’
Shaw said. “It’s not just loud to
your ears. You feel it all over your
body. You can’t hear anything,
lots of energy and passion. It’s
going to be fun.’’ Q
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SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Request Submission no later than December 3, 2018
Send all information to:
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25 Churchill Avenue, Building D
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1099
Attn: Veronica Melero
vmelero@pausd.org
Phone: (650) 329-3927
Fax: (650) 327-3588

2018

Palo Alto Mayor Liz Kniss, ATHENA Awards
recipients Elaine Uang and Sherri Sager, Palo Alto
Chamber of Commerce CEO Judy Kleinberg
Event sponsor: Garden Court Hotel
Media Sponsor: Palo Alto Weekly and Palo Alto Online
ATHENA Goddess Sponsor: glassybaby Stanford Store
Emerging Goddess Sponsor: Castilleja Palo Alto
Table Sponsors: Smart RE, Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital Stanford,
Premier Properties, Palo Alto Hotel Council
Gifts Sponsor: Nordstrom Stanford
In Kind Sponsors: glassybaby Stanford Store and
Palo Alto High School Fiery Arts Program
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Prep football
(continued from page 60)

in the second week of the season
against Sequoia.
M-A’s game with Woodside
has increasingly become a competitive mismatch. This year M-A
has already earned the distinction
of being the best team in the PAL
by having won the Bay Division
championship while Woodside
is 1-4 in the Lake Division, the
PAL’s lowest rung.
Jefferson, with Westmoor having discontinued its football program over 20 years ago, plays
The King’s Academy in the final
week, two schools it would take
some doing to find less in common between.
The Santa Clara Valley Athletic League makes no effort to
have rivals play in the final week
of the season, in part due to less
clearly-defined and historically
established relationships between
schools and partly due to competitive inequity. Palo Alto and
Gunn, natural rivals in a number
of sports, don’t even play in football any more as the competitive
imbalance between the two became too great.
Gunn has made progress this
season under first-year coach Jason Miller. He was asked if he
would like some day to be able to
resume the football rivalry with
Palo Alto.
“Our program has been so
downtrodden that right now I’m
just trying to develop a competitive rivalry with teams in our conference,’’ Miller said. “Long-term,
a rivalry game with Paly would be
tremendous for the community.
It’s on us. Paly has done their part.
“My high school, Leuzinger (of
Lawndale), has one of the great
rivalries in the state with Hawthorne. The whole town lived for
that. We had guys who joined the
team just to play in that game and
then quit the team after it was
over.’’
Palo Alto coach Nelson Gifford
played at Paly when the series
with Gunn was still alive. He was
asked if he would like to see the
two teams play again on a yearly
basis:
“Absolutely, I think that’s better
for everybody,’’ Gifford said. “It
would be so cool. I had that experience in high school and they
were great games, tons of people
in the stands.There is no better
feeling than a true rivalry game.
I’d love it. Everyone watched that
one with rapt attention.’’
The other natural rivalries in
the SCVAL, Mountain View-Los
Altos, Santa Clara-Wilcox, Homestead-Fremont, Monta Vista-Cupertino and Los Gatos-Saratoga,
all played earlier in the season
with a lesser degree of pomp and
pageantry.
Some rivalries change over the
years. Palo Alto, back when there
were fewer schools in the area,
had a big rivalry with Sequoia, a
game that was played at Stanford
on Thanksgiving.
Here’s a look at this week’s
games:

Palo Alto at Homestead,
7 p.m.
This game will serve as a tuneup for the playoffs for Palo Alto
(8-1, 5-1). Homestead (1-8, 1-5)
has had a tough season. But Gifford is treating it like any other
game.
“We can’t look past anybody,’’
Gifford said. “In Homestead’s
first series against Wilcox they
went on an 18-play drive. We
didn’t do that, Los Gatos didn’t
do that. We can’t take those guys
lightly at all. All they want to do
is ruin somebody else’s season.
They lost the Bell (the Homestead-Fremont rivalry game last
week). I know how that feels.’’
Quarterback Jackson Chryst
has thrown 25 touchdown passes
for Paly, 16 of which have gone
to Jamir Shepard.
“It’s great to see,’’ Gifford
said. “Jackson has done everything we’ve asked him to do.
He’s a team leader. Jamir set high
goals for himself and worked his
tail off to achieve them.’’
Running back Aiden Chang
went over the 1,000-yard mark
on his final carry last week
against Los Gatos in his sixth
100-yard rushing game of the
season.
Palo Alto is awaiting the result of the Bellarmine-St. Ignatius game to see if it’s the No.
1 or No. 2 seed in the Central
Coast Section Open Division
I playoffs. If Bellarmine wins,
the Bells would be included in
the Division I bracket with Palo
Alto the No. 1 seed and MenloAtherton No. 2. If St. Ignatius
wins then Wilcox would be the
No. 1 seed in Division I instead
of Division II, with Palo Alto No.
2 and Menlo-Atherton No. 3.
Menlo School at Sacred
Heart Prep, 7:30 p.m.
This series, dubbed the Valparaiso Bowl for the street the
two adjacent schools are located
on, is not an old rivalry (Sacred
Heart Prep’s football program
dates only to the late 1990s), but
it is ardently embraced by both
schools. The trouble with this
year’s matchup is that SHP (8-1,
3-1) is up and Menlo is down.
SHP (8-1, 3-1) is coming off
a 40-28 win over Terra Nova,
a team Menlo lost to 67-33 two
weeks ago. And then Menlo
(4-5, 1-3), beset by injuries and
a lack of available players, lost
last week to Aragon 56-13. SHP
defeated Aragon 36-14 earlier in
the season.
“They’ve had some struggles,’’
SHP coach Mark Grieb said of
Menlo. “It’s difficult bringing
up sophomores to play varsity
and having 19 guys. But I don’t
think Menlo wants any of our
pity. This game takes on a life of
its own with all the people who
know each other. Our approach
needs to be the same as it is every week, go out and honor the
game, honor Menlo.’’
For Grieb, it was a pleasure
to see how his team responded
against Terra Nova after losing
to M-A 30-0 the previous week.
“It was nice to beat a good

team,’’ Grieb said. “We were
able to drive the ball and convert
on third downs. To start the second half we went on an 11-play,
88-yard drive.
“This is a resilient bunch of
guys,’’ Grieb said. “Before we
came back to practice on Monday I was going to give them a
speech about bouncing back, but
I didn’t have to. They were ready
to go. This is a mature bunch of
guys.’’
Portable lights will be brought
in for the night game on the Sacred Heart Prep campus.
Gunn at Santa Clara, 7 p.m.
A running clock was in use
from the second quarter on in
Gunn’s previous game. And it
wasn’t because the Titans were
on the losing end of this blowout.
Gunn (4-5, 2-3), with frequent
one-play scoring “drives,’’ had
62 points at halftime and went
on to a 70-13 win over Lynbrook.
“I told the team, sometimes it’s
not about an opponent,’’ Miller
said. “We want to be like a ballet, perfect our performance like
in a ballet.’’
Classical dance similes aside,
Gunn has four wins this season
for the first time since 2012.
With a win over Santa Clara the
Titans would finish at .500.
Santa Clara (5-4, 4-1) is tied
for first place in the SCVAL El
Camino Division with Mountain
View and Saratoga.
“Santa Clara is really athletic,’’ Miller said. “They have
athleticism that the rest of our
league does not have. We have to
contain their athleticism. Control
the ball, control the clock and
make them play our game.’’
Woodside at MenloAtherton, 7:30 p.m.
M-A (7-2) rested some starters
last week and still was able to
post a 24-7 win over Half Moon
Bay to finish PAL Bay Division
play at 5-0. Expect more of the
same this week.
“This week should be a good
opportunity to give some guys
playing time,’’ M-A coach Adhir
Ravipati said.
Quarterback Jack Alexander
was among those held out of the
Half Moon Bay game. He had
a minor quad injury and could
have played if necessary, but the
decision was made to give him
rest.
“He’ll probably play a little
this week to keep him sharp,’’
Ravipati said. “We want to get
into the playoffs with some good
momentum.’’
The series with Woodside has
turned into a one-sided affair.
Woodside hasn’t had a winning
season since 2008 and is 4-5
overall, 1-4 in the PAL Lake.
“For our program, for our
community there are still people
who think Woodside is a big rival,’’ Ravipati said. “With district realignment some families
that were formerly Woodside
families are now at M-A.I have
a lot of respect for them. They
have more size and depth than
they did a year ago.’’Q

Sports

Prep report
(continued from page 61)

two sets of brothers: Andrew and
Ryan Mills and Kai and Aidan
Seed. There’s also Joe Untrecht,
Sam’s younger brother. Woodside
had just three seniors on its roster.
Girls water polo
Gunn (14-11) played a tough
nonleague schedule and performed well enough to be considered one of the top eight teams in
the Central Coast Section regardless of division.
But that might not be enough to
earn a spot in the NorCals, as the
Titans are up against one of the
top programs in the state. Topseeded Leland (24-2) has won its
last 43 games against teams from
the CCS.
Gunn also has eight seniors in
Kayla Lin, Sydney Hetzel, Jacqueline Lu, Carly Feng, Kara
Jacobsen, Michelle Fang, Ryan
Hartinger and Rebecah Huang.
Junior Cooper McKenna and
sophomore Kate Mallery are also
key players.
WCAL champion Sacred Heart
Prep (20-6) was seeded third

and will meet SCVAL De Anza
champion Los Gatos (23-2) in Saturday’s quarterfinal at Los Altos
at 2:30 p.m..
SHP and Los Gatos also met in
last year’s quarterfinal, an 8-7 victory for the Gators. SH Prep also
beat Soquel last year, 7-6, before
losing to Leland, 8-6. It’s a scenario that could easily play out
again this year.
Senior Nellie McAdams is one
of the more experienced goalies in
the area and is one of six seniors
on the roster, joining Daphne
Crum, Olivia Smith, Madeline
Dennerline, Cameron Wu and
Madeline Johnson.
Seniors have also played an important part of Castilleja’s season.
The PAL champions are seeded
fourth and play No. 5 St. Francis
(12-12) at Gunn at 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday.
Seniors Madison Lewis and
Claire Pisani are two of the top
offensive players in the area and
have been key in helping the Gators (20-5) win their fifth straight
league title. Fellow seniors Scarlett Ackley and Chloe Nicolaou
have also been leaders for Castilleja. Junior Minhee Chung is
also a scoring threat.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Woodside (12-9) earned the
eighth seed in Division I and will
play top-seeded host Los Altos
(14-12) at 5:30 p.m. Saturday.
Menlo School, the top seed in
Division II, has improved its CCS
standing in each of the past three
years.
Girls golf
Castilleja senior Niav Layton
was one of the first golfers to tee
off at the Central Coast Section
Girls’ Golf Championships on the
Laguna Seca Golf Ranch in Monterey County.
She was also the last to finish
and happily so, sinking a 10-foot
putt on the first playoff hole to

edge Pinewood’s Megan Chou,
who had teed off about 18 minutes
behind her.
Both West Bay Athletic League
athletes were playing as individuals, both finished 18 holes with a
round of 72 and both had to wait
several hours until initiating their
playoff.
A lot happened while they waited. Palo Alto won the CCS team
title with a score of 386, for example, successfully defending its
section crown.
Girls tennis
Top-seeded Allison Browne,
a junior at Menlo-Atherton remained unbeaten in Peninsula

Athletic League play by winning
twice Wednesday to reach Thursday’s final of the PAL girls’ tennis
singles tournament at Burlingame.
Browne met the second-seeded
Annika Lin of Carlmont for the
title at Burlingame. Lin beat M-A
senior Sophia Longo, 6-4, 6-1, to
reach the final.
Menlo-Atherton’s top seeded
doubles team of Charlie Smith
and Katie Donahue beat teams
from Hillsdale and Carlmont en
route to the final, where they won
the doubles title by default.
Lindsay Lynch beat Isa Robinson in an all-Gators final at the
West Bay Athletic League singles
tournament. Q

NOTICE OF DESIGNATED POLLING PLACES IN THE
NOVEMBER 6, 2018 GENERAL ELECTION

In the Voting Precinct column, the following initials mean that there will be bilingual
language assistance available. C = Chinese K = Korean S = Spanish
Polling PlaceName

Voting
Precinct

Polling Place Address

PCT 2002/C/K/R

All Saints Episcopal Church - Library

555 Waverley St

PCT 2003/C

Palo Alto High School

50 Embarcadero Rd

PCT 2004/K

The Children’s Health Council Resource Center

650 Clark Way

PCT 2005/C

University Lutheran Church - Sanctuary

1611 Stanford Ave

PCT 2009/C

Palo Alto Comm. Childcare Center

3990 Ventura Ct.

PCT 2013/S/C/R

St. Andrew’s United Methodist Church

4111 Alma St

PCT 2014/S/C/K

Palo Alto Community Childcare Center

3990 Ventura Ct.

PCT 2015/C

Palo Alto Fire Station # 05

600 Arastradero Rd

PCT 2019/C

Fairmeadow Elementary School - Multipurpose Room

500 E Meadow Dr

PCT 2025/C

First Church Of Christ Scientist

3045 Cowper St

PCT 2028/C

St. Mark’s Episcopal Church

600 Colorado Ave

PCT 2034/C

First Baptist Church

305 N California Ave

PCT 2043

Feldman Residence

2121 Waverley St

PCT 2046

Gamble Garden Center - Carriage House

1431 Waverley St

PCT 2049

First Lutheran Church - Lobby

600 Homer Ave

PCT 2056/C/R

Channing House - Auditorium

850 Webster St

PCT 2061/C/R

Lytton Gardens - Community Room

330 Everett Ave

PCT 2065

Walter Hays Elementary School - Multipurpose Room

4PKKSLÄLSK9K

PCT 2068/C

Seventh Day Adventist Church

786 Channing Ave

PCT 2069

St. Albert The Great Church - Center

1095 Channing Ave

PCT 2081/C

Walter Hays Elementary School - Multipurpose Rm.

4PKKSLÄLSK9K

Claire Pisani

Sam Untrecht

CASTILLEJA WATER POLO

MENLO WATER POLO

PCT 2090/C

First Congregational Church - Narthex

985 Louis Rd

The senior attacker scored
eight goals on 10 shots
in helping Menlo School
beat Menlo-Atherton in the
championship match of the
Peninsula Athletic League
tournament, its 22nd title in
the past 24 years.

PCT 2096/C

Crossroads Community Church - Fellowship Hall

 4PKKSLÄLSK9K

PCT 2098/C

Palo Alto Buddhist Temple - Issei Hall

51 Louis Rd

PCT 2101/C

Ohlone Elementary School - Multipurpose Room

950 Amarillo Ave

PCT 2102/C

Palo Alto Buddhist Temple - Issei Hall

2751 Louis Rd

PCT 2107/C

Friends Meeting Of Palo Alto

957 Colorado Ave

PCT 2108/S/K

Barron Park School - Multipurpose Room

800 Barron Ave

PCT 2110/C

Eichler Swim & Tennis Club

3539 Louis Rd

PCT 2112/C

Cubberley Community Center - Room H1

4PKKSLÄLSK9K

PCT 2114

Moldaw Residences

899 E Charleston Rd

The senior scored eight
goals, had two assists and
recorded four steals in
leading the Gators to their
fifth consecutive Peninsula
Athletic League title and
clinching a spot in the CCS
Open Division.

Honorable mention
Niav Layton

Jackson Chryst*

Castilleja golf

Palo Alto football

Madison Lewis

Deston Hawkins

Castilleja water polo

Rebekah Limb
Palo Alto volleyball

Kylie Mies
Palo Alto volleyball

Sarah Perry
Woodside cross country

Madison Pineda
Palo Alto golf

Menlo-Atherton football

Richard Jackson
Gunn football

Raymond Price III
Sacred Heart Prep football

Jamie Shepard
Palo Alto football

Larsen Weigle*
Sacred Heart Prep water polo
*Previous winner

PCT 2115/S/K

Barron Park School - Multipurpose Room

800 Barron Ave

PCT 2117/C

Palo Verde School - Multi-purpose Room

3450 Louis Rd

PCT 2120/S/C/K

Henry M. Gunn High School - Library

780 Arastradero Rd

PCT 2125/C

Palo Alto Christian Reformed Church

687 Arastradero Rd

PCT 2129/C

Unity Palo Alto Community Church

 4PKKSLÄLSK9K

The polls will be open from 7:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.
$OOEDOORWVFDVWZLOOEHFRXQWHGDWWKH6DQWD&ODUD&RXQW\5HJLVWUDURI9RWHUVâ2τFH
%HUJHU'ULYH%XLOGLQJ6DQ-RVH&DOLIRUQLDċ%HWK0LQRU&LW\&OHUN

Watch video interviews of the Athletes of the Week, go to PASportsOnline.com
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COLDWELL BANKER

East Palo Alto | $945,000
Spacious single-level 4br/2ba home near Facebook.

Mountain View | $323,888
Prestigious 2br/2ba home in a senior community featuring a great location.

Laura Flores
650.771.2686
Laura.Flores@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01709648

Cheryl Rivera Smith
650.386.0595
CR.Smith@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01890738

Palo Alto | $3,488,000
Sophisticated 2br/2.5ba penthouse with views.

Menlo Park | $1,795,000
3br/2ba beauty w/bright ambiance.

Carmel Valley | $1,600,000
Exclusive Miramonte home with 2br/1.5ba.

Paciﬁca | $998,000
3br/2ba Manor rancher w/great location.

Debbie Nichols
650.996.3191
dnichols@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #00955497

Sue Crawford
650.566.5341
SCrawford@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #00587710

The Heinrich Team
831.626.2434
team@TheHeinrichTeam.com
CalRE #01069022

Stephanie Flahavan
650.685.7657
sﬂahavan@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01053772

Coldwell Banker Creates
MORE CONNECTIONS
Worldwide
®

With a global network of 92,000 independent agents in 3,000 ofﬁces
and a website that attracts visitors from 226 countries and territories,
Mountain View | $976,000
2bd/2ba condo in the heart of Mountain View.

Redwood City | $769,000
Lovely 2br/1ba condo, approx. 1,025 sqft.

The Carmichael Team
Phyllis and Jamie
jamie.carmichael@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01499696 | 00588814

Helen Aragoni
650.712.2481
helen.aragoni@cbnorcal.com
CalRE #01306091

Coldwell Banker® brings together more home buyers and sellers worldwide.

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM
The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it without personal veriﬁcation. Real estate agents afﬁliated
with Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage are independent contractor agents and are not employees of the Company. ©2018 Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage. All Rights Reserved. Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC.
414911SFSV_07/18 CalRE #01908304.
Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.
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